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ESTABLISHED JUKE
SPECIIAI, NOTICES.

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

Entirely harmless; is not a caostle.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion, and Gallon,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
|&~A CURE IS QlJARANTKItn. M*
For ante by all DraggiNl".
Price 115 cenlM.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who

nave

used it and

now

testify

to its valn6.

Ask lor Plchlotierbeck’a Corn aad Wart
(Solvent aud take ua other,
nov23
aidtf

BOOKS.

RARE OLD ENGLISH

118 Middle Street newly opened for sale
of above, and of current and staadnrd Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old bosks

STORE

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morniko, at $2.50 a
year; if paid in advance. $2.1*0 a year.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 .00
per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.

METEOROLOGICAL.

10.000 Old

Books Wanted lm>

mediately.

»ug20

INDICATIONS

Fall Term of the Public Schools will begin
f|lHE
X MONDAY Morning, Sept. 10. As schools open
so late in the season it is .lesirable that
pupils should
be as prompt as possible in uniting with their classes.
order
of
school
By
Commit:ee,
THOMAS TASH, Supt. of Schools.
Portland, August 30, 1883.
aug31 td

English ifClassical School.
485 1-2 Congress Street.
Fall term

will begin

MONDAY, SEPT.

3.

Pupil, admitted

at any time. For further InforCY Bl’tl B.VIRXEt l.JI.,
Dm iug. Maine.

addrew

oodnw_

St. Catharine's Hall.
AEUESTA,

ME.

Diocesan School for Girls, under the direction of
the

Bishop of Maine.

MADAME MON DAN,

Principal.

Assist, d by seven competent teachers.
Mrs. A. S. Frothingham,
Matren.
Th s school affords thorough instruction in all departments, with full college course in Ijatin and
Greek.
Modern
Langunga* and Conversation
Classes under the charge of native teachers. Special
for the study of Music and Art.
TERMS. S‘iSO a yeur. Sixteenth school year
open- September 'io.
Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st, after
which date inquiries may be made of the Principal.

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.
Sept. 5, 1 A. M.
For New England,

sndtf

PUBLIC84IIOOLS.

FOB

HOURS.

KDrCATIONAL.

an

MAINE.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tbe
PORTTLAjI) PUBLISHING COMPANY
At 97 Erchanqk St., Portland, Hus.
Terms; EightEbllars a Year. To mall subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year, If paid in advance.
Rates of Advertising: One Inch of space tbe
length ef column, constitutes a "square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or legs. $1.00. continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less. 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
Special Noticeb, one-thi d additional.
Under bead of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.

purehased.

mation

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 5,

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRESS.

Corns
Cure Your
BY USING

(
j

Partly cloudy weather, light local rains, southnorthwest winds, falling followed by
rising barometer and nearly stationary temperwest to

ature.

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

The disturbance which was central north of
the Lake region has passed eastward aud is now
central in the lower St. Lawrence valley. Fair
weather continues on the Atlantic coast and
in the Northwest, aud local rains sre reported
to-night from the Lake region, Ohio valley,
Tennessee aud the Western Gulf States. The
temperature has risen slightly on the Atlantic
coast, Ohio valley and Lake' legion, and fallen
from live to ten degrees in the upper Lake region aud Northwest with uorth to west winds.
Southerly winds prevail in New England and
the South Atlantic States, and light variable
winds in the Gulf States aud Ohio valley.
Light local rains are indicated for districts on
the Atlantic coast Wednesday, followed by
cooler and fair weather
Wednesday tight aud
Thursday. Cool and fair weather is indicated
for Tenuessee, Ohio valley aud lower Lake region on Thursday. The temperature will rise
slowly in the Northwest and upper Lake region
Thursday with fair weather.

eod2m.

MRS. THROOP’S
-FOR-

Young
Will

Lanio*

and

Children,

.EPTENBER I4it

reopen

I NS.‘I

circulars, address MRS. THROOP. No. 61
Portland, Mo.
High
jyOeod till oetl
For

^

st.

PORTLAND

ACADEMY.^

Full Term begin. »E PT. IO, at the

room,

in

Motley Blook.
The usual courses of study for pupils of both
for particulars apply to
MISS E. A. FILES, Principal.
d3w
Portland, Sept. 1,1883.

sexes,

Bangor, Me., Sept. 4.—The schooner Edward Stewart was lauuched this afternoon
from the yard of B. & I. K. Stetson. Registered tonnage, government
measurement,
Newburyport, Mass., Sent. 4.—The
Empire State, from Boston, with 1500

s'eamer
passen

gers. arrived here at noon aud returned at 3
o’clock this afternoon.
London, Sept. 4.—The Norwegian hark
Cliena, Capt. Tillisch, from Halifax tor Liverpool, is ashore on Walney Islaud. She is fall
of water and has lost two ot her inastr. Crew
saved.
The Italian bark Credito, Capt. L.trassa,
lrom Palermo for Philadelphia, has put into
Trapani in a leaking condition The crew
mutinied and refused to proceed.
Gaspe, Que., Sept. 4,—The latest advices
from South Poiut, Auticosti, states that the
steamship Viking, of the Ross Line, which
went ashore near there yesterday, is a hopeless
wreck.

Halifax, N. S., Sept 4,—A large unknown

HE GREAT SAUCl

steamer is suuk
water fonr miles

in six or seven fathoms ot
off Indian harbor, GaysborShe is dismasted. A boat aud
house have beeu picked up but no name is on
them.

ongh county.

OF THE WORLD.

Severe

a

was

severe

Loss of the Schooner Welcome
and J. W. Russell-

lbe Professionals do not Row.

Nineteen Men Lose tlielr Lire*.

(.Special Despatch to the Portland Praia.]
Lake Makakocook, Sept. 4.
Yesterday, this place was the objective point

frost

this morning in Canton and Dixfield on the
low lands. The sweet corn is damaged consid-

erably.
Bangor, Sept. 4.—Reports from towns
throughout Penobscot county affirm that a
heavy frost baa done considerable damage to
the creps.
Forest Fires in Northern ITIaiue.
Bancor, Sepo. 4.—Forest, fires are raging in
many localities throughout Eastern and Northern Maine.
A Receptiou to Oov. Robie.
Gov. Robie is to be tendered a reception by
the Calais Light Infantry at Calais tc-night.

Fine Rnilroad.
The laying of the rails of the Shore Line
Railroad was commenced to-day. Ten miles of
road bed is now all graded.
When

Professor Phelps Dangerously III.
Boston, Sept. 4 —Prof. AuBtin Phelps is reported dangerously ill at Bar Harbor, as a result of the tragic death of his sou, Prof. Phelps
of Andover, who accident dly killed himself
jn the Maine woods.

Reception to Rot. Robie.
Calais, Sept. 4.—Governor Robie, Councillors Bolster and Fessenden, with their wives
and several personal friends, arrived on an
early morning train and spent the day visiting
the Indians at Peter Dana’s Point, returning
to this city at 5
o’clock this afternoon.
The
receptiou tendered Governor Robie
by the Calais Light Infantry wg| a
brilliant
and
affair,
though
proposed
at a lae day and preparations
hurriedly made.
It compares favorably with any similar eveni
in this city for years.
The hall was beautifully decorated, the attendance .very large and

[From our 1‘ xshangss.]
Liquor fines to the amouut of ®18C0 were collected and paid into the Penobscot county
treasury »t the August term of the Supreme
Judicial Court.
A 'oung man named Charles J. Lauder, of
Bangor, recently injured his spine by lifting so
that his reason lias heen affected. His physician has hopes of his recovery.
The publishers of tne Home Farm announce
an enlargement of their
paper, to take plate
aboui the first ot November. A column will
be added to each page and the columns will be
lengthened, so that with this enlargement a
much greater amount of matter can be presented each week.
A petition has recently heen laid before the
Governor and Council asking them to recognize and patronize the New Industrial School
for the Education and Instruction of Deaf
Mutes at Beverly, Mass. This institution was
organized in 1879. The petition has been laid
on the table for further action
by the Council.
It is reported that there has been twentyseven United States liqnor licenses taken nut
b> parties in the village of Oakland within the
past few weeks.
Among the Maine horses entered for (rotting
at Beacon Park, Boston, Sept. 25-28, are the
following;—Young Rolf, by C. H. Nelson,
Waterville, and Gideon Wells, by N. M. Prescott, of Clinton.

SPORTING.

NEW ENGLAND PAIR.

O’Neil and Gibbons Win the Amateur Races.
•

Front.

Canton, Sept. 4.—There

the toilets very fine.

398 71 tons.

ENGLISH AND FKEN« H SCHOOL

An Incendiary Fire.
Bab Harbor, Sept. 4.—An incendiary fire
on Calf Island, Frenchman’s Bay, this morning, horned a house, baru and twenty tons of
hay. The island is the property of E. C. Cashman, of Newport, B. I.

of about 5000 people, all intent upon witnessing the grand regatta, in which five of the fastest professional oarsmen in the world were to
take part in a contest for a parse of 8SCO, divided, 8500 to first, 8200 to seoond, and 8100 to
third; a race for senior amateurs for prizes of
watch valved at 8100 to first, and a silver watch valued at 840 to second; and a race
for junior amateurs for prizes of a French
a

gold

clock to first and a gold ring to second.
The day dpened very auspicieusly,
the
weather being cool and comfortable, with bat
The water, in the morning,
was all that could be asked for. The forenoon
was passed pleasantly in the nsual amusement!
provided for such occasions, ann the members
of the press were taken care of by Messrs.
Winship and McGllnchy. Abont noon however, the wind began rising and at 2 o'clock it
a

slight wind.

was

blowing hard straight down the course
impossible for a race to be palled in

It was

such water, white caps showing themselves all
over the course as laid ont.
The races were to
be called at 1 o'clock, in the following order:
oanoe race, junior amateur,
senior amateur,
The Oldtown Indians did not
professional.
succeed in getting here in season and the canoe race was declared oil.
Abont 4 o'clock the judges decided to lay out
tor the amateur races on the lower part of the lake, and accordingly called ont
the junior amateur entries:
Williams, first,
a

new coarse

ADglin, second, Gibbons, third, Kendall,
Some little time
fourth, Free of Saco, fifth.
was used in getting the men in line, bat finally the word was given, and they all got away
well together, Gibbons having a slight load.
Soou after the start Anglin broke his stretcher
and had to cease rowing.
Gibbons started
with a long swinging stroke, with Williams
following him Bharp, and the other in good
place, At the end ot the first mile Gibbous
had a lead of abont three lengths over Wil.
liams. while the others were in a bnnob.
Upon entering the second half there was a sharp
struggle made by Williams to take the lead
from Gibbons, but it waa ot no avail. Gibbons
turned the stake first, with Williams abont
three lengths astern, and Free and Randal*
bringing np the rear. After turning the stake
Gibbous continued to increase his lead, and
Kandall slowly gained on Free, finally passing
him on the last half mile.
The finish was
made with Gibbous, first, Williams, second,
abont eight lengths behind Gibbons, Kandall
third, and Free, fourth. Time 15.10. Distance
miles.
The uext race called was the senior amateur
in which there were six entries as follows: T.
J. Casey of Boston, Killlati of Boston, O’Neil
of Boston, Sweeney of Portland, Buckley of
Portland, O'Conuell of Portland, they having
drawn positions in the order named.
Considerrhle trouble was had iu getting the Boston
entries in lines. They, Casey especially, persisting iu poshing their boats across the line.
When the word was given, Casey struck the
two

lead of a length over the
others. It was a fine race all the way down to
the turning stake. O'Neil tnrned the stake
first, followed by Killian, O’Connell,'Buckley,
ley, Casey and Sweeney. After they bad
squared away for home O’Connell and Buckley,
by handsome rowing, had secured secoud and
third positions respectively and were going for*
O’Neil in grand style. On the last quarter
O’Connell was leading, with O’Neil second and
Buckley third. When within a short distance
of the stake boat it became evident that there
would be a foul between 9’Neil aud O’Connell
unless one or the other of the men stopped
water

Faratally Opened at -Uanchuter Yesterof a LETTER from
a MEDICAL GENTLEMAN at Madras- to his brother

ghavibb,

WORCESTER,

kt

May,

1851.
“TelH-EAAPERRINS that their
Bauee Is highly esteemed In India,
and la In my opinion, the most pala-

nsa,
HOT A 0*U

n£Ai%|

table, as well as the
moat
wholesome
sauce thatlsmade. •>

■gnatoe

is

on

day.

sorp*,

GA.1E, *b;

every

bottla of GENCOOf !

WORCESTERSHIRE

SAUCE.

Bold and used througrhodt the world.

JOHN DUNCAN’S

SONS,
'■£3ESTSFOB THE UNITED
stithb.

*i£W VOKh.

CLARK’S

Circulating Library.
The largest and best in the city.
New Books received soon as published. Terms 2 cents a day.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy Goods constantly on hand.
1

Frank 6. Clark,
515 CONGRESS ST.
eodtf

Ju22

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the Use «f the Knife.
WILLIAM READ <M. D.. Harv.rd, 1842>, and

ROBERT M.READ (M.D., Hai.ard, 1876 ,officea,
Boston,
Evans Houx, 175 Trcmont
give special attention to the treatr entof FI*TlLA,PILKN AND ALL Dl AANEN OF
THE RECTUM, without detection from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlet sent

application.
Offiee Houro—11 a.m. to 4 p.m. (except Sundays'.
on

feblOdly

Dr, KEHSOS'8
cow®.'
VT-'-itaiiiii

--

OFFICE,

Closed Until October

Ij3.

A Diploma of Honor.
Toronto, Sept. 4.— A despatch to the Globe
says the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
for their exhibit at tbe international exhibition
at Amsterdam, has been awarded a diploma of
honor, which is the highest award.
Wheat

and

Corn

Crops

in

Kansas.

Atchison, Iian., Sept. 4—The wheat crop
in this State is threshing oat macb heavier
than was expected, and the State Board of
Agriculture has revised its fntnre estimate
and now says that the crop will aggregate
35,000,000 bushels. The corn crop in Kansas,
it is estimated, will reach fully 200,000,000
bushels, and will be the largest ever produced
In the State.
Heavy immigration has already
commenced to flow into the State, and it is
believed that the immigration this fall aad
next spriDg will be very large.
President in « tiiongo.
Chicago, Sept. 4—A special train conveying President Arthur, General Sheridan, and
ether members of the Yellowstone party,
arrived from St. Paul on the Northwestern
road at 2.05 this afternoon. A g.'eat crowd had
assembled to witness their disembarkment,
but tbe official reception, owing to the uncertainty which had prevailed as to the President's movements, was informal. The reception committee awaited the President's arrival
at the depot, and the members of his party
were at once driven to the Grand Pacific
Hotel under the escort of 100 veterans.- A
formal reception of the President will not
occur till to-morrow.
Our

Railway CollUiou in Delaware.
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 4.—A collision occurred last night on the Delaware railroad,
near Green Spring, caused by a runaway locumotive lrom Clayton, which had been started
by a tramp who v»aH seen to jump off. The
south bound passenger train met the locomotive, and both engines were wrecked. William
Collins, fireman, was badly scalded, and several passengers received injuries.
Bask Teller Disappeared.
Youngstown, Ohio, Sept. 4. -C. E. Kennedy, teller in the Commercial National Bauk,
disappeared last Friday. The books of the
bank show him to he a defaulter to the amount,
it is said, oi 820,000.
Railroad Bridge on Fire.
Minneapolis, Minn., bepi. 4.—The
ba railway linage over the Minsiisippi
on lire. A. stroug wind is blowing
will
prospects are the whole structure

turned.

THE SENATE ENQUIRY.
John Roach Examined.

New York, Sept. 4—John Roach was the
first witness before the Senate sub-committee
on labor iand eaucatiou today.
The witness
said he employed about 3C30 men. He thought
there was do reason why every industrious
workman should not own his own honse. He
believed that the government was bound to
legislate in the interest of tbe workingman.
He came to the conclusion long ago that there
with a fixed obwas no man who Btruck out
ject iu view who would not in the eud be able
Tbe witness never
to own his own bouse.
knew such a man to fail.
The pay roll rolls for one month of the
Morgan iron works aggregate $46,500. The
average wages of employes were $13 to $14 a
week. The witness said that at one time he
was a tramp on the praries of Illinois without
a dollar in his pockei.
Ten
years
ago he
bought a ship yard at Chester aud at the present time more than 15C0 men were employed
there /ahose wages averrged $2.19 a day. Of
these 287 owuen their own hou-es, the value
of which ranged from $1203 to $5C30.
Mr. Roach continued his testimony before
tbe committee iu the afternoon on the subject
of free shipB and labor, and advocated the protection of the government to shipping as the
only means of regaining our supremacy ou he
He stated that a ship could be built in
sea.
this couutry cheaper than in EDglandatthe
present day and that burdens were only imposed on the ship i self after its construction
which made it unprofitable for Americans to
own vesssels.
His examination will be continued some time next week.
Tomorrow Jay
Gould will be examined by the committee.

THE VOCANIC ERUPTION.

THE DOMINION.

Immense

Manchester, N. H
sept. 4.—Tbe New
England and New Hampshire fair opened today. Strangers are numerous iu town and all
the hotels are crowded. The fair groundB
south of the city and the art exhibition in
Smyth’s Hall, ou Elm street, were opened to
the public at 8 o’clock
Few visitors, however, attended during the forenoon. Hundreds
of exhibitors aud a large corps of attendants
have been busy arranging the tiual details of
their entries. The exhibition was formally
opened shortly after 11 o’clock at the president’s headquarters, iu a tent on a knoll at the
■ utheast corner of the grounds, bv Dr. George
W. Dortng, president of the New England Society, in au address of twenty minutes duration.
Dr. Loring was followed by Warren Brown,
of Hamptnu Falls, president of the New
Hampshire Society. He briefly referred to
the excellence of the grounds, buildings and
driving track, and the short time in which the
same bad been converted from a bushy wilderness to au attractive park, and to tbe liberality
and hospitality of the citizens of Manchester
towards the two societies. The speaking was
listened to by officers and guests of the societies.
Among the entries from Maine are cattle by
C. P. Mattocks, Portland; Alonzo Libby, Saccarappa; Cearleo Jdhnson, Gorham, and Geo.
A. Blanchard & Co., Cumberland Centre;
sheep by C P. Mattocks, Portland, and C. A.
Brackett, Gorham; (wine by C. P. Mattocks;
fowls by C. P. Mattocks, ana George W. Goddard, Greenville: horses by C. P. Mattocks.

Mernk and t rignny Entirely Destroyed.
London, Hept. 4.—The Standard's correspondent at the Hague telegraphs that only
two persons were Baved of the entire population of Merak. The excitement at Lainpong
was probably owing to native prieBts working
upon the fanaticism of the people.
The governor of the Dutch East Indies telegraphs that the town of Telokbeloug was probably totally destroyed by tne recent vocanic
eruption. Nothing has been beard from Lampong on the southern coast of Sumatra. Soma
of the lighthouses in the Straits are standing
The reports of the
but the lights are extinct.
destruction of Triugany by a tidal wave and
the drowning of 10,000 people there is confirmed.
__

ENGLISH FISHERMEN
Maltreated by the French on the Northeast Coast of Newfoundland.
St.John, N. F., Sept. 4—Admiral Cromwell of the British flagship Northampton is
eogaged to-day at the scene of the affray in
the investigation of a very serious outrage recently .inflicted on four British vessels by
a gang of French fishermen headed by a shore
captain at Cape Onions on the northeast
coast of Newfoundland.
Early in August four
Britieh fishing vessels came to the anchorage
at Cape Ouious for the purpose of end fishing.
As soon as they launched their skiffs the
Frenchmen ordered them to weigh anchor and
quit. They refused, wheu the Frenchmen
commenced to unbend their sail, seize their
hoots and oars and carry them to the Bhore.
Having stripped three vessels they next
boarded the schooner Carnet. Capt. Ayeward
shoved fight delivering lusty blows on the
Frenchmen and putting the to flight. The
assailants then turned on Capt. Ayeward and
his crew with boat books and gaffs and severely maltreated them. They next stripped his
vessel.
After two days elapsed a French war cruiser
arrived on the scene and after some inquiry
restored tbe sails and gears to the vessels but
ordered them to quit the harbrr. All lour vessels retired under protest. The people of New
Fouodland are indignant at this violent outrage and it is not unlikely that it may lead to

international complications.

Dinimui Explosion.
ManitoRiver is
and the
be con-

Washington, Sept. 4.
A special from Chattanooga, says there has
been a disastrous explosion in the Prattsville
A number of miners were killed but
mines.
the number hurt cannot be ascertained.

Hundred Varda Ran.
race of 100 yards dash
between Prank J. McGu gin, of Boston, and
George Morrison, of Yanceboro, at the Maplewood Driving Park, in this city, drew a large
crowd this afternoon. Morrison affirmed the
start was unfair, and he ran only a few yards

Bangor, Sept. 4.—A

McGnigin

was

declared the winner

by the

ref-

eree.
Another

Regatta Proposed,

Watkins, N. Y.. Sept. 4.—The managers of
the Sodas Bay & Southern Railway have arranged for a regatta to be held at Sodas Peint
Sept. 18th and 19th. Eight hundred dollars is
offered as an inducement to oarsmen, $600 in
the main professional race and $200 in the eon
eolation race, divided.
Courtney, Plaisted,
Teu Eyck, Elliott, Hill, McKay, Gaisel and
James H. Riley are alaeady entered. Trial
heats will be rowed the first day and the final
and coisolation races the second day.
Rase Ball.

Buffalo—Buffalos 9, Clevelands 3.
At Chicago—Chicagoe 13, Detroits 1,
At New York—Bostons 8, New Yorks 2.
At

NEW YORK.
New York, Sep. 4.—Mr. Bronksof Phelps,
has discovered a new comit. It is round, faint,
moving toward the west, and hss no tail. It
is right ascension 16 hours, 35 minutes.
This
discovery entitles Mr. Brooks to the Warner
of
the
second
$200 gold, making
prize
prize he
has won this year,—one special of $250 and
and this regular award.
The Northampton Bank Robber Held.
Steve Raymond alias George Clarke, arrested for suspected complicity in the Northampton bank burglary, was arranged in coart today. Henry H. Hinckley of Northampton,
one of the complainants,
charges Raymond
with stealing from the Northompton bank
twelve
$1000 sinking fund
January 26th, 1876,
bouils of the Union Pacific railroad company.
His counsel having waived examination, the
prisoner was held in $3,000 bail.

HORRIBLE

RAILROAD

ACCI-

DENT.
A Train

Dashes

Through

Steglitz, Germany, Killing

a

Crowd

in

30 Persons.

Berlin. Sent. 4 —Seventeen .men, eighteen
women and four children were
killed in the
railroad caiastopbe at Steglitz Sunday. The
train dashed into the midst of the large
crowd, cutting and hnrllng the people right
and left. Most of the victims belong to the
artisan class.
After the accident, the railway
was found covered for ICO yards
with bodies
shockingly mutilated. Of a family of five perspons, only one escape. The engine was covered wi h pieces of flesh, bones and rags, and
drenched with blood. The engine driver was
oveicome by the horrible sight.

WASHINGTON.

v

Embassy from Siam.
Washington, Sept. 4.—The State Department huf been advised by the United States
Minister at Bangkok of the contemplated departure for the United States and England of
an
embassy irom the United Kingdom of
Siam, comp. B>d of His Royal Highness Prince
Krotumnn Haresraliarrelid, a secretary of
legation and two military and one naval attaches. The usual request liaB been made
upon the Secretary of the Treasury to admit
free of duty the personal affects of the embassy, which was expected to leave in Angnst.

SOLDIERS KILLED.
Another Railroad Accident-Nine Killed
and Fifteen Wounded.
Springfield, III., 8ept. 4—A despatch
states that while Company A, 9th Regiment
Infantry, State Militia, were returning from
the encampment of the second brigade they
met with a dreadful accideut on the St. Louis
aud Evansville Railroad betweeu Carmi and
Grayville. The train in passing through a
small herd of cattle ran over some of them and
the car which the members of the company occupied was overturned, killing nine and
wounding fifteen persons No further particulars given.
__

The James Trial.
Gallatin, Mo.,Sept. 4.—Mrs. Frank James,
accompanied by her little boy, made her first
appearance in the court room duriug the trial
yesterday, and took a seat beside her husband.
The court announced that each jside would be
given ten hours in which to present arguments
which will permit the case to go to the jury
Wednesday noon. The court on motion extended the time of the defence to twelve
boars. The instructions for the State and the
defendant were then read.
Instruction for
murder in the second degree does not amount
to mnch, as it can only be returned as separate
from the robbery. The killing of McMillan by
any member of the gang while pursuing a
robbery, if the defendant is believed to have
been one of the party, is mnrder in the first
degree. Instructions as to the credibility of
the witnesses were very clear and favorable to
the defence, the jury being iusirncted that the
testimony of an associate in crime requires
W.
corroboration to the extent of certaiuty.
D. Hamilton, prosecuting attorney for bis
(Davies) county opened the case for tne State
and spoke till the court adjourned.
John M.
Glover will open for the defence.

Credit Mobilier Got. $2,000,0110.
New Haven, Sept. 3.—State Attorney Doolittle, receiver for the Townsend Savings
Bank, has received a telegram stating that
the action of the Credit Mobilier vs. the Union
Pacific Railroad Company, on a note of #2,000,COO. hag been decided in the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts In favor of the

Credit Mobilier.

fim, having

rOWlufe.

a

0*0-11

—a

-■

fairs when he saw the bow of O’Neil’s boat
coming direct for the cockpit of bis his, and he
stopped rowing, allowing O’Neil to go ahead of
him, while O’Connell had to take the wash of
the press boat, which was unfortunately directly in the course. Buckley was working for first
place, aud would have had it if^there had been
another boat’s length of distance. The race
was O’Connell’s from the last half mile te the
time of hisstopping for O’Neil, he having
O’Neil well in hand. The referee decided that
the first position should be O’Neil’s, with
Buckley second, Killian third, O'Connell
fourth, Casey fifth and Sweeney last.
Mr. Frazer, of Boston, who was to act as referee, did not get to the grounds, and Mr. C.
M. Henry, of Portland, acted in that capacity,
with Messrs. Bowen and O’Donnell as judges
at the start and finish respectively.
The last race, which was that of the professionals was not started, owing to the roughness
of the water, but will be rowed to morrow.
Tho positions drawn

were
Casey inside, Boss
second, Conley third, Hosmer fonrtb, Tesmer
fifth and Biley sixth.
Haulan, who gave his word that he would be

at the Lake and pnll in the regatta, failed to
appear, and the thousands of people expressed
themselves in a way not at all flattering to
him. The management feel that be has not
used them right, and will probably think twice
before they make arrangements with him

again.
A large number of boating men from Boswhom were William
were present, among
Howard, John Carroll. Frank Macey, Thomas

ton

Butler and Mr. Devine.

WAR INEVITABLE.
Chinese Troops Ordered lo the frontier.
London, Sept. 4.—A Hong Kong correspondent says that Chinese troops are massing at
Whampoa where they are constructing forts.
The Standard’s despatch from Hong Kong
states that 4.030 Chinese troops which were
stationed at Pakoi have been ordered to the
frontier. There is much excitement in Hong
Kong consequent upon receipt of the Dews
there that Chinese troops are crossing into
Mongkai. This news if confirmed means that
China has accepted the gage that France has
thrown down, and that war is inevitable.
A despatch to the Times from Hong Kong
states that 1700 troops from Shanghai on the
way to Canton passed through Houg Kong today. More troops are arriving from Shanghai.
The 16,000 troops that crossed the Hue at
Mongkai yesterday have entered Touquin territory and are said to be marching in the direction of Haidong, where two Frencli companies
are stationed. The missionaries have fled from
the stations on the route taken by the Chinese
troops. Two Annamite converts have beeu
killed.
Mongkai, where the Chinese troopB have
crossed, is a seaport on the frontier line.
Paws, Sept. 4.—It is currently reported here
that the Marquis Tseng, the Chinese Ambassador, is expected daily to resume with M. Chaliemol Lacour, the French Minister of Foreign
Affairs, the negotiations which were begun
be 1 ween M. Tricon and Li Hung Chang and
which were broken off by the Marquis Tseng.

'THE PRESIDENTS’ PARTY.
Arrival and Reception at 81. Paal.
St. Paul, Sept. 4-—The President and party
arrived at 2 p. m. yesterday and were met at
the depot by the State military and escorted
to the capitol building where a luneh was
spread and an informal reception took place,
after which the President left for Lake Minnetonka to be present at St. Paul’s banquet to
President Villard and bis guests.
Bloody Episode in Kentucky.
Louisville, Sept. 4 —A bloody encounter
oocurred Sunday at Manchester, Clay county,
in a mountainous part of the .State.
Marshal
Marcum, assisted by ex-Marshal A. J HackA.
to
arrest
when
Jud Sinks,
er, attempted
Stevens interfered and mortally
wounded

Hacker. Sinks fatally stabbed Marcum. As
soon as Hacker’s brothers beard
of the death
they armed themselves and shot and killed
Stevens, and Sinks was a)Bo shot and slightly
wounded. He lias Bince been arrested.
Banquet to the Villard Party.
Minneapolis Sept. 4.—At a banquet yesterday tendered to the Villard excursionists by
citizens of Minneapolis, General Washburn
toasted Mr. Villard as among the commercial
conquerors of the world. In response Mr. Villard stated that twenty-six years ago be walked over the site of the now prosperous city of
Minneapolis aud found but a single bouse. Jay
Cooke was then toasted.
Yellow Fovcr Staton Pant.

Sept. 4.—Mobile, Pensacola
benningham have abolished
quarantine against Pensacola. The city is
healthy and there were no new cases of yellow
ever at the navy yard up to noon to- day.
Pensacola,

Junction

and

Sr. John, N.
B., Sept. 4.—The first reliable
information of the loos of life in the recent
terrible stortn on the coast of Nova Scotia has
come to hand.
Information has been received
of the swamping of the sobooner Welcome of
Lunenburg near East Cape, Prince Edward’s
Island, and the wreck of the rchooner J. W.
Bussell at Malone Bay, by which dissaster
nineteen lives were lost. The Welcome hove
to off the Cape at the beginning of the storm,
lowered both anchors, and for several hours
rode safely on the sea. Late at night, however, when the gale became more furious the
vessel began to strain seriously and mountainous waves

struck her violently and swept over
her decks, carrying
everything movable before
them. The eleven fisherman on board were at
last compelled to take to tha
rigging for safety,
unable to move a hand for the control of the
schooner. About 3 o’clock in the morning a
wave of great size struck her with disastrous
violence end the next moment she sunk,
carrying with her all on board.
One of the crew a
yoneg man named Spindle, rose to (the surface
aud torruuatelv fell in with a lloatiug
spar
from the wreck whiob he ceized aud 15 minutes later was carried high and dry on East
Cape Spindle states that after the schooner
went down he saw nothing of his comrades and
undoubtedly ail were drowned. The sunken
oiaft lies on her beam end in 12 fathoms of
water. The schooner J. VV. Bussell of Malone
Bay. Captain Ernest, was on her way from
Bat..; Quero to Lunenburg with 450 quintals
offish. The gale came on her early Wednesday evening when about fiO miles to the souiheast of Sambro light, and to
increase
the
chance of riding through
safely she was
brought to aud cast anchor. The wind rapidly
increased in strength aud shortly after darkness set in accompanied by thunder and lightning. About 10 o’clock a violent gust struck
the vessel and hove her on her beam ends, the
sea washing over her continually.
Everything
on deck was soon swept away and the
hatches
being stove, water in great quantity was
into
her
hold. The forecastle in which
shipped
the steward of the schooner and a hoy had takeu refuge, was broken in aud filled with water,
its two ocoupauia perishing, unable to make a
struggle for their lives. By this time the remainder of the crew had taken to the rigging,
hoping to bold ou there until the storm was
spent. But one after another, seven of them
were carried away by the seas, and after
vain
and heartrending effort! to regain the vessel,
sank before their surviving shipmates' eyes.
Four only were left and theca aft r many terrible struggles were finally rescued by the
Gloucester fishing ccliuoner Flora Delmar.
They were afterwardf transferred to the
schooner Elsie and last eveuing arrived at
Lunenen.
ST. John, N. b., Sept. 4. Saint Pierre wnes
this morning fresh intelligence of the fatal
disaster on the Great Banks resulting from the
cyclone of Sunday and storm of Thursday following Between forty-five and fifty of the
French banking fleet have arrived in the roads
at St. Pierre in a shattered condition.
Their
sails are blown into tatters and their gear, ca
hies, chain anchors, batteaus, dories and lines
are all swept away.
The loss of life is awful
to contemplate. One banker owned by John
(i
has
lost
Jaoquil
men; Handy’s banker lust 6;
Vincent’s, G; LeauiooDli’s, 4; Demaivilllaria's,
2; and tbe remainder of the fleet with few executions two to three men.
Jourdain’s banker founded and sunk. The
crew were saved. Over thirty vessels ,.re missing, for wiiose safety grave apprehensions are
entertained.
The French captains are unanimous in reporting the storm of Sunday and Thursday the
most violent within their
Neither
memory.
gave any warning, bat pounced furiously on
fleet at a time when most of the dories were
away from their ships overhaulinfl and setNot more than half an hour
ting trawls.
elapsed from the first indication before the
and sea had reached their greatest vic-
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MURDER

FIRE IN CINCINNATI.
Rag anti

Paper Warehouse De-

VineiPersons Supposed

to

bare been

Burned.
Cikcinxati, Sept. 4.—Yesterday afternoon a
fire from au unknown caase broke out on the
first floor of the rag and paper warehouse of
Henry Dremant & Co., of this city. With remarkable swiftness the flames ran np through
the five stories of the double front warehouse
and communicated with the Times-Star building, adjoining it on tha south side. In less
than fifteen minutes both buildings were a
mass of ltames.
Mary Flynn, working on the
third floor of the rag warehouse, jumped to
the ground, breaking her leg and sustaining
other injuries. Gus Huber, also employed on
the third floor, was badly bnrned.
Mary
Meinges and Stella Meirs, were cut off from
the stairway on the second floor, bnt jumped
to the pavement safely.
They said another
girl was on the same floor and was afraid to
Jump. Grave fears are entertained for the
safely of five employes of the rag houses, Mrs
O’Donnell, Rosa Llddie, Mary Burke, Annie
Lynch and Nellie Kelley. They had not reported at their homes at the usual hoar and
are thought to be in the rains. Henry Harretcb, a spectator, was crushed against a wall
by a hook and ladder wagon and fatally injured. A portion of a wall fell while several
firemen were on ladders placed agaiust it. One
of the men was knocked off hv another aud
fell 20 feet, sustaining painful hut not fatal injuries. The rag warehouse was completely
ruined. The loss is estimated at $65,C'J0. The
three upper stories of the Times-Star building,
including the composing room, were entirely
destroyed, involving a loss of $20,000. A.
Strauss, Son & Co whiskey rectifiers, suffered
a loss of $10,C;0.
The fire was still burning at
9 o'clock and engines were playing on the
smoking rags. The Times-Star has received
offers oi assistance from other newspapers and
expects to proceed with its publication as
usual.
Later investigation swells the number of the
missing to nine. The entire building has fallen
except a small portion of the front of the
southern half next to the Times-Star building
The rags are still burning and a stream of
water from an engine is playing on the smoking debris. The work is searching for the
dead cannot be undertaken yet.

FOREIGN.
London, Sept. 4.—Despatches from Bong
Koug this afternoon state that there is a
general movement of trcops throughout the
Chinese empire, the objective point being
Canton, which will undoubtedly be the bate
of operations against Anuam. Two thousand
soldiers left Shanghai yesterday and 17C0 more
to-day for C-nton.
Preparations are iu progress at all northern military depots for despatching large forces to the south. Informfrom Nanking aud Hankow say large
forces are arranged foi.
Several thousand
men an working day and
night on the Wbamfort.
pao

ation

The British steamer Macedonia from
disaster
Marseilles which arrived today, reports that
August 31st at 4.30 p. m., in latitude 37.30.
longitude 65, she sighted a bark wiih foretopmast gone and a signal of distress flying and
shortly after sighted a brig with the letters “H.
C.” flying. Kept ship away and bore down for
the bark, which proved to be tbe David Swede
from Samarang April 12, via Batavia, May
17, for New York with coffee. She found that
the captain, second mate and carpenter had
been washed overboard, and the crew wished
She took the crew on
to abandon the vessel.
board and stayed by till daylight when she
The tow rope broke at
took tbe bark in tow.
1 p. m. and the wind and sea' increasing they
decided to abandon her, there being over 9
feet of water in her and tbe pomps being
choked. They took from tbe vessel and landed at New York the captain’s wife and two
children and servant, the mate and six men.

strike against rent is thought to be imminent.
The board of guardians throughout Ireland
have passed resolutions demanding the amendment of tbe land act.
Unveiling of the Lafayette monument.
Paris, Sept. 4.—Mr. Walkker, United States
consul general here, the United States cousul
at Lyons, and Congressmau Ochiltree of Texas,
will attend the unveiling of the Lafayette
monument.
\
Foreign Notes.
But three deaths from cholera occurred in
Alexandria Monday and the epidemic is now
considered nearly extinct.
A violent wind-storm prevailed in Paris on
Saturday night, destroying much property.
The Ban of Croatia is to relieved of his
functions by the government, pending the settlement of the Hungarian escutcheons im-

MASSACHUSETTS.
Pleads Not Guilty.
Boston, Sept. 4.—In the Supreme Judicial
Court at Bast
Cambridge, this forenoon,
Rogers Amero was arraigned upon an indictment charging him with the murder of Mrs.
The prisoner pleaded
Carlton of Watertown.
not guilty and the court assigued
William B.
Gale and Jeremiah Crowley as his counsel.
Amero betrayed uot the slightest anxiety or
nervousness during his
His
arraignment.
fattier, Stephen J. Amero, was placed under
$1000 bonds as a witness.
Funeral of Professor lUoses Stuart Phelps.
Andoveb, Sept. 3.—The funeral of Professor
Moses Stuart Phelps occurred here yesterday
afternoon. Private service held at his father's
house at 1.30 p. m., with prayer by Prof. William J. Tucker. A procession to the chapel
was formed by members of his family, relatives, colleagues and faculty of Smith College,
graduates and students of Smith College aud
friends from North Hampton. Services in the
chapel were held at 2 p. m., consisting of a
chant by a quartette, invocation by Rev. PresLead
ident L. C. Seelye, D. D., music,
kindly light amid the encircling gloom," reading of Scriptures oy Prof. J. W. Churchill;
music, “Jesus, lover of my soul;" prayer by
Prof. Edward A. Park, D. D'; music, “Rest,
Benediction by
President
Spirit Rest."
Amero

Seelye
The commitment service at the burial was
conducted by President Seelye.
Principal C.
F. P. Brancroft of Phillips Academy conducted the funeral, assisted by Rev. Charles
L. Carter of Manchester, N. H. The pall bearears were Prof. George Harris, D D., Prof. E.
Y. Hincks, Prof. Tyler of Smith College, Walter Buck, Andover; D. M. Means, New York
city; Frank Stoddard, Noith Hampton; Uevs.
C. M. Southgate, Dedham, and W. G. Sperry,
Peabody. Professor Austin Phelps was not
present, being unable to endure the journey
from Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert. (The shock has
Mrs. Phelps and
impaired his leebie health.
Mr. Francis J. Phelps‘remain with Professor
at
Bar
Harbor.
Phelps
■ almcro

injured by

r roil.

Springfield, Sept. 4.—The damage done by
frost last night in Hampden, Hampshire and
Franklin counties is estimated at over $125,000. Whateley and Deerfield were the chief
sufferers, the loss to tobacco growers in each
place being about $25,000. The greatest damage is to llie tobacco fields, in some of which
the crop is a total loss and will simply be
plowed under.
Sn|sr Firm Fniled.
Benjamin Burgess & Sons, dealers in sugar,
The
No. 24 Exchange Place, have failed.

firm is an old-established one and has stood in
▼ery high credit and the announcement of its
failure will be received by tha public with
surprise. The founder of the house, Benjamin
Burgess, died a number of years ago, and the
firm is now composed^)! his son, Benjamin F.
Burgess, and grandson Burgess.
It was supposed the firm lias been doing a
profitable business for the last few years and
was thought to have made $100,000 two yeers
ago. It has dealt principally iu West India
sugars and owns an interest in a sugar plantation in Cuba. It is understood the firm has on
nand in stock some 3500 hogsheads of sugar.
The liabilities are supposed to be quite heavy.
KentuckyTen thousand
Louisville, Ky., Bent. 4
the
inauguration of Hon. J.
persons witnessed
Prootor Knott as Governor of Kentucky at
Frankfort today._
Geverner of

MINOR TELEGRAM!*.
Dr. W. Chalfant, the murderer of Dr. Bacon, who escaped from San Quentin prison,
Gal., was recaptured Monday afternoon at

Winnemucca.

Manson Bowles of Lisbon, N. H., died suddenly yesterday morning between Clinton and
Burnham stations on the Pullman train. He
Heart disease.
was ill hut fifteen minutes.
The State convention of the National Green-

back Labor Party next met yesterday at Rochester, N. Y., with 50 delegates in attendance.
The Utioa, N. Y., Observer today announces
the retirement of ex-Mayor 1>. G. Grove from
its business (management after a connection

with it of 37 years.
The Select Knights of the Ancient Order of
United Workmen began its filth annual session in Pittsbur.g Pa., yesterday morning.
About 3C0 delegates are In attendance. No
business of importance has beeu transacted as

yet.
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broglio.

Tbe bishop and

town

upon-Avon strenuously

council of Stratfordoppose the exhuma-

tion of the remaius of Sbakspeare.
The King of Portugal has issued a decree
ordering the Court into mourning for four
days iu memory of the Count de Chambord.
The period of mourning at the Imperial Court
of Germany has been made eight days.
Harwood, the English hangman, is dead.
A gplit in the Royalist Ranks.
A serious split in the Royai ist ranks, which
has been noticed by careful observers to be impending ever since the illness of the late Count
de Chambord became alarming, is now beyond
The quarrel
the possibility of concealment.
has been made public by the peevish refusal of
tho Count of Faria to honor tbe obsequies of
This achis distinguished cousin at Goritz.
tion has incensed the Legitimists, who interpret the action of tbe Count of Paris as a notice of his determination to contest the will of
the Conut de Chambord, or in other words, to
maintain his own claim to tbethroneof France
and to refuse acquiescence iu the testamentary
disposition, which gives the president’s title to
the Italian prince named in Chambord’s will.
The Orleanists say that the son of Don Carlos
is but a eadet of the house of Bourbon, and
neitner by residence, sympathyor affiliation has
he titled himself for tbe monarchy of France.
The Legitimists have taken great umbrage
at this line of argument aud policy on the part
of the Count of Paris and his partisans, and the
rupture between the two factions of Royalists
has been widened to such an extent that it is
doubtful if they will ever coalesce to Buch an
extent as to make effective their claims to the
government of France.

The Russian Novelist.

Sergyeevich Tourgueneff, the
novelist, died at Bougival, France,
Ivan

Russian
on

Mon-

day, after a long illness. Tonrgneneff was
born in Orel, Nov. 9, 1818, and receiving his
education in Moscow, St. Petersburg aud Berlin was appointed to a clerkship in the Russian
Ministry of the Interior. Subsequently, on
account of his expression of certain views regarded by the authorities as being too liberal
to be tolerated, be was banished to the provinces, bat after an absence of several years he
to return to the capital, bat he
was allowed
has resided chiefly in Paris aud Baden, bat
visited his native country at regular intervals

and maintained an estate there. He became
known as an author first in 1843, publishing
during that year aud the oqp following several
works of poetry. He achieved greater success
by his “Memoirs of a Sportsman,” a humorous picture of Russian
rural.life, published in
1852. “Fathers and Sons,” "Smoke” and
other novels followed. Most of his works,
some of which he wrote in
French, have been
translated into English, German aud other
languages, and atnoug them are “Liza,” “On
the Eve,” “Dmitri Rndin," “Journal of a
Useless Man” «nd "A Lear of the Steppe.”
Some yoars ago his visit to Russia was made
the occasion of a great literary demonstration
in honor of the completion of fifty years of
authorship. In 1879 the University of Oxford
conferred upon him the honorary degree of D.
0. L., an honor which was especially flattering,
was
much feeling in Engas just then there
land against Russia. Tourgueneff waa a writer
of great ability, aud bis works have had a wide
circulation. Oue of bis latest novels, “Virgiu
Soil,” gives an accurate aud iutestiug picture
of Nihilism as it exists in Russia, aud of the
manner in which it is redlnited.

Warning to Business Men.
In an address to the Cincinnati Chamber

of Commerce
man

a

IN

BATH.

Dead by

a

Authors and Their BooksFleeing

Burglar.

The Gloucester schooner W. E. McDonald
arrived this morning from Great Banks towiug
the dismasted and abandoned Newfoundland
banker Undaine. Eight of the crew of this
vessel were saved by a Euueburg schooner that
bore up for Halifax.
The master, the navigator and two men who left the hanker in dories
are missing and reported to be lost.
Capt. McDonald brings three hundred and fifty tuousaud fish. Crew all well.
Trane-Allawtic Vemli,
New Yobk, Sept. 4.—Vessels arriving con

_

A Policeman Shot

stroyed.

Paris, Sept. 4.—The Algerian Tirailleurs,
who form purt of the French foreign legion,
and number about 8,COO men, have been ordered to go to Touqnin. This step ha t been taken
on account of the 6udden warlike demonstration by China, and the Algerian troops can
better withstand the climate of the East.
The CSeruiun Railway Disaster.
Berlin, Sept, 4.—The total railroad disaster
at Steghlit has long been apprehended. Tiie
government, after its purch <se of the Berlin
aud Potsdam Railway, asked the Diet to vote
a Bum subfficient to alter and
enlarge the depot at Steglitz, the minister of finance, in his
request therefor, stating that he was unable,
under the existing dangerous circumstances,
to undertake the responsibility for the lives of
the great number of passengers which were
constantly imperiled if the grant sought to be
obtained was refused. A vote was taken upon
this request by the Diet and it was rejected.
The reactionary press throw the blame for the
accident upon the National Liberals in the
Diet, thep having refused to vote upon the
question. The Emprror has ordered a committee to make rigid inquiries into the cause
of the accident.
Dittresa in Uouthrrn Ireland—An Amendment of the Band Act Demanded.
London, Sept. 4.—The recent storms have
almost totally destroyed the grain and other
crops in tbe South of Ireland. The authorities

f;ale
ence.
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few days ago Senator Sher-

said:

But, although I congratulate you on these
things, there are some things that should
be subjects of warning and caution to busi-

ness men.
It cannot be denied that in the
last four or five years large invest ments
have been made in this country in property
that doos not pay now. The development
of our railroads, although of enormous advantage to you aud the people of the country, lias gone forward too rapidly. It is
therefore true that there are a great many
investments upon the market which do not
pay, and therefore decline in value aud creWe
ate hard times among business men.
know from experience that this is but temporary, and that it will be ouly two or three
years until the increased capital and wealth
of this country will absorb these unprofitable veutures, aud by their powerful influences make them profitable.

ffa. Lawrence, a Bath policeman, wasahot
dead by a burglar In that city, at 12.30 Tues-

day morning. The facta of the case are as
follows: At midnight Monday night Officers
Kittredge and Harriman of the night watch
retired from dnty and were replaced by Officer.
Lawrence and King-ley. The latter left the
station on

the corner of Centre and Water
about 12.05, and walked up Centre
Btreet, down Front, and separated at the corner
of Front and Broad streets. Officer Lawrence
remained at the corner of Front and Broad
streets, near the hardware store of Swanton.
Jameson & Co., and Officer Kingsley passed
down Front Btreet, turning in upon Arch
street towards Commercial street.
Officer Kingsley had stopped ou the foot o'
Arch and Commercial streets for a few mo
ments when he beard ibe sound of some one
at work on the store door of D. C. Gould’s
wholesale and retail provision store on the
east side of Commercial Btreet.
The officer
sounded his alarm whistle three times and rati
toward the store
The moment he blew liiwhistle he saw two men start from in front ol
the store and ran down Commercial street.
The officer blew the alarm known to the police

streets

at

the "stop alarm" and ran up Arch street
with the design of heading them off at the
foot of Front street near the Maine Centra
depot. He maid both meu ptamted Broad which
is only a few steps below Arch street. He ran
up Arch Btreet, and before he had reached
Front street he beard the sound of a pistol
shot, and at the corner of Broad and Front
slreets he stumbled over the dead body of Offias

Lawrence lying prone upon the walk,
It is supposed that the third of the party
was standing at watch npon the corner of
Broad and Commercial streets, at the foot of
the street upon which Officer Lawrence waa

cer

stationed, and that when the alarm was
sounded and the store breakers fled, that he
ran up Broad street and fairly into the arms of
Officer Lawrence. He must have bad his
pistol drawn and have shot him with his pistol
rue Dnuet passed
iairiy id me oracer s race,
in at the angle o( the cheek bone on tbe left
side of the nose, passed completely throngb
the bead, emerging at the base of the brain.
Death was evidently instantaneous. The officer’s face iB blackened and burnt with powder.
Tbe body of the officer was immediately
cared for. Officer Kingsley blew for help from
the station and officers Kittridge and Harriman replied to tbe call.
The body was taken
at once to the police station. City Marshal
James Bailey and Capt. Hugh Tibbets of tbe

night watcb,

had jnst gone off doty. Both
summoned at odcb. Officer Tibbets went
directly to Brunswick to intercept tbe fugitives
if possible. It is said that tbe three men were
seen driving up Front street a abort time after
and that they had a team waiting. The city is
is greatly excited.
Officer Lawrence is one of the oldest members of the force and a valuable officer. He
had followed the aea for years previous as first
were

officeAf

a ship.
He was about sixty years ot
and had been held in high esteem. He
leaves a wife and three daughters.
Sheriff Ballou of Bath, considers the cine a

age,

good

and the icbance of catching tbe murderer equally good. Three suspicious characters were seen Monday in Bath.
A Bath man
says he would know the three anywhere.
Two men have been arrested in Brunswick
on suspicion.
They are named Dennison and
Griffin. They are stated to be Brunswick men.
A Urge number of people saw the dead policeman Id the station, Tuesday morning. He
was dressed in overcoat and mittens, and his
face was torn and charged with powder. He
was found only a few yards from Front street
in the road. An immense pool of blood marks
the spot where he fell. Be was on tbe south
corner of Broad street near the shoe store of
•L.P- Wnli-.h. and A short distance from the
ane

sidewalk.

Saco Valley Temperance Association.
Martha’s Grove, Sept. 3.
The cold wave has swept this region as well
as along the coast.
The air seems warmer tonight however, and hopes of warmsr weather
to-morrow

are

confidently entertained.

Temperatce Camp Meeting of the Saco
Vally Association, Mrs. Stickney, Brownfield,
The

President has just closed a very successful series of meeting. Miss Lucia Kimball, Chicago, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, Portland, ex-Gov.

Perham, Capt. Coyle and Job Sanford

were

The Brownamong the prominent speakers.
field choir furnished excellent music. On SunExday there was a very large attendance.
on the Constitutional
Gov. Perham spoke
Amendment.
The regular M. E. District meeting in charge
of Rev. C. J. Clark, Presiding Elder opened
last evening with a spirited praise meeting in
the Chestnut St. tent.
To-day the attendance has been very good.
Among the clergymen present are Revs. C J.
Clark, Presiding Eider, J. M. Williams, Pine
St., Geo. D Lindsay, Congress St., John Collins, Ferry Village, J. M Remtck, Cape Elizabeth, M. B. Greenhalgb, Fryeburg, Geo. C.
Andrews, York, W. F. Berry, Saco. The day
services have been held at the stand.
In the
evening some one of the commodious chapels
are made use of.
Rev. Mr. Clarke preached
this morning from Romans 8:27;—"And we
know that all things work together for good to
them that love God, who are the called according to his purpose.
At 2.30, Rev. J. M. Williams preached upon
the par.-ble of the "Marriage of the King’s
Snn,” Matthew, 22:—14. At 7.30 there was a
sermon by Rev. John Collins, upon the
method of obtaining divine knowledge, "Then shall
we know if we follow on to know
the Lord’’,

Hosea, 6:3.
The annual

meeting

was

which the following
for the coming year:

at

held this afternoon

officers

were

elected

President—C. J. Clark.
Vice President—Geo. D. Lindsay.
Secretary—Oeo. L. KtmbalJ.
Treasury—N. Waterhouse.
Aupitor—T. H. Johnson.
Directors—E. T. Nuttfcr, J. B. Coyle, F. A.
Smith, S. R. Leavitt, Freeman Hatch, Frauklta Shirley.
The meeting was adjourned until Wednesday afternooo.
The District meeting will close Saturday,
but the servicef upon the ground will continue
over

the Sabbath, when Rev. Dr.

Day of New
preach.

York is expected to be present and
Holiness Meetings.

Old Orchard, Sept 4.
The last service o( the eight days’ Holiness
meeting was held in the chnrcb at it a. m.,
closing a little before 12 at. The formal farewell occurred just before closing and consisted
of singing “Nearer m; God to Thee," a brief
farewell address by Rev. Mr. Inskip, and the
benediction.
The preceding two hoars were

occupied

with

testimony, prayer and song. Brief remarks
were made by Rev. and Mrs. Inskip, Dr. Levy,
Mr. McKenuy, Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Gorham,
Rev. Messrs. Bray, MoAlaster, Woodbury,
McDonald, Randall, Pepper and others.
Prayer was asked by pastors lor their
churcheB and pledges of spiritual sympathy
and co-oflferatiou was extended.
Taken altogetber, these meetings have been
successful beyoud expectation. Fine weather
has been enjoyed, there has been the utmost
unanimity among pastors and laymen, and
great iuterest in the higher life has been
Bhown. More than one hundred have been
converted at the meetings held in the church,
besides a large number ut the open air meetings. Sanctidc tion is claimed b^ many wbo
were

already converted.

♦

Holiness meetings will be continued at the
church this afteruoou and evening.
The National Temperance campmeetiug begins here Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
The United St.tes steamer Portsmouth arrived at Provincetown, Mass., yesterday, from
She will remaiu there
Portsmouth, N. H.
three weeks.
At a special meeting of the directors of the

Fitchburg

Railroad yesterday in Boston resolutions of respect to the memory of the late
President Stearns was adopted.
Robert Codman was elected president pro tern.

Mrs. Lippincott (Grace Greenwood) is
writing a life of Queen Victoria for children.
The Princess Louise Is to contribute a
number of drawings to an early number of a
well-known English magazine.
Mr. Swinburne's present work it an essay
upon the last portion of ‘‘I,a Legends des
Siecles.”
Voltaire’s
“Commonplace Book,” in
which he jotted down notes and sayings
which struck his fancy, has just been published in Paris.
Mr. Wilkie Collins is engaged on a new
novel, which will be ready at the end of the
year, and will be simultaneously published
in a number of periodicals.
Matthew Arnold has been granted a pension of £250, in recognition of his poetry.
This will come in very handily to a man who

old, notwithstanding

is only sixty-one years
he has a competency.

Miss Kate Greenaway has prepared a new
holiday volume for children, entitled “little
Ann and Other Poems, by Jane and Ann
Taylor. Messrs. Routledge & Sons are to
publish the book.
The first number of the Macmillans’ new
magazine will contain a story by William
Black, “The Supernatural Experiences ol
Patsy Cong.” Miss Yonge will contribute
to the magazine a novel entitled “The Armourer’s Prentices.”
The splendid library of the late Mr. Crossley, of Manchester, England, consisting of
60,000 volumes, will be sold in London in
November, Logeibei writ'll

a

ens’s

in Pitman’s Short-

great coUcvAluu

of pictures and rare engravings.
The success of the publication of DickPickwick

Papers”

hand Library has induced the publishers to
'add to the series “Tom Brown’s Schooldays.” The text is printed in easy reporting style and fully vowelized.
Mr. B. Brierly, one of the best-known contributors to the Manchester press, proposes
in the early spring of n ixt year to visit the
United States and Canada, where he will
give public readings, and on his return to
England will write an account of hi* travels.
Dr. John Guthrie’s essay on “Alcohol
and its Effects upon Man” has been published in the Seaside Library, and in this
form its startling statements will reach thousands who would never see the more costly
volume.
A iic w biography of Charlotte Cushman
is being written by Mr. Joseph 6. Lout, of
Boston, who, it is said,'has in his possession much new and important material. It
will be published at once by the author under the title “Charlotte Cushman; the Actress

and the Woman.”

Mr. William Black’s

forthcoming novel la
“Judith Shakespeare; Her
Love Affairs and Other Adventures.” Mr.
E. A. Abbey will illustrate the story, the
scene of which is
laid at Stratford-uponAvon, and which is to appear serially Id
Harper’s Magazine. The first installment
will bo published in January.
A gentleman of Halifax, England, undertook some time ago to distribute at his own
expense, a certain amount of temperance
literature. This free circulation has already
reached the enormous number of 8,000,000
iracts. As many tracts have been sent out
to be entitled

as would supply a tract to each
family in
Great Britain and Ireland and leave a mil-

lion

over.

The very valuable “Concise

History ot the
Persian Language,” left almost complete by
the late E. H. Palmer, has been finished and
made ready for the press by Mr. Guy Lestrange. It will be issued by Messrs. Trubtier, London* The interesting life of Pro!.
Palmir, by Mr. Walter Besant, will be republished in this country by E. P. Duuton
& Co. Sir Arthur Gordon is to write a
book on the Fiji Islanders. He has just

returned from a visit to the islands.
Thomas Whittaker’s list of juvenile booxs
for the Fall season includes “A Loving Sis-

ter; a Story for Big Girls,” by Mrs. W. T
Hayes, whose previous efforts in “Ptincess
Idleways” and “A Domestic Heroine” are
most excellent for growing
girls; “Not My
iT lTkMBrown; “The Three
ley, author of “Our Captain,” and “Stories
from English History,” by Louise Creigh-

Cbums^'ljy

ton.

The series of papers

on

“The New Era in

Architecture,” announced last
year as in preparation for the Century, has
been largely increased in value by many illustrations of recent architectural work, and
will appear in the coming volume of that
It is announced that those pamagazin
pers will present drawings and popular descriptions of public buildings, churches,
commercial buildings, city and country
honses, the aim being to include the best
American

work of American architects.

The scene of Mr. George W. Cable’s new
novel, “Dr. Sevier,” is laid in New Orleans,
the time being the eve of the late civil war, a
glimpse of the beginning of which is said to
be given in the clo-ing chapters. Besides

the creole types, of which Mr. Cable la
known as the originator in fiction, this story
is said to present a variety of characters of
different nationality, drawn with Mr. Cable’s
well knowu insight, and sense of humor.
The novel will be an important feature of
the new volume of the Century, the first
chapters appearing in the November number.

Last summer, The Century Magazine
chartered a schooner, and sent Mr. S. G.
W. Benjamin, the present United States
minister to Persia, writer, and Mr. Burns,
artist, on a trip iu and around the Gulf of

St. Lawrence. The result of the expedition
will appear in a series of papers of observation aud adventure to be published during
the couiing,year in The Century, which is
to include an account of Prince Edward’s
Island, the east shore of New Brunswick,
the west coast of Newfoundland, the Madeleine Islands, Cape Breton, etc., etc. Iu addition to the interest of a salt water cruise,
as related by an experienced sailor and writer, the papers will also describe the scenery,
people, fisheries, and other aspects of this
attractive
and imperfectly known
very

region.
“A Newport Aquarelle”

is now said to be
the work of Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, and It
is added that something of a sensation has
been created at Newport by Its appearance.
The story is accepted as a lampoon on a
well-known banker, on a lady of especial

prominence iu society, and on an unobtrusive gentleman who has devoted himself for
thirty years to bis ow*i amusement and to
Newport society. The book is generally

considered ungracious in its lack of appreciation of the social worth of some of Newport’s most entertaining summer residents.
Shrewd guessers have whispered that these
are the faces behind the masks:
August
Belmont, “Mr. Beltomme;” Mrs. Paran

Stevens, “Mrs. Fallowdeer;” Ward McAllister, “Mr. Gray Grosvenar;” Mrs. J. B. Potter, “Mrs. Craig.”
“American Commonwealths” Is the title
of a uew series which Houghton, Miflllu A
Co. announce to be brought out under tho
editorial care of Horace E. Scudder, and to
include a popular yet thoroughly accurate
history of such of the States of the Uuion aa
have contributed in any marked degree to
determine the form of the American government, or have bad auy distinctive social,
political or economical history. Ttsj. first
volume of the series, which will be devoted
to Virginia, and will be published early in
September, is from the trained baud of John
Esteu Cooke, well known as one of the leading writers of the Old Dominion. Oregon
will be treated by Rev. Dr. William Barrows;
South Caroliua, by Hon. William tl. Trescott, formerly assistant secretary of state;
Marylaud, by William Hand Browne, assoJohn Hopkins Univehflty; Pennciate of
sylvania, by Hon. Wayne MacVeagh; Kentucky, by Professor N. S. Shaller of Harvard
University.
For the past twelve months or so the bookstalls in

London—and, indeed, throughout
England—have been flooded with neat littla
volumes beaiing the name of W. D. Howel s. Up till quite recently Mr. Howells was
comparatively unknown here, though hia
clever stories have long enjoyed a wide circulation iu America. Yet, strangely enough,
his first prose work—a volume of essays and

sketches entitled
“Venetian Life”—waa
published in London nearly twenty yeara
ago, and was most favorably received both
by the public and by the press. His recent
success iu England Is entirely due to the enterprise of a Scotch Arm, which had the
foresight to issue a cheap edition of hia
works. Probably few authors of modern
times have come so suddenly and unexpectedly to the front, and It Is difficult to understand why he remained so long lu obscurity.
His novels are remarkable for delicacy of
humor and consummate skill in the delineation of character.—London Truth,

TTTj;
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Reform is Nso«»»8aryThe communication
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narrating

We do not road anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all eases Indispensable, not necessarily for publication but

os u

guarantee of good faith.

We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

Our

or

preserve com-

Blundering Mayor.

A very que* r and absurd anicie iu defense
of the Mayor’s couise In the
meeting of the
Ci.v Government last Saturday appeared iu
the Argus of yesterday.
[ti

misrepresentations of fact, its looseness of .statement, Its
sophistry, its praise and its abuse give it all
the earmarks of the
style of ‘‘Looker On.”
We shall iu good time pay it whatever attention may be necessary to make the truth

appear; but just now a new performance by
the Mayor invites consideration.
The fact
>

is this remarkable
so

to

fast that it is

keep up

troth
or

to

Mayor

a

ours

blunders

matter of some

difficulty

with him

the

of

setting forth the
As often as he speaks
in

public.

acts he invites criticism in the Interest of

good government and right information.
The matter of present interest is the communication made

by

Mayor to the City
Council concerning the relaying of the
pavement in Commercial street torn up by
the authority of the committee od sewers.
It is true, as the Mayor says, that the street
the

is iu a bad condition and

should

be put in

order. It is also true aud in accordance with
all precedents that the committee on sewers
should do the work and that the expense
should be charged to the sewer appropriation.

Why

is not this done as a matter of
course? The answer to tnis question reveals the whole animus of the Mayor's pro-

ceedings. The
up ut

eommbtee on sewers is made
Democrats aud ttie Mayor is Its

chairman. That committee has done its
work extravagantly and its appropriation is
running low. The- Mayor wants to save the
committee’s reputation, aud his own, by
making the committee on streets which Is
composed of Republicans do a part of the
work which it belongs to the committee on
sewers to do and have it paid for out of the
appropriation for the proper work of the
committee
on streets.
This of course
would require that committee to do less of
its proper work

and make it
®

while his

than had
to

seem

committee

been

planned,

have been extravagant
would seem to have

been efficient.
It has been

intimated that if the street
committee will assume this work which
does not belong to it an additional sum will
be transferred to it from the
contingent
fund. This would enable the Mayor to say
at the end of his term, “The sewer committee, of which I am chairman, has done
its work within its

appropriation; but the
committee on streets, composed of Republicans, managed so poorly that it had to
draw on the sinking fund to pay its expenses.” In short the Mayor desires to fix
on the Republicans the odium of the extravagance or miscalculation for which his committee is responsible. He will not be able

Wherever the money

to do it.

comes

from

complete the sewer committee’s work the
Mayor’s scheme of imposition cannot now
to

be concealed.

Let the sewers committee do
its own work and not shirk it, and if 'here is
to be a draft on the sinkinc fund let the
committee which makes it necessary take
the responsibility in an honest and manly
way and not

play

the sneak.

invitation,

an

and demanded that the commit-

tee should finish up the sewer job.
But
three members of the committee, Messrs.

Hawkes, Winchester
present.
ter

After

adopted
aasthne

an

and

Winslow,

hour’s talk the

a motion ma
xne work.

were

two lat-

e bv one of them
At, a subsequent

meeting of the committee, held two days afterwards, that vote was reconsidered and the
committee voted the other way. One reason
for the reconsideration was that the committee is forbiddeu

by
city ordinances to
undertake any work to cost more than $300
without the express authorization of the
City Council. This is a point which does
not seem to have occurred to the Mayor in
his eagerness to get the committee on
streets to shoulder his errors.
The Mayor, having been notified of this
last action, directed the Street Commissioner
to go to work repaving the street. Section
ft of the Ordinance on Streets says the
Street Commissioner shall not make any
permanent repairs on the streets “without
having first obtained therefor the sanction
in writing of the committee on highways,
sidewalks and bridges.” This he did nut
have. The Mayor, whether as mayor or as
chairman of the committee on sewers we do
not know, gave him his only sanction. The
artfulness of the Mayor is shown by the
order which was introduced as a sequel of his
•ommunication. It directed the repair of
the street by the Street Commissioner “the
cost of the same to be charged to the appropriation for streets. Estimated cost $700.”
This order did not pass, and the Street Commissiomr has no proper sanction for the
work he is doing, if be is still at work. The
Mayor says that the Street Commissioner
concurs in his opinion.
We hope he does
not concur id all his
to be a

willing

the

opinions,

but he appears
instrument for carrying out

the Mayor’s scheme.

Mayor gives in his official communication to the Ci'y Council a conspicuous exampte of his capacity to distort in his favor
the plain language of the Ordinances. He
The

says that because the street committee
refused to do the job “It therefore became
the duty of the Mayor to instruct the Street
Commissioner” to do the work, and refers
to the 16th section of the Ordinance on
Streets. This section giveg the Mayor no
authority over the s’reet commissioner in
the matter. The only part of that section
which has any conceivable relation to tbe
matter in band reads as follows:
Wbea any person has obtained a ltcesse to open
or make or repair a dram or aqueduct, be
ball
complete a d finish tbe same with all possible desaball
and
in
and
patch
filling
levering up tbe same
do It to the satisfactions of the Commissioner of
and
In
cue
of
Streets;
neglect so to v o, the said
commissioner shall cause the same to be done In
suitable manner a< the expense of the person to or
for whom said license was granted.
the commissioner

This gives
independent
authority to act in cases where persons acting under a liscnse have failed to comply
with the requirements, and that is all.
The Mayor might as well, perhaps better,
have referred to a ver°e of scripture or to a
section of tbe constitution of the State of
New Jersey as warrant for the action taken
by him in this case. If there is any analogy
between.the cases of a person licensed to
■cfBlfUp the street and a tearing np by direction of a committM, the logic of the analogy
i» that the Street Commissioner must repair
Commercial street and charge the cost to the
committee on sewers.
The Mayor has blundered into all these
absurdities through a desire to escape the
responsibility of his own expensive work.
There need be no difficulty about this matter. Everybody agrees that the street should
be put in order. The honest and straightforward way is for the Mayor to say to the
City Council that the committee on sewers is
short of money and ask for the transfer from
the sinking fund to that committee of
enough money to finish a job which “has
cost more than ihe estimates.
•

business purposes, filling it up with Impediof various kinds. Of all these prac-

ments

perhaps cone is worse than that of
banging articles from awning frames over
tbe sidewalk.
There is no right and no
justification for such occupation of the part
of the public highway reserved for pedestrians, and the practice has grown to such
proportions as to demand the attention of
tices

the proper autheritles. As for the offence
of leaving a ladder, or any similar obstacle,
Bidewalk where there is constant passing, it deserves to be ranked with leaving a
loaded pistol where children may play with

on a

It and with other forms of carelessness im-

periling life and limb.
No one will dispute Prof. Franeis Wayland's assertion before the American Social
Science Association, in an address on capital punishment, that the more intelligent a man Is the more averse he is to taking life. But it does not follow that States
which retain the death penalty are therefore lower in the scale of intelligence than
those which have abolished it from their
statute books.
For a good many years
Maine was practically without the death

■■■

■■

■■

An eflort is to be made to keep Butler out
of the Massachusetts Democratic convention
for fear that he will “slop over;” but lie has
made eo many “slop overa” tbe past year
will haidly be noticed.
that one more
Better give the “old man a chance” to lire
d a epeeeh to please the “beys.”

bar* on Sundays, and no guest can be furnished liquors in his room. The law simply
allows the supplying of liquors at two principal meals of the day, and then only in the

dining

room.

Standard Time.
We have school-time, church-time, meridian-time, shop-time, railroad-time, observatory-time, and who can tell what next?
Nothing Is gained by having a shop clock
ten minutes faster than any other clock.
There must be some adjustment of these
conflicting systems or we shall continue to
wast>- time and miss appointments from the
confusion of time pieces. Now it is- evident
to auy one who takes thought of thiB subject that only one class of activities are under restralnt’in the adoption of a time basis.
Tbe rail way business cannot be carried on
safely without time-tables that to some extent disregard meridian time.
These timeThat
tables must have a standard clock.
clock must he corrected daily.
The test
should be nothing less than an ast onomlcvl
observation. A possible error of five seconds
should not be tolerated. There is no practical difficulty in having school time, church
time, shop time and business time conform

Last year it was restored; but it
will be found contrary to the fact to conclude that therefore there has been a decline
of intelligence in this State. The chief purpose of punishment for murder is to repress
murder. If it were shown that imprisonment for life would accomplish this

purpose

well as the gallows it wonld undoubtedly
be evidence of a low state of intelligence for
a State to retain the death
penalty. But the
statistics on this subject are not conclusive.
In some cases they show one thing and In
others directly the opposite. The advocates
of capital punishment make out as
good a
case from statistics as their
opponents. The
public mind, therefore, is left in uncertainty
as to which is the more effective means of
repressing murder, and legislation is based
to a very large extent on the absence or
murders in the
comfrequency of
If
mnrmunity which it affects.
ders have been of frequent occurrence
imprisonment for life is likely to give place
to the death penalty, while if the
contrary
be the case, the less violent punishment it
substituted. But it can be fairly argued
tbat the restoration of the death penalty in
the one case is as much thejresult of aversion
to the taking of human life as Its
repeal in
the other.
as

If the reports which come from Tonqnln
are correct, France is not to be left to
enjoy

the fruits of her victory in that

railroad time. Railroad necessities will
railroad time practically correct.
A
difference of half an hour between railroad
and meridian time Is no real inconvenience,
and even if it were necessary that school
close at 12 o’clock meridian time, allowance
for the difference between this and railroad
time could be made.
The advautages of
uniformity In local time is greater than we
can now appreciate.
Let this be once established and the people could not be persuaded to return to the confusion that now
exists. Let the time-pieces he all set to
railroad lime, let railroad time be lixed by
to

keep

the nearest observatory, and let business
and other hours be changed to suit the convenience or necessities of the esse.—Rev.

H. G. Wood.

Mrs. Mary Whitney Westcott, of DeWitt,

Nebraska, Is preparing a history of the
“Loyal Women of the Civil War,” and requests tetters, records and accounts of wo-

man’s service to her co.ntry, whether at
home, in the hospital, in the field or in tbe
Sanitary Commission. It is intended that
this work shall place the patriotic women of
the civil service on record with the volunteer
•oidiers and create a fun< for the Ladies’
Relief CorpB of the G. A, R.

BAD BLOOD
SCROFULOUS.
INHERITED.

CONTAGIOUS.
1870 Scrofulous Ulcers broke out on my body
nntll my breast vat one mass of corruption.
Some of these Ulcers were not loss than one and

IN

half inches In diameter, the edges rongb, ragged, and seemingly dead, the oarity open to the
nans and filled with offensive matter.
Everythin*
knewn to tne medical faculty was tried In vain.
Gradually the bone Itself became diseased, and then
the suffering began In earn eat. Bone Uloers began
to take the place of Lose hitherto cn the amrtaoe.
I became a mere wreck. For months at a time
could not get my hands to my head because of extreme soreaees. Ceuld not turn in bed. Knew not
what it was to be aa hour evan free from pain. H ad
reason to look upon life itself ss a curse.
In the
summer of 1880, after ten years of this wretched
existence, I began to use the Ci'Ticora Femidies
and after two years' persistent use of them the last
Ulcer has healed. The dread disease has suoe am bed.
All over the breast where was once a mass
of corruption Is now a healthy skin. My
weight
has increased from one hundjed a-id twenty-three
to one hundred and flfty-eix pout ds, and the good
work is still going on. 1 feel myself a new man,
and all through the Crncou Kehebiks.
James e. Richardson,
Custom House, New Orleans.
Sworn to before United States Commissioner
J. D. Crawford.
one

TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD
Of Scrofulous, Inherited and Contagious Humors,
and thus remove the most prolific cause of human

•uffVrlag, te clear the Skin of Disfiguring B'otchee,
ItcningTorturee, Humiliating Eruptio a, and Loathsome Sores caused by Inherited
Scrofula, to purify
and beautify tha Skin, and restore the Hair so that
no traca of disease remain, CcticurA
Resolyest,

tha

Blood Purifier, and Coticdra and Cuticuea Soap, the great Skin Cure, and Beautlfiers,
are lafalllhle.
They are the only rom»1iea that sue
eead when physicians and all other means fall.
of
Pyloa
Cctiocra, small boxes, 60c.: large
boxes. $1. CtrrietTRA Resoltrkt, gl per bottle.
Coticdra Soap, 25c. Coticura Shayikg Soap,
ISc Sold by all drnggista.
Pwtter Drag and Chrmirrl Co., Boston.
new

Raafenii’ Radical Core
the Immediate Relief of

peninsnlar

v For

in peace. The Chinese troops which have
been massed on the frontier have been sud-

Jand Permanent Cnre every
form of Catarrh, from a sim^ple Head Cold or Influenza to
the loss <>f Smed, Taste and

and without

are

warning pnt in motion,
marching on Haidoung. This means

<>f course that France is involved in war
with the Chinese empire, and that the
chances are that a long and bloody war is
inevitable. While no match for her Buropean adversary in military knowledge and
min iwiw*.
Skill China enior*.
ness to the seat of
war and a population
from which to draw troops almost as countless as the sands of the sea.

John R. Lynch, chairman of the Republican executive committee of
Mississippi, in a
letter to tbe Washington Republican, points
out that Gen. Chalmers’
game In that State
is to get possession of the Republican party
in order to use it for his own selfish
purposes. This programme Mr. Lynch objects
to, though be, ae|well as tbe other Republicans of Mississippi, are ready to enter Into
any coalition with the Democrats who are
opposed to Bonrbonism which does not in
volve a sacrifice of principles.
Mr. Lynch’s
position is the correct one. The Republican party wants no bosses of the Chalmers

THE

Admiration
V*

WORLD'S

HairRestorer
IS PERFECTIONt

Public

Benefactress. Mrs. S.
A. Allan hasjustly earned this title,
and thousands are this day rejoicing
over a fine head of hair produced by
her unequaled preparation for res torang, invigorating, and beautifying the
Hair.

tion,

to

There
is

into

a

monarchical

Her World’s Hair Restorer

quickly cleanses the scalp, removing
Dandruff, and arrests the fall; the
hair, if gray, is changed to its natural
color, giving it the same vitality ar.d
luxurious quantity as in youth.

COMPLIMENTARY.
hair is

tainly
who

necessary to

petition

for a dram

shop

purchased

I

all

bottle, and

a

stone

a

as

large

have u«ed in

i

S|5bIj
1

age (08) sixty-eight years, 1 can truly say I feel
like a young man with strength and vitality. My
family use the Remedy, and would not be without
it, and never fail to recommend it to onr friends
ami neighbors in Carnbr
dge and Boston. You are
at liberty to use my name in
praise of the best kidney and liver medicine, Hunt’s Remedy.’’

e

tuy

•» <*

been

an

advantage

|

2Bs

ere

be
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«

tlv-ll

sim

I
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cured of

similar trouble.

a

a

&
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»&“Wash-dav has no terrors for the household where
DAT’S SOAP is used, no unpleasant and sickening odors to fill
your houses, no laborious rubbing on the wash-board, while the
washing can be done in one-half the time necessary by following the old
worn-out method.

Of the Free Hospital for Women and In*
fanto aappoted by the Hardock Liquid
Food

[Front'

1683.]
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TO SUFFERING HUMANITY,

“A hospital containing over
seventy beds has rebeen started in Boston by the Murdock Liquid Food Co. This is a noble charity, aud one that
reflects great credit upon its piojectors. If the suece s of this institution is as great as the foot! thev
make is valuable, we predict for it a magnificent
success. It is
one of the most valuable
dietetic preparations in the world. We speak from
a long aud extended experience in our practice and
in our own family. If it could only be made to taste
a little better it would be perfect.”

cently

We do not

—

especially

Hoapital Report a.]

MlUtA
■ I JR ¥
if rT S %#

Ill

Food.”
Ladies. read the following letter from a leading
physician in Boston (to whom we can refer) In relation to his own wife, who has always beeu a great
sufferer, being unable to retain her food or nourish
her children:
Boston, Aug. II, 1882.
Gents—I am pleased to inform you that 1 found,
after trying all other
preparations for years with no

have

no

there not economy In the n»e of Soap that trill clsan the akin aa well aa
the clothe, 1 ThlaDAY'B SOAPwUlnnlyd,.
It will In no
way Injure the tlneet fahries or the moat delicate complexion*.

!

better

—

WU1B

——

OOBt,.rva-

the increase and decrease of the red corpuscles of he blood in twenty cases of measles, and
tbe relation between the red aud white
corpuscles.
He found ihat occasionally In the begi
ning of the
fever s age there was a slight increase of the red
corpuscles, while on the development ©f t h» erupti n there was a decrease which lasted for twelve or
forty-eight hours after the fever, so that, ths red
corpuscles sank to half the normal nnmber. After
eight or ten days the number gradually increased
with frequent variations. The spectroscoi>e showed
in th-i brginnlng an increase, ana after the appearance of the eruption a decrease of the
hssmoglobine*
The decrease of t he red blood corpuscles occurred
also in a ca.-e of measles where there was an intense
efflorescence, but no fever. An absolute increase of
the whit-' blood corpuscles was found in the course
of the disease during the fever stage, and
usually
before its decline.”
Murdock’s Liquid Food will make blood faster
than all foods or preparations known.
Its value consists in supplying toe system with
red corpuscles, wiiich are the life of the
blood, and
it is thr only food or prepara ion that will do
it,
confirmed by the fact that it is the only raw food
known, and when used in fevers prevents the patient from having a relapse, wnich mat y
have, and
In many cases the patients are left feeble for life, or
death follows.

DAY <Sc FRICK,

Props, of the Philadelphia Steam Soap Works.
VfO^l-DO-Og-gy-BZ Howard St., FUla.
FOR

jI

early,

or

we are

““S'c___law8mW

TURNER BROS.
OFFER

Congress dtf

j

KnxiR!

mu r James&Abbot,

KNOW THYSELM
A R«ok for Every man ! Yonng, Middle
nged and Old.
The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published
the Pen hot!
by
Medical Inmitnte. Boston, entitled The Nci
em r of Life; or, Arif-Preservation.
It It.
not only a complete and perfect treatise on
Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical
Debility,
Premature Decline in man, Errors or Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chrenic diseases, each one
of which is invntanhle.so proved by the author
whose
for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 800 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in
•very sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed in this country for
f 2.50, or the money will be refunded. Prioe only
$1.25 by mall. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to the oncers of whioh
the author refers. Illustrated sample cent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulflnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
my30dAwly22

experience

Kn!»yst”

C. 0. HUDSON
—

BOSTON.
•ndl YTnTxn

AT

488
■«pL

OF-

■AJitiFACTTTJlES

Malabia, Indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, and general ill-health relieved by

SILKS.

Ql'Al.ITY,

WIDE,

&

490

Lime Juice

Cummings

STREET.

SEW YORK l .TO EMI

RAIlM.

A

from Bouton

W ashington.
7=9

to

nbore

Tb* NORWICH IaIIVK for NEW YORK tin* the flttM ttenmert in the
country.
Pnaoenaer-takinii thiM line run necurr Pnrlor inn nt Bouton or Worcenter
». ffl.FKI.rOlk Jr.,
A.C.KKKOU.L,
(General Manager.
(icneral

_^““B"____

LOT
“
“

I

MO.

REDUCED

FROM

®

“

3

“

»
“

“

“

“

dSp

.83
1.00
i.»s
1.37

TO

s<t

middle

218

Offer for

f®

“

“

1.50

«

“

«

“

“

1

1.62

“

eoo

“

“

*

“

2.00

«

:

.?

i*

“

These goods

are

“

as

«

3.00

Between Oak and. Groon.
jy**0___
_

Confectionery.

dtf

has bought
exclusive right ot
W. D.theAMES
Eureka 1-amp Stove, for Cumberland and
In said
tho

York Countiee. Anyone oanvaeeing
Cnuntlerfor the Eureka Lamp Stove not authorized In
me will be r
proeeeuted. Agente wanted.
W. D. AMES,
Si Market Square, Portland, Mains

Ju3

Spdtt

■«

....

J;*©
mx

AdT#'?l*emei»'* errttten ‘Appropriately dlsplaye
end proof* given, free of charge.
The leading Daily and
Newspaper* of the
United States and Canada,
on file fortheaccom-

Weekly
kept

lOo
Adults25c; Children dtd

>«|
7a.
0«.
0a.

PROF. KElfEM, of

0a

RACE, AN® »ANCIN«3.
3yL*Hboat. 11.00 p. m.

FR'DAyTsEPT.

Sterling

ble rates.

deel4eodtt

4s
4s
4,

•

Mas*.

6.

POTATO

bonds and stocks.

aud Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

Worcester,

THCRSDayTsEPT,

fit*

------

and other first -class

SEPr. 5.

Afternoon and Evening—Exhibition of Fancy
(Skating, by

7.

PBIIE NhtTINO-In the afternoon a Gold
Pin will be awarded to the best lady skater- bs
the evening a pair of Win-low’s best- skates will
be given to the beet gentleman skater.
PROF. F.W.PCHDT will give lessons Wednesday and Thursday afternoons, and Friday afternoon anil evening Exhibition Skating.
East but Mot Least.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 8.

...

Portland Water Co..
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Panl & So Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. K. K.)
Maine Central R. R.

(5s
6s
6s
7s
7s

Cleveland, Ohio,
FOB

SALE

DT

—

WOODBURY k MOULTON,

Corner Exchange & Middle Sts.
eodtf
augl

Grand

Battle!

Sham

B V BOM WORTH

POMT,

RE.HE.DBER THE

stg8!Per Emita-

2° Ctg.

FKIMIRU CiMEETIM.
The Portland District Methodist

Campmeeting
direction of ReT. C. J. Clark, will

under

commeecs

-at-

HURTHA R

Portland
Lewiston

Water Co., let mortgage,

CiBOVE, Fryebarg, Rt.,
MONDAY, SEPTEMB R 8,
and close Sunday evening, Sept. 0. Some af the beat
preaching talent in the State of Maiue has beea
secured for this meeting, and several
prominent
preachers from out of the ^tate are expected, and
a very large and moet
interesting meeting Is anilstpated.

Os
4s

Cincinnati
fjg and
St Conte
Maine Central R. R. Cone. Mort.
Northern Pae. R. R. General Mort.
St. Paul & No. Pae. R. R. guaranteed
Car TruBt and Equipment Bonds and U.
Seeuritiee, for sale by

7a
lie
7e
6s
6s

S.

Fare

mi k BARRETT
186 middle Sti eet.
eodtf

PORTLAND, JIK.

aug2

HENRY CLEWS & CO..
No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and Products bought and sold on commission for cash or on margin. 4 per rent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. V. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange N. Y. Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trail#. Private wire to Chicago

N. T. Branches 1 963 Bread way, cor. 23d St.
connected by [ Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.
eodtf
]ly23

BONDS.
Mate,
municipal aad
Stkssl Head, bought aad sold.
Special
attention given to bond, cf large cities nnd
Write

if yen wish to bay

ns

Bankers, Chicago.

From Portland, $1.70; from Cumberland Mill#,
$1.70; from White Kook, $1.40: from Sebago Lake.
$1.25; from ail other stations on line of Pertlana
<s Ogdensburg K. K., one-half fare.
From Fryeburg
epot to ( amp Orsnad
and Return, JOc.
Trains leave Portland at 8.25 a. m.t 12.35 and
6.26 p.m. Leave Fryeburg for Portland at $.3$
and 10.66 a. m., and 2.48 and 6.36 p.m. Beard
and lodging, $1.00 per day or $5.oo
per week. Tho
annual business meeting of Martha s Grove Camp\r-8ociation
will
be
held
at
the preachers’
meeting

stand, Tuesday, Sept. 4,

COMPANY

o

oloct- p.

m.

augi'9d0i

FOREST GIIYAIUSEMENT GO.
Feak.’s Island..

A short season of Burlesque Opera.

Return eftha

favorites,

THE BOSTON IDEAL

sod6m

Two Operas in One Day.

Connecticut

LA MASCOT

nnder the laws of Connecticut, and
snblect to the Inspection of the

STATE B INK COMMISSIONERS.

—

PER CENT.

at 1

GPU- L. KIMBALL *<eey.

Portland, Aug. 28, 1383.

MIDDLESEX BANKING

iiddi^town,

and

JUVENILE OPERA CO.

PRESTON, KEAN A CO.,

Incorporated

Depot

Return.

nr

sell.

mar6

Frjeburg

C. I.AISCEI.I..MANAGIB.

Gsvemnni,

counties!

to

AND

—

DftUnQ

6 GUARANTEED

DllRUO

secured by First Mortgage.
Interest payable at
Middletown, or at tha Fourth National Bank ot
New Y ork. If you wish an investment, whether
large or small, which will be MPR and profitable,
send for circular giving foil information.

H. i & PJMFORE.
Don’t Forget

SMITH^ILT.® Ap££i.
6ra«od

MONDAY, SEPT. 3d.
Rascot at 3.

Proposals.
Office of Scpebistisdekt or Ripaihs, )
U. S. Marine Hospital, Portland, Ms. i

Pinafore at 8.

26 cents over Forest City Steamboat line. Custom
House Wharf, pays all and admits you to toe opera
and eonoert.
sepAdtf

PROPOSALS will b« received by the
PORTLAND THEATRE
SEALED
undersigoed, at this otkee, until 12 o'clock
Frank
1883. fdF
on

Tuesday, September 11th,

supplying the
labor and materials required In tbs Ke airs etc. to
the U S. Marine Hospital bulldiegs at this port,
conshtlng of carpenter mason, painting and plumbing work etc. Separate bids must be made for the
different classes of work required.
Specifications and all information relating to the
work can be obtained on application to Marina
Hospital Offlsc, at the Custom House in this city, or
at the building
The right to rsjsct any or all bids is reserved.
R. L. FOGG, supt. of Repairs.
sepld3t

Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.

One

Week, commencing,
day, Sept. 3.

Mon-

SHOOK A COLLIER’S

Lits O' Lopdon Combination!
Under the anspioes of Me,si*. Shook h Col Use,
Proprietor* Union Mqnnre Theatre, New
Geo. H. Sims powerful spectacular melo-

Water Supply of Washington, D. C.
Prepnali fwr 4'owstriirtios. of Dare, Tam

Twrk, in
drama.

SEALED

The Lights O'London,
With its magnificent Scenery, Properti««%!d ha
chanical Effects, duplicates or the

of toe City of Washington, in accordance with the
Act of Congress approved July lbth, 1882, will be
received at this office until 12 o'clock noon, on Friday, October 6th, 1883, when they will be pnblioly
opened; the work to he done comprises three different classes, viz:
CLASS A.—Dak Coxbtbuctiox.—This consists
(1 st) of raising the present masonry dam across (he
Mart land Channel of the iotomao River at the
Great Falls, by a coping 16 Inches thick; (2d) the
extension of the dam across Conn's ’Bland by a
masonry structure about 1120 feet long with as
average height of about 6 feet; and (3d) the further
extension of the dam about 460 feet across the
Virginia Channel by a superstructure of crib work
Hill d with stone, and a enbetruc nre of
masonry, together with about 300 feet of masonry dam to make
connection with the Virginia shore.
CLAJSS B.—Aqueduct Extexsiox—being the extension of the Washington Aqueduct by a tcxxki.
about 20 828 feet long with a crocs section of about
77 square feet; moat, if not all, of the tunnel will be
through hard gneiss rock.
CLASS
g.-Kesebvoib Coxstbuctiox.—This
work will consist mainly of earth excavation and
embankment, the purpose being to construct a reservoir capable «f containing 300,000,000 gallons.
in triplicate, must be made
Separate
for each class. Parties proposing to bid will
apply
st this office for blanks for proposals, ■peclbcatloas
and all information, being earef al to state for which
class or classes of work blanks are
deeired; but
they will be furnished only to euoh parties as show
prims facie evidence that they are able, fluanetally
and by
to undertake the work on whion
they propoee to bid.
Each bidder must submit with his
proposals written evldeuoe on which he rcliee to eetablish his
capacity to perform the work, reference being had
to his
on work of like character, to the
plant at nls disposal and which he proposes to use,
and to hie financial ability to do all that is necessary for a rapid prosecution of the work. Bofore proposals are opened each bidder must certify to the
undersigned that either perseHally or by a
duly
authorised agent he has inspected the natural feat
ures of the locality in which the work is located and
examined the drawings on file in this office.
The right is reserved to reject any »nd all bids or
G. J. LYDEOKER,
parts of bids.
an31dCt
Major of Engineers, U. S, Army.

proposals,

experience,

original modal#

used at that Theatre.
Act 1—Park and (.rounds of
Armetage Hall.
Act 2—The Road from Chatham to London in the
Snow and Moonlight.
Act 3—Exterior of a London Police Station.
Act 4—Exterior of Marlebone Workhouse
Act 6—The Borough on

Saturday Night.

W anted -100 Supernumeraries.
Apply at stag*
door Monday, Sept. 3. at 10 a. m.
Seats 76 and 60 cents; Gallery 36 cants. Sale af
seat# commence# Friday, \ug 3i.
augSOdtd

BANJO and OUITAU

Sole Agent for the new Parker
Trap Gun.Frank Weseon'e Pocket
Rifles, end the celebrated ‘'Holtbird” Homing Mails. Suite made to measure,
and sampli'B of cloth furnished. Also, the new composition Tarf*-I Balls; better and cheaper than
Glass.
Bnglt.U and Amertean Double and
Single Guns, together with a general assortment of

LESSONS

F. Wr. WMNE^BKBO.
assistant teaober with Gao. O
Dobaon.and
Sole Agent in Port and for the celebrated
Pateat

Formerly

APOI.LO.BAIKJOI,

,„v
will
be prepared to receive
Pupils on either Banja
Guitar for the Fall and Winter season,
conimeae
ing Monday Sept. 3. Lessons given at pupil's residence if desired. Call or send for terms of
instruction.

or

—

F. W.

WESSENBERG,
8«P3_

City H*U1.
dlw*

FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR
—

OF THE

—

Cumberland County Agricultural Society
Will be held at

Presnnipscot
Park,
PORTLAND,

SEPT. II, 12, 13

&

14, 1883.

Large Premiums

and

arc offered in the Agricultural
Stock departments.
ar* offerB(i ‘or the best Town
Team

oMO^'ki*^6

th# Conn‘y

are invited to exhibit
own tent*, to whom free

tiek^i.^Hi?tieir
^ *** fur,had
nP°n

secretary

certificate from their

Sept. 12 and IS is
ti.r*™*"'’ Meetings will be held
Stocl"

at ll

o’clMk.AUC“0nSal®°f

Frld»y

a.m“

to«|? i £££$
aag-'3dtd
_J. J. FETE, See.
Wi"

fnrnlahed

L.

„G.

THE

BAILEY^

LT
liENDUe
II V«I ENIC
EITTRBH.»—
iWAitc factored
A.'lx FOR RACE BY
J. H. GAI’BKRT,
*99 ..I K STREET,
OUT

Sweet Bouquet
CIGARETTES.
DELICATE,

WILD

PORTIilSD, ME,
PRICE!

aug2l

88, 89, 810.

AND FRAGRANT.

A Dainty Whiff for Connoisseurs.
by All Dealer*.

S. JACOBY & CO.,
Mannfactnrerg, New

York.

aug24

eod2m

4*f

W.W. SHARPE * CO.,
Advertising A rents,
PABK now,
NKWiVORK

mcdatloo of Advertisers.

sep4

«

all in fine French Lisle and will be appreciated bv all
lovers of line Hosiery.

NOTICE.

FARE:

WEUXEiiiTvT

Street,

1

Maine Central
Portland and Kennebee
Androacoggin and Kennebec
Portland and Ogdenabnrg
City of Portland

*;?

«

“

:
“_«

Bn,

Opp. Falmouth Hotel.

“

-

S termer ;>C leave Cult'® Bouse Wharf at 2,\btpt
a sail of three hours among the ulands </ the
returning at 6.1f>, in season for parties winning to
taka Eastern anil Boston & Maine trains going vregt.

221 Middle Street

“

“

Wednesday Afternoon, Sept. 5.

Holier and Ice Skates.

all the New Shades and Sizes.

“

GAZELLE,

STEAMER

Agent for DnPom’s Powder* Sporting and
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Cay* and Fuse. Orders
from the trade filled at lowest prices.

THIS WEEK
Special Sale of fine Lisle Hosiery in

y

—

attractions this VVEBI

Hunting anil Fishing Goods.

Faa.enger Agent.

_

ON

—

nnTt°aI“„F:lubllof

THROUGH PUUVIAN CARS

point* without chnngc.
Tickrl* for *nle nt Ticket OMer* in
rri t.nr »nrt *e„ H„m|»hirr. Baggage checked
through. Inmenu conrcnicnee for
ladir* with children n» thia line AVOID* t It am; I! OF CABIN Ilk IkKtV YORK
for ticket* via NEW
Y’OEK k
NEW ENCIIT1AND KAIlillOA O, h! nmy Ticket Office.

—

GIVJE HIM A CALL!
mySO

York.,

FRANK GOUDpil Congress St.

Great Variety of Other FcrstcIum

BANKERS,

experience

Philadelphia,

The only line running

Chandler's Band,

J. B. Brown & Sons, GREENWOOD GARDEN

Hold

Tablets,

AMD

dtf

GREAT THROUGH LINE

Fine ChocolatejDrops
—

BROS.,

(DAILY)

Caramels,

says: “I am strongly convinced of the efficacy of Brown’s Iron Bitters and recom-

mend them.”
Lkwisvillb, Ind.—Rev. J. S. Cain say*
“I used Brown’s Iron Bitters for nervous
and found it entirely satkfao-

SQ.,

eodtf

n« l and Keaervwir,
Office of 7 he Washixgtox Aqi-kdcct. 1
W ashixgtox, D. C., August 28. 1883.
(
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, for the
work required for Increasing the water supply

CONGRESS

“

—

13 MARKET

4

prostration

LINE

1st,

Baltimore and

&c., of all thlcknoMf**,
widths and qualities.

Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Bpabta, Tejtn.—Dr. W. B.

FULL

TURNER

To New

FLOORING
IIA
Dn
I 9
ipB JEM

H I 111 r
I I II h

Sept.

No such Quality and Width
offered
at the Price.

always engaged

H. M. PAYS oh & co.,
Exchange Street.

—

August 31,1883.

AGENTS FOR THE “DAY’S SOAP.”

OOO!

at home

58

St.,

ever

St.

my 14

abroad!

I m ■#

TOMI NSON,

AMERICAN COLORED

CHARLES CUSTIS k C0„
493

promptly, surely and

Keep it with you

&

S

as

Also other (lealrable securities for sale by

BY

SALiB

311 Commercial

j
Siva yonr orders
seme time ahead.

*1 Panl dr No. Pacific «uaraoUod
fn
Conn dr Tmnt Co. m eon rod by B. Kainte 0a.

BY

—

0a.
0a.

PROPOSALS.

COUSENS

ORDER

R.

“

apr21

WADE <
TO

Monihe. n
Northern

EVERETT
—

81.23 PE1R YARD.

Have it ready for instant use!

| M

S»

-A T-

i

Pain

Tha Mlnara’Skin »nd Cloth.a.

O >1/11 I ri rill Th* Bliekamltht’ Skin and Cloth**.
WILL LLtAjl The kachinitta’ Skin and Clothe*.
Vwm
Everybody*’ Skin and Clothai.

fejsfa

for I am a wiser woman, you will be the first person we have heard of
that has been disappointed.
fi®“Now remember—If you don’t intend to follow the directions
do not try the soap at all, for unless you do this you will be disappointed, and then you will scold us and yourself as well.
The cost of one cake will convince you that it is the best and
cheapest soap offered you, while the smiles that will encircle your brow
will do justice to a golden sunset.
Ask your grocer for it, and do not allow him to put you off with
anything else for a substitute, for every dealer can obtain it, and should
he refuse you send direct to

FEVERS,

authority for the
canse of the great mortality from measles
au«l Fevers than Professor R. Demme, in
his essay on the changes of the blood in the different stages of Measles.
[From the Boatcn Medical Journal, Aug. 1.1
can

only PATENTED

No soda, no washing crystals, no lyes are to be used, but
simply supply yourself for the next wash-day with a bar of DAY’S
SOAP, then carefully read the directions and follow them to the
exact letter, and if you don’t say pitch out that old wash-boiler,

avail,

MEASLES AND

calculated to have

plausible story

DAY’S SOAP is the ORIGINAL and

“Miss K. has for many years been suffering bad
from chronic 1 ss of voice, and growing worse yearly, caused by scrofula sores, general debility, ner»
vous prostration and severe nervous affection of the
heart, and was so reduced la»t May that her life was
despaired of, and her physician could give no relief,
thinking she must leave us as her father and mother had several years ago, as she inherited their diseases. With six week’s treatment she was able to
return home feeling confident that she would recover her health by con
tinuing tbe use of Liquid

We

a

bring us;
do not come to you as irresponsible parties, who have no reputation
to suffer calumny, but we do present to you this brand of soap upon an
absolute guarantee and recommendation of a well-known industrial
establishment of Philadelphia, of sixteen years’ existence. Do you suppose for a moment it would compensate us to make false statements to
No, dear reader; what we
you and ruin our well-earned reputation ?
say about DAT'S SOAP is the truth, and it is sustained by the evidences
of thousands of housewives from all over the country, besides which we
stand ready to endorse it all with ready cash.

[From London Health, July 27.1888.]

that my wife was able to retain your Liquid
Food and also able to panake of commoD food, and
to enjoy herself in walking, riding and visiting as
often as she desired, all of which she was unable to
do with our first two children, and we were
obliged
to bring them up by hand.
With our third child -he was relieved of all these
and
has
nourished it with uo trouble or
troubles,
sickness to herself or child by taking
your Liquid
Food, which she will continue doing until the child
is a year old.
t is with pleasure that I advise you of what great
benefit your Liquid Food can be to ladies that cannot retain their food or nourish their babes, as the
liability from cholera infantum is 200 *o 300 per
cent, greater when babes are brought up by ban f.

you with

amount of money such a sale would

we

Household Necessities.
“Murdock’s Liquid
Food .” may be specially mentioned. This extract
has attained a high reputation in
America, and
from a knowledge of its use in the wasting diseases,
of children, we are prepared to Bay that
it has hardly, an equal in respect of its speedy digestion an strength. In general debility this Food
is of high value and those who have cases of wasting
disease under their care should give this Food a
trial.
our

come to

you try it, simply for the

certainly

[From

speak more especially

—you are the interested person in this matter; you it is that suffers the
ills arising from the wasn-tub and its heavy cares; you it is to whom
the perplexities and responsibilities of the household rightfully belong,
and you it is that should interest yourself iivi trial of the qualities of this
soap, that has always proven itself to be a boon of salvation

WHAT THE MEDICAL PHESS SAT
Conpauy, llo* ton.
the Hew England Medical Monthlyt July

to the ladies we desire to

Sc Kennebec B
Pacific B. B.

Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

5;!°

MADAM—for it is

a

it

*•

Androscoggin

Hardiner, Mo.,

V:

nin*

I pur-

bottle at the druggists, and commenced to
improve at ouoe. I have used but two bottles and it
has done wonders for me—no more kidney
trouble,
no more pain.
It has given me new life, and I
would not be without Hunt’s
at
Remedy
any price.
It is all that it is recommended to be, and I cheerfully give this testimony for the benefit of the many
sufferers from kidney disease and gravel.”

taken with these

without

SUM

r

21 INCHES

efSeiently.
Don’t

‘Li^mr

SSS5IS

EXTRA

PERRY DAVIS’S
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He says: “1 have been troubled for years with kidney and liver complaint, followed by gravel, with
severe pains in my back and groins.
1 had great
trouble iu passing water, it being scanty, and accompanied by ter. ible burning, the vessel being
use
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are frou. Mr. Lewis Keen, No.
Highland Avenue, Maldeu, Mass., April 28,1883.
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bottleB, and it has completely cured me. My
kidneys are in excellent condition, and for one of
ten

Q| IIWIMER
UUIVI complaint
Then is

Is beyond power ol computation. Our facilities tor the production ot It are taxed to the utmost Ip supply the
Orders that pour I n upon us from this great wide and
progressive country. Right hern in your
section It Is being used extensively and many can testily to Its wonderful propgrtles.

FINE

ALL THE DRUQ0I3T8 SELL IT

license, and when issued its conditions are
everywhere the same. It is regarded by
thoughtful temperance people as a great
gain in legislation, as it will reduce the
number of liceuses nearly one-balf in some
of the provinces, and will shorten the hours
of sals, closing the saioons at 11 p. m. on
week days, and entirely on Sundays.
The
hotels are also prohibited from opening their

being repeatedly urged

before 1 hail used all of it I passed
as a pea, followed t>y smaller oues.

tt

JLJAP

I

others had used Hum's Remedy in Cambridge and
pronounced it a medicine of real merit. After

-A

Canadian License Law.

ers are

a severe

bottle f.ud try it, He had
case similar to mine, and that
a

“My

DYSe NTERY

Frank James is to suffer some punishment, even if the jury does not convict him.
The lawyers are to talk ten heurs apieee.

applies simply
absolute prohibition,
To
and only to localities desiriDg license.
such it says, yon may have one license to
not sell to
every *00 inhabitants, you may
minors, drunkards, nor between the hours
of 7 p. m. on Saturdays till C a. m. on Mondays. It also forbids the issuing of licenses
to grocers or any Other than actual liquor
shops, and all existing licenses of this character are arranged to lapse within a limited
period. This law is uniform throughout the
provinces. Heretofore Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Manitoba and the rest have bad
their own particular license laws. Now all
over the Dominion one-third of the tax pay-

get

Saturday,

their grsy hair restored to its natural
color, aod their bald spot covered
with hair, after using one bottle of
Mas. S. A. Allsm’s world’s Hair
It ia not a dye.

the Presidential contest of next year.

but it

cured of

been

to

DS.

City of Portland
“
Zanmille,Ohio
“
“
KadMngmaw. Mich.

ot the celebrated Labor and Health-saving

use

aug31T&wtf

aOn» Bottle did It." That u the
expression of many who hare had

York Sun argues that the result in that
State will have no significance as regards

Canada has a new temperance law, called
tlrr Dominion License Law. It does not in
any way abrogate or set aside the Scott act
by which a county if it so elects may secure

me

now

tenible diseases.

Dr. Green has for the most part proved a
pretty glib witness, but the watering of
Western Union stock was a subject whieh
even he did not care to talk about.

told

by the

BO’-N

HAPPY HOMES!

TiSS HUMBER OF HOMES MADE HAPPY

friend of mine, who bad used Hunt’s

in danger of bebald.”
This is
the testimony of all who
use
Mrs. S. A. Allen s
World's Hair Restorer.

demonstra-

signs that the Democratic press
beginning to hedge on Ohio. The Hew

a

coming

prevail.
are

Remedy

restored to its
youthful color; I have not
a gray hair left
I am satisfied that the preparation
is not a dye, but acts on
the secretions.
My hair
ceases to fall, which is cer-

It is announced that the Democratic campaign in Ohio is to begin this week in earnest. This means, we suppose, the Democratic campaign against the Republicans.
To make the campaign amongst the Democrats more in earnest than it has been sinee
Hoadly was nominated would require the
introduction of the shot gun.

be turned

good, but

no

|(DMf
on

rs.S.A.A/len’s

HAPPY HOMES!

IfTTERTAINTIENTI.
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No. 642 Sfalua Btreat,

Bickkell,

tione
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WORLD,

Missouri is making progress. Slade and
Mitchell have just left its confines for fear
ot a permanent residence in the
penitentiary, and tbe Governor seems to be making a
sincere fight against the rum shops. Two
things are lacking yet, however, te make her
a model
community. One is the conviction
and confinement of Frank James, the desperado, and the other the defeat of the
Democrats at the polls.

The Count de Paris was sensible enough
to forego bis claim of precedence at the funeral of the Count de Chambord, aod to allow the wishes of the widow, who was
averse to allowing her husband’s fonersl to

91*

ang29WS&w2w36

Joseph G.

Cainbridgeport, Mass., writes April 27, 1883: “I
have been terribly afflicted for a number of years
with gravel and kidney disease. My urine contained
brick-dust deposits, and at times I could not pass
my water except In drops and with great pain; and
have had to get up as many as fifteen times during
the night. I tried several physicians; they did me

Hearing, Cough, Bronchitis.

ana uatarrnai u<>nanmpiion.
t ompieie
reaimrnt with Inhaler,
at all draggiiU.

stripe.

Ex-Gov. Sprague threatens to resort to the
shot gun to prevent the new president of
the Quidneck Company from taking possession of the company’s property. Only a few
months ago this man, who is thus ready to
resist with force the execution of the decrees of regularly constituted courts, was
running as reform candidate for Governor
of his State.

DBOP1 or WATIBi
Mr.

set

penalty.

and

without

gentleman

d'voted to the retail trade some dealers have
appropriated a good part of the sidewalk for

and where he had

business

a

hogsheads, so that persons have to go along
This is but one of many
in single file.
places where the rights of pedestrians are
unreasonably interfered with. In streets

denly

no

the narro" escape of

from serious injury on account of being
tripped up hr a ladder left od the'tide walk,
calls attention to tbe practice of occupying
the sidewalks for improper purposes, a
practice that has become much too common
and causes inconvenieuce and danger to
those who are entitled to have an unencumbered passage.
This occupation is not on
account of carelessness but is done deliberately. A portlou of tbe sidewalk is seized
upon by abutters for the purpose of displaying, or storing, the wares they have for sale.
Especially is this true in Commercial and
adjacent streets devoted to wholesale business.
There is a place in Pearl street, which
is passed by uiauy hundred people on their
way to the island boats every day, where tbe
sidewalk is almost blockaded by molasses

The Mayor attempts to make it appear that
has broken faith
with him.
The facts upon which this misrepresentation is based reflect no credit on
the Mayor. A week ago last Thursday he
went into the meeting of the Committee on
streets, of which he was not a member,
the committee on streets

auother column

SEE
show

HERE!

in want of la nice
CAN
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2

any

oue

story bouse, ••L,” and stable,

residence

acre

of land,

60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2
house, new, never has been o<y
oupied, very nice lot 60x116, fruit trees, currant#
&e., uloe water. Send for plans and descriptions to

story

G. I). WEEKS, Auc. and Keal Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
lou for Sale.
jySldtf

STEPHEN BERRY,

Book, Card and Job Printer.
^

No. 37 Plum Street.

N.
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WEDNESDAY MORNING,
A Poet in

a

Portland

Daily U halnalc IHukel
PORTLAND, Sept. 4.
Breadstulfs aud Provisions are without material
chauge with a moderate business doing. Trade In
Produce waa active and prices unchanged.

SEP. 5.

Tornado.

following

re

Krtaiofer Jansen’s Word Picture of the
Recent Minnesota Hurricane.

and
low grades. .3
X Spring and
XX Spring. .6

The popular Norwegian poet, novelist*
preacher and pblii aophar, Kj-lstofer Jansen,
in a letter to the current number of the Chicago Unity, describes the recent tornado in
his characteristic, quaint and graphic style.
Uere is a bit of description:
“We had built two wings on the church,
you know, as a summer resort for me and
my family, and we had just moved in. The
ohurch itself was not yet finished, the doors
aud windows not put in, and the carpenters
and Joiners busy at their work when thp
misfortune happened. The weather had
been turbulent for many days, every night
lightning and thundering and violent showers.
It was in the morning on the 21st. We
had just taken our breakfast, aud had gathered out on the porch to look at the grand
play of the elements performed before us.
Around in the horizon there flashed lightning on lightning, and it thickened and darkened more and more. We foresaw a violent
tempest. It seemed as if the storm moved
away from us in the direction of New Ulm,
and we wondered If that poor town should
be drowned to death for the second time.
It was swept away by a cyclone two years
ago, you remember. A cloud, black as the
raven’s wing, appeared In the west. Suddenly it split, and between the two black
trains expanded the most fearful, dismal

sky I ever saw. The color was green-gray
yellow, and it darkened the sun, so it became dim as twilight.
The carpenters had
by and by gathered together with us on the
'This
must
be
a
hail storm,’ one of
porch.
them said, ‘now we will pretty soon hear of
disasters. Suddenly the cleft widened between the two black cloud-wings, and the
upper one came with a terrible speed, hurrying back toward us. ‘Let us walk in,’ I
get

a

parlor

looked quite dark. We had. scarcely locked
the door before we heard the roaring of the
storm coming. In a moment wo were sur-

rounded
and raiu

by a white
lashed the

cloud, and the wind
house, which groaned
and shivered through. It was not rain, it
furious torrents of water mixed

was

with
down from heaven.
The storm tried to burst open the door,
but five men pressed against it with ail
their might. The wall seemed to give way
and stood in a bow: the building shook as
ui convulsions.
1 felt like a lightening of
my heart every time the house seemed to be

heavy hail, which poured

lifted from the ground and dropped down
again. Twice we had these terrible shocks,
then in a moment, house, men, furniture,
were hurled through the air 100 feet
away.
I do not remember anything before I found

myself

on

the

ground crawling

among the
debris of my new home. The first I discovered was my wife, with a child in each arm,
lying at each side. Men and children were
scattered arouua among lumber and sidings,
whether alive or dead nobody could tell. A
table and staircase came flying through the
air; some men met them and poshed them
away, so they did not kill my wife and children, bits of wall and roof whirled rouudus;
here it was impossible to remain. We crept
and crawled and run for our lives down to
the forest. As we found each other there,
we were only six; a friend of ours, a farmer,
had one of the small girls in his arms, my
wife another, and one of my sons clung to
me.
But where were th rest of the children? I had myself seen one of the carpenters run with my third little girl—but. the
eldest and youngest hoys. Killed, perhaps,
or lying mut’lated among the ruins and imThe hurricane
possib'g to look for them.
wonld have swept us away as soon as we
had moved from th6 wood. The only thing
to do was to press the children to us and
give them so much shelter as we could with
our broader backs.
The rain and hail
lathed u% the oak shrubs were blown flat to
the ground and their limbs struck our heads
and shoulders like whips. We were obliged
to change place twice to get more shelter
Four other men
deeper into the brush.
tame to us in the wood.
They could tell
that my eldest son was seen* following the
man who carried my little
girl, but the
youngest boy nobody had seen. One of the
men—it was the contractor of the building—said that he had been out in the other
wing of the church, the kitchen, when the
storm carried
that wing away and he
had just saved his Jife by jumping Into the
cellar. From this shelter he had seen his
pride—the church—splintered. It was lifted from the ground twice, and sailed like a
■hip down hill till the roof burst, and theu
It was torn to pieces.
“The lips of the children became quite
blue, and they shivered all through; we must
try to escape to the nearest farm down in
the larger forest. Two of the men carried
the two small girls, then followed I myself
with my son and one of the carpenters,
hand in hand, and at last, came my wife,
-supported by two other men. We waded
through the grass and underbrush and mud,
while the wind howled and the rain lashed
and chilled us. We saw at a distance the
house of our nearest neighbor, the man who
had made bis escape with my little girl; it
was moved from its ground, but not tipped
over; but it was impossible to stop and investigate whether the rest of the children
were there or not. we must run all we could.
I shall never forget the calm but pale face of
my wife, with her hair whirling round her
head in wet tatters, and with the water
streaming from face, hands and dress,
dragged along between the two men. As
long as we bad shelter in the wood it went
on pretty well, but soon we had to pass a
shelterless read. -Then came a lightning and
a thunder craft* so that I
believed the
heaven would crack, and I bowed down; I
did not care too look back, whether my wife
was struck or not.
At last we reached the
farm. God be praised! Saved, and with
unbroken linbs! But the rest of the child-

ren!
“As soon as possible the men went out to
search for them. In less than half an hour
they came back with them all alive; they

were found on the neighbor’s farm.
My little girl had got some slight wounds round
the eyes from hail; she had eried on her
mother the whole time, and the man who
saved her was compelled to take her by the
The
neck and keep her to the ground.
youngest boy bad lain down, grasped the
grass and cried: ‘I shall die! I shall die!’ As
soon as possible our neighbor had moved
from his shelter among the shrubs and tried
He had not moved far
to reach his farm.
away before the roof of the church came
flying and dropped down just where he had
been with the children. The kitchen wing
had been ground to small pieces. We were
19 together in the house, and nobody is seriously hurt. It sounds like a miracle.’’

Wit and Wisdom.
▲ Chinaman bet three dollars that he could
Sacramento river with his
across the
alothee on. When he failed and went nnder,
his opponent clapped his bands in great glee,
The
bnt suddenly tamed pale and staggered.
drowning man had the stakes in hit poeket.—
BnrlingtOD Free Press.

Swim

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate as a Nerve
Food.
Dr. J. W. Smith, Wellington, O., says: "In
impaired nervons supply I have nsed it to

advantage.”
The Prince ol Wales is said to owe $3,000,000, and all his gambling debts were paid only
a few years age.
The prince hasn't been doing
very well.

The heir apparent to the British
he coaldn’i mortgage his hereditarv
throne,
inheritance for more than three millions of
dollars in three years, is undeserving the title
of prince, with ail that the name implies.—
if

Chicago World.

The weak, worn and dyspeptic should take
Golden’s L'quld Beef Tonic. AskforC'olden't,
of drngglsts.
A new religions magazine is called “The Interwordlan.” A cursory examination proves
that Its object is to get as many words into it
as possible.
Hence Its name, very probably.—
Hartford Evening Post.
"Is there no balm in Gilead, is there no phyilcianjthere?” That cry may henceforth cease,
for all who will can be healed by obtaining
“The Scienoe of Life; or, Self-Preservation.”
Indispensable to all. See advertisement.
The stupid son of a stupid father is
the old blockhead.—Picayune.

a

chip of

Many times yon want to keep meat or fish
for several days. Lay it in a solution of Bex
Magnus over night and you can keep it for
H on can also keep milk a week or
more by stirring in a little of tb
“Snow
Flake brand.
weeks.

*

A New York man was fined $300 for giving
tobacco to a giraffe in Central Park. But they
wouldn’t line him a cent if he only gave whis-

key

to a

boy.—Burlington Hawkeye.

Jelly Boll.—One cup sugar, two eggs,

one

cup milk, two teaspoons
tablespoon buiter,
Congress Yeast Powder, two and one-half cups
flour.
one

today's quotation* of flour,

are

Grain, Provisions. &0.
lour.

Superfine

[Madison, Wis., Journal.]

said. ‘It seems as if we, too, shall
taste of it.’ We went in, and our

NONCOMMERCIAL

Patent Spring
Wheats ...,7

Michigan

Winter straighuS
Do roller... 6
St. Louts Winter straight 6
Do roller...6

Winter Wheat
atenu.6

Brain.

H.M.Gorn, oar lots.68Vi
60@4 60 i Mix Corn,oar lots a (it! Vi
lUoru, bag lots
70®72
0U®0 00 |Oats, oar lots..
New Oats.40
60@8 00 Oats, bag
lots. 60
T‘
Meal
..08
25(25 75 Cottonseed,oar lots 28 uO
2636 60 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
Sacke<UB ran oar lot,
0036 25
18 OOJ19 00
60@6 76 do bag lots.... 23 50
I Mlds. oar lots f23V4®26
2d 60
76®7 26 do
lots
...

Produce*
Cranberries, t* bbl—
Maine
12 00213 00

Provisions.

Pork—
I Backs
18 75il9’25
Cape Cod,15 00®17 00
Clear_17 76*8 25
Pea Beans
2 6022 76
Mess.16 60*17 00
Mediums....2 6022 66 Mess Beef.. 11 00*11 6||
German med2 00<*2 26 j
Ex Mess..12 00*12 60
Yellow EyeeS 6023 06
Plato.12 76*13 26
Onions t>bbl. 3 2623 60 I Ex Plata. 14 OOti 14 25
New Potatoes
13Vi*14o
41 60 I Hama
Sweet Potatoes! 00*600 I Hams, covered l4Vi*16o
Kgn»
doi.23»24i I Lard
Turkeys, $> lb.OOo Tub, & tb 9%@ 9 Mi
Chickens.18®22o ! Tierce*.. 9*4 <i> 9%
Pail. 10(fl0%Fowl. I830
...

—

—

|

Butler.

Heeda.
Creamery.25 @200
Gilt Edge Ver... .28*. 24c [Red Top.3 76@4 00
Choice.20@21c Timothy.2 00@2 25
Good.16@16o Gloter.... .15 @16
Kaialna.
Store.12@14o
Muscatel.1 70@2 40
t'heene.
London
Vermont
Lay’r 2 20@2 30
10@12i
10 a 121 Ondura Val 10Vfc@liMi
NVFact’y..
Orange*.
Apple*.
Rating p bbl..4 00®4 50 Valencia
@
Erap*ratedlbl6Mi@18Mi Florida.
@
Dried apples.10 Messina.
@
Sliced
...10@10Mi Palermo.5 50@6 00
Lemon*.
Sugar.
Granulated y lb
9
Messina.4 50@0 00
..

....

C.8 Mi Palermo

Extra

,...4 60@6<")
following charter* hare been

fueiuhts—The

made for the week ending Sept 4:
Schr John Shay, Wiscasset to Charleston, ice $1
ton.

Schr Sophie Krane, Portland to Philadelphia, ice
66c.

Winner, Eastern port to Baltimore, paring
etoree 1.20 ^ ton.
Schr E. A. Bacon, Portland to SI. Johns. PR„ ice
94.
Bark John J. Harsh, Cow Bay to Portsmouth,
ooal $1.80.
Brig Hyperion, Portland to Martinique, shooks
and heads p t.
Schr Ortie Y Drisko, Machias to Matansas,lumber
Schr

97 ?M.
Bark Signal, hence

to Cardenas or Hatansas,
ebooks and heads 31c.
Brig Kalnna, Kennebec to Richmond,Ya., ice 90o

?

ton.

lag 200,000 bush No 2 for September 32% ©33%,
closing at :<3 V,c, 22G.OOO do Ootober 88%lS4%,
oloein* 34c, 136,000 November at 35 a 35% c, closMnear

,0,

Alaska, Kennebec

to

New York, lumber at

2.26 loaded and towed.
Schr Teaser, Thoaaston to New York,

lime

18c

47bbl.

Schr Frank O. Dame, Kennebec to Philadelphia,
Ice 65c.
Schr Fred
Schr

Walton,

<

7Vs®9.

lower; 47%0 foreaeb; 47%©47%c for September;
W%ffl4ts%0 for Ootober; 46%®4,'>%o for Nuyembern44% a44%o all year. Oats easier at 2Ec cash;
26®25%o for September:25%®2&%c for October;
2«®26%e November; 26®26%o all year. Rvel«
lower at .64%o. Barley quiet at 67o cash. Pok
Is lower atll 00® 11 70 cash; 12 57%®11 00 for
September 1, 81.111 70 October, It 20® 11 25
for November; 10
95®1100 all the year. Lard
Is lower at 8 20caali;8 20®8 22% for September,
8 17 %®8 20 for Ootober, 7
87%®7 90 November;
7 85b7 87 % year. Bulk Meats In fair demand,
shoulde: s at 6 85, short rib 0 76; short clear 7 00.to
Receipts— Flour 8,000 bbls. wheat 102,000 bush,
corn 4t!9,000 bnsli, oats 19,000 bu, rye 60,000 bu
barley 14,000 bush.
Shipments-Flour 0.000 bbls. wheat 10,000 bu,
corn|236.000 bush, oats 100,000 bu, rye 17.000 bu.
barley 4200 bush.
St. Loins,Sept. 4.-Flour steady. Wheat Is lower;
No 2 Red Fall at 1 02%©1 02% cash; 1 02% for
September. 1 04% for October; 1 07 for November,
1 09 for December; No 3 at
94%@90%c, Pork
dull at 12 60. Lard uominally lower.
Receipts-Flour 6,000 bbls, whea. 131 000 bust
oorn 00,000 bush, oats 00,000
bush,rye 0,000 busl.

Baltimore, general

to

Hale,

Portland to Buenos

aides and T
The
and

following

are

Passed St Helena

Ayres'

llsw

Portland quoiati

ne

on

Hides

Tallow:

Ox an 1 Steer Hidss over 90 fts weight.. 7o
» ft
Ox and Steer Hides between 80(g9t» ft?.
<>o
ft
Steer Hides under 90 lbs.
ft
Cow Hides, all weights
ft
6%
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
» ft
4e
CalfSkins. .10c £ft
Light and Deacon Skins.23 to 4l*c each
Rendered Tallow.• •. 7%o^ ft

&
6%c{>

..

.......

Kuiiroad Rt crif»j

Portland, Sept. 4.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
34 cars miscellaneous merch m itse; for
connecting
roads, 87 cars mis ellaueo is merchandise.

following

European market*.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Sept. 4—12.80 P. M—Cotton market
—moderate inquiry and freely supplied; uplands at
5 li-16d; Orleans 6%4. sales 10,000 bales; speculation and export 20)0 bales.

NEW YORK

STOCKS.

Denver & R. G. 26%
Missouri Pef.
98%
Omaha common. 42%
Wabash preferred
33*%
Northern Pacflc preferred.
76%
N orthern Pacific common.
40%
Omaha preferred .102%
Mo. K. Sc Texas.
25%
Central Pacific. 66 %
Texas Pacific.
28%
Loots Sc Nash. 46%
Pacific Mail
31%
....

....

....

Frisco preferred. 47%
New York 8took and Honey market

(By Telegraph.)

following are the closing quotations Stocks:
.133
Chicago & Alton
Chicogo Sc Alton pref.140
Chicago, BurrA Quincy.124%
31V,
Illinois Central.128Va
Lake Shore.
102%
Michigan Central.
84%
New Jersey Central. 82%
Northweetem
.125%

Northwestern pref.125%
New York Central.116%

Bock Island.124
St. Paul.105%

St. Paul pref.119%
Union Pacific Stock.
92%
Western Union Tel. 79%

California Timing "Stocks.
(Bv Telegraph.)
San Francisco. Sept. 4.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Ben & Belcher.. 4
Eureka. 6*4
Gould & Curry. 2*4
Hale & Norcroes..
4
Mexican.
v8%
‘n>hir
3V2
Savage
2
Northern Belle.
«Vfr
Sierra Nevada
314
Union Con.. 4%
Fellow Jacket. 314
...

....

Watertown Cattle Market.
(By Telearaj-h.)
WAtertown, Sept. 4.—There has been a good
trade in steers heifers of l’ght weight and mors buyers that last week.
Market Beef—Extra at 8 26*8 76; first quality
at 7 26*7 76 second quality at 6 00*6 76; third
qualtiy at 4 26*4 76; receipts of Cattle I860 head
Store Cattle-Work Oxen p pair at $10O*$250
sliw h (lows and Calves at $20M#48. Parrsw Cows
$18 §#32; fancy $6 >*$80, Yearlings at 812*$21;
two years old $ls*$34; three vears $21*$44.
Swine— Recetpts 8,460 head; Western fat Swine
Hve.ftVk *6c; Northern dressed hogs 6V4 e.
Sheep and Lambs—receipts 8600 Sales of Sheep
in lots at 2 25 §6 00 each; extra 6 25*6 00 each
Lambs 5Vfe<I6%; Veal Calves 3>4@7Vie.
Produce .Tlarket.

Boston, Sept. 4.—The following were to-dav’s
quotations of Butter, Chesse, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—Ws quote We-tern creameries at 22 a
24c for choics, 18*2le for fair and good: Northern
creameries at 22*24c for choice, 18(®21cfor fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 20*22r
P lb for choice, 15*18c for fair and good; cnoic
Western dairy at 14{§16e and Western Tadle packed
13*16; choice grades are firm.
Cheese firm, 9Vfe*10Vfec for choice and 8*9c for

good: «@7c for common.
Eggs quote*] at 23*24e for Eastern, 21*220 for
New York and Vermont, 2o@22c for Nova Scotia
and PEI.
Potatoes—Eastern at 60»56c p bush.
fair and

Chicago

Ejirr Miock Tlarket.

( y Telegraph.)
Chicago, Sept. 4—Hogs Receipts 18.000 head
shipments 36< 0 bead; opened steadv. closing 10'a.
16c lower; packing at 4 60*4 86; Dacking and shipping 4 90 a5 3r*; light 5 20@5 80; skips 3 50*4 7
Cattle—Receipts 7000heart: shipments 3,20‘» b<l
exports 6 90*6 35; good to choice shipping Ssteers
6

46*5 95.
Sheep—Receipts

stronger; inferior
4 2%

1600 hsadshipments 1500 head;
to fair 2 9'.x§3 6U; good at 3 76*

DotniHiK Tliirkrta
fBy Telegraph.)
York, Sept. 4
Floor market—Receipts
27,967 bbls; export* 1616 bbls; more active and a
•bade lower with holders generally disposed to accept bills fair export and borne trade demand;sales
23.000 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 45@3 60; Superfine
Western and State at’3 26a3 86; common to good
—

extra Western and State 3 26@4 50; good to choice
do at 4 60@7 26; common to choice White Wheal
Western extra at 6 25@7 00; fancy do 7 10@7 60.
common to good extra Ohio at 3 80>®0 76: comrao
to choice extra St. I>ouifl at 3 90@7 00: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 6<>@6 60: choice
to double extra do 6 80@7 60; Including 10.000
bbls City Mill extra a: 6 25&6 76 19 s»bbls No 2
at 2 45@3 6"; 900 bbls Superfine 3 25(0,3 86 2000
bbls low extra at 8 76fa*20 3500 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at b H0®7 60; 61 O bbls Minnesota
extra at 8 8f>a,7 60.
Southern flou about steady,
common to fair 4 10@6 30; good t choice at 6 85 a,
6 75. Wheat— receipts 326,000 bush exports 26,226 bush; spot %fa,1 and options % 1^1 %<■ lower;
closing Heavy at iusi le prices, speculative trade Is
more active, sales 4.864,000 bush futures, 232,000
bush en spot; No 2 Sprint; at l 0 * No 2 Milwaukee
choice 111; No 4 Red at 96% c; Nob at 1 10% (a
1 13%; No 2 at 1 16
(g*l 16% in elev, 1 16%(o/
117% delivered; No 1 Red State at 1 21 ; White do
more active State 76 delivered. € «ru
121. »k
spot l@2c lower; options opened %fo I Vic lower,
afterwar is recovered %(&%, closing du 1 and weak
with a moderate export inquiry and fair speculative
—

demand,

receipts 227,876 bush;

exports 20,708

bush nales 1,6- 2,Of>0 bush future 166,000 on spot,,
So 3 at 6( '(ja61c; No 2 at 61 %(<$62%c afloat; 61 %
fob; low Mixed »'*3c; No 2 for September at 6(,%{o/
61c, closing at 0O%c. October at 00%(®6 • Vs, eloa
mgat60%c Nov 60%(a/3>% c, closing at 60%.
••him—spot %@%c and options % o%clower and
rather more active, receipts Io8,3o0 bush, exports
-, sales 670,000 hush futures. 126,000 bush on
spot: No 3 at 31kt32c, White at 32c; No 2 at 3^
83%>c;IWhite at 34c, No 1 at 33 %o, White at 40c,
No 2
34%@36c; Mixed Western 32(a86c;
4o White at 8I&880 ; White State 38@42e, inolud.

Chicago

Reduction in Frits, Meals, State Rooms
and Hotel Rates.

In Rockland, Aug. 26, Paul Sawyer and Miss
Minnie L. Bisbee.
In Rockland, Aug. 26 Rufus H. Hancock and Miss
Clara B, Hobinsou.
In Belfast, Aug. 18, E. L. Warren and Annie 1*
Dyer, both of Belfast,

Npecial Kxcareioa Katee via the Greea .VI.
Railway to Heldrre ef thle (•’>

Kxcareiea Ticket*.
In order te meet the wl>hee of a large number of
our people whe ere unable to take e vacation In duly
or Augoet, bat can epare a week In September,
(which la decidedly tbe meet comfortable and pleaaauteet month in which to travel,) the

DEATHS.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Uesoit and Ma-

In this city. Sept 4, Annie K.,
younget daughter
of John and Mary J. Lawlor. aged H months.
Burial at convenience of the family.
luWaldob’ro, Aug. 19, Martin Sweetland, aged
26 years 7 months.
In South Paris, Aug. 23, Mrs. Hannah, wife of
Sami It. Chapman, aged «♦> years.
In Nebleboro, Aug. 22. Edna M., wife of Lcander
Rice, age 29 years 6 months.

OAVa O* NTEAMkUIP*.

«A*f.lttG

roe

chias Steamboat Co.
plaoe on tale during September, a'apeclal

will
et (not transferable) to
tbe following rate*:

York..Laguavra ...Sept
(lallia.New York.. Liverpool. .Sept
Normandie. New York.. Havre.Sept
Fulda
.New York Bremen.Sept
City Washington .New York Vera Crus...Sept
Sarnia.Quebec ....Liverpool....Sept
Parisian .Quebec —Liverpool_Sept
Newport.New York..Havana.... Sept
.New York.. Liverpool.... Sept
Furiusaia
tiermamc.New York.. Liver* ool_Sept
Batavia
.Boston— Liverpool
.Sept
C rufuegos.New York Cieufuegoe. .Sept
'OtUuia ....
New York. .Liverpool....Sept
Adriatio..New York..Liverpool_Sept
Alps.New York..Kingston, J.Sept
...Boston
..Liverpool_Sept
Satparia.
Pavonia.New York..Liverpool... .Sept
..New York .Liverpool... Sept
•ity of Rome
Parthia.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Sept
Be gravia.New York..Liverpool—Sept
..

4'..

M;v)'
?»

»

Sau

| rr.gii

wmu:

f m\.

32; Moon Bets.

6

..

6
5
6
6
*5
8
8
8
8
8
8
11
12
13
14
16
19
21
22
29

TAN AO.SEPTEMBER 6.
O ZO

>C
note

MAK1NE
PORT OF

Pertlaad to South West Harbor and return.

Single Tickets

1

Portland to Seutb West Harbor and retarn,
Five to Ten, each..
Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Ten or more, each.
Portland ho Bar Harbor and return, Single
..TT.
Tickets.
Portland to Bar Harbor aud return, Five or
more, each.
Portland to Bar Harbor aud return, Ten or

4.60

4.00
3.60

Nyecial Tkkei—Ha Harbor te Hum mil
of <*■-««* n HlouMtam aad lie torn—will
be aold with tbe Bar Harbor iiiear■ion Tickets
each.
for fi.OO
Tbe Tiew from the top of Green Mountain surpasses iu beauty the view from Mt.
Two
round tripe per day from Bar Harbor to the Summit
are made during September.
For time taole see adj vertisemeut in this paper. For any further information aud staterooms, write to

Washington.

GEO. L.

(Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for Alen House, Crawford's, Fabyan’s anil all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Rock, Hiram or BrownieW.
0.23 p. m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Trains arrive in Portland :
K.40 a. m.—from Bartlett and local stations
J 2.66 noon- from Fabvan’s and all Mountain points.
0.16 p. in.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. m. for Portland and wav sta-

POWDER

7.46 p. m.—Express from Montreal,

Ogdensbnrg

Tld« Powder never varlee. A marvelo‘ porky,
strength and wholesomnneas. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders,
4’eld only In cons.
Koval Bakino Powdeu Co., 108 Wall St., N. Y.
■ehtt

dlyr

NEWS.

PORTJLAND.

are

Cleared.
Barquo Merceditta, Preston, Baltimore—J Nick-

& Sou.
Sch Willie Martin, Holbrook, New York—Berlin
MUls.
Sch Alice Oakes Littlejohn, New York— Berliu ;
Mills
Sch Willie Higgins,Jones. New York—E Freeman
Sch Orinoco, (Br) Melanson, Windsor, NS—F Yeaton & Co.
Sch Mary E McDougal, (Br) Renault, Cow Bay—
Sch Abby Weld, Gardner. Kastport and Pembroke—N Blake.
Sch Ellen Merriman, Morey, Bangor—Kensell &
Tabor.
Sch Sopbia Wiley. Turner, Bangor—N A Sanborn.
Sch Francis Edward*, Brookings, Kennebec, to
load for rsew York—J Nickerson & son.

SAILED—Schs Willie Higgins, Alice Oakes, and

Orrie V Drisko.

CORRESPONDENT.

EAST MACHIAS, Sept 3- Sid, schs Minnie E
Look, Look, Boston; Jerusha Baker, Chase, Marble
head. Xlmena, Strout, New York.
W ISC ASSET. Sept 2—Ar. schs Superior, Adams,
Portland; Two Brothers, (new) Goudy, from Damariscotta.
Sid, sch Smith Tuttle, Dickinson, Kennebec.
MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 4th, ship Florida,Curtis, Dublin.
Ar at Liverpool 4th inst, steamer Brooklyn, Reed,
Portland.
Ar at Paysandu prev to Aug 20, barque Ethel,
Ga.
Thompson
Ar at HoDarttown 1st inst, barque|Mary E Russell,
New
York.
Nichols,

jprunswick,

Maine Central Railroad
AFD

—

New Brunnwick

Railway

-AS FOLLOWS-

FIBWT EXCURSION—Tickets will be sold
Portland, Lewiston, Brnnawlek, Bath, Augusta,
Waterville, and all Principal Stations went of Bangor, on September 5th, and at Bangor, Orono, Oldtown, Lincoln, Winn, Mattawnmkeag, Kingman and
Danforih, on September 6th.
MECONO EXCURSION—Tickets will be
sold at stations west of Bangor, on September 24th,
and at Bangor and stations east, on September 25th.
THIRD £XCUKSION—Tickets will be sold
at stations wort of Bancor, on October 15th, and at
Bangor and stations east, on October 16th.
The tickets fer each of these Excursions will fte
made good for a return two weeks from date of sale,
and w3'< be sold at the following Low Rates of
at

Para,

viz:

HOULTON—From Portland and Principal Stations
to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive. $7.00; Waterville, $6 26; Farmington, $8.00; Bangor, $4.00.
FORT FAIRFIELD From Portland ana Principal
Stations to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive.$8.00;
Waterville, $7.25; Farmington, $9.00; Bangor,
$6.00.
C ARIBOU—From Portland and Princinal Stations
to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive, $8.25; Watervil'e. $7.60; Farmington, $9.25; Bangor, $5.25.
PRESQUE ISLE—From Portland and Principal
Stations to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive,$8.60;
Waterville, $7.75; Farmington, 9.50; Bangor,
$5.50; Other Stations in proportion.
In addition to the bore Excursions, Tickets
will be sold to parties of 10 or mere for Aroostook
poiHts, any day, at one regular fare for the
round trip, limited to ten days from date of sale
ByCut this out that the dates may not be forgotten
PAYSON TUCKER. Gen. Manager M. C. R. R.
F. E. BOOTHSY Gcn’l Pass, and Tkt Agt.
Portland, August 25, 1883.
aug31d5t

CHEAP EXCURSION
TO

—

MONTREALQUEBEC
Grand Trunk

JH EJTIO RAND A.
Griffin, sailed from Aspinwall
asbo< e same day on a reef about
seven miles north of Porto Bclio. and was abandoned. Crew, sails and instruments saved. Vessel insured.
Brig Lizzie Zittloeen, Leighton, from New York
for Havana, put into Bermuda Aug 31. dismasted
and leaky, having experienced a hurricane two days

Barque Palo Alto,

Railway.

went

bef"re.

Brig Atlas, which drove ashore at. Caw Bay during the late gale, is reverted te be a total wreck,
she it-giiuered 423 tons, was built at Bangor in 1864
au
bailed from Bucksport, where she was owned
by Capt Gray ami others.
Sch Minnlo C lay lor, which brake her keel by
res.ing on a sunken log at Gardiner, has been taken
to Bam. where she will make
necessary repairs on
the railway.
Sob L zxe S Haynes, Gamage, at Philadelphia,

SEPT. IOth &

TO

FORTH.

FRANCISCO—Cld 3d, ship SIntram, Woodside, Liverpool.
SHATLK In port 2<‘>th, ship Isaac Reed, Colby,
and Abner Goburu, Nichols, lor Sau Francisco, Ida.
NEW TACOMA
Id 23d, isbip L B Gilobrist,
Watts, Melbourne.
PENSACOLA—Ar 30th, brig Annie R Storer,
8AN

I ampa.

id 30tb. brig .Julia K Haskell, Paine, Providence
BRUNSWICK -Ar 28th, soh Wm Haves, Smith,
Providenc*..
Ar 29*b, sch R F Hart, McUobb, Boston.
Cld 31st. scb C W Lewis, McIntyre, Boston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 3d, sch Cassia Jameson, irom
Kennebec.
CH ARCESTON—Ar 31st, scb Georgio Clark, Bartlett, Baltimore.
old 2d sch A C Stubbs, for Baltimore.
NORFOLK—Ar 1st, sch Annie Whiting. Gray.

QUEBEC

Woodbury, New

York.

Ar 21 si, sch Nellie Wadsworth,
Simmons, Elizabeth City.
RICHMOND—Ar 1st, sch L T Whitmore, Black*
inglon. Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d, sebs Maud Snare, Snare,
Bangor. Al ie Burnham, .YlcGathliu, Bath.
Cld 3d, schs Willie Newton. Pendleton. Boston;
Ella M Storer Pitcbej, Bath, (and sld.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st,sch Georgia Sheppard,
Rich. Kennebec.
Cld 31st scb AR Weeks, Littlefield, Portland,
(has been i©ported lor Baltimore.)
Cld 1st, s bs Augustus Hunt, Baker, and Lulu.
Baker, Boston.
Ar 3d, barque Matthew Baird, Forbes. Portland;
r.rig Mary Fink. Bruiner, do; schs s A Palmer,Hart,
Provideueo; L B Haynes Damage, Kennebec.
Old 3d, brig Stacy Clark, Stahl, Bath; *cb Mattie
Holmes, Giikoy, Bangor; G H BiainarCi, Metcalf.1
Boston.
Sld fin Delaware Breakwater 2d, brig Nellie Ware
for Portland; Emma 1, Hall, for Fernandiua
NEW YORK- Ar 3d, sobs Kate
Walker, Bangor;
A Me Nichols, Macbias; Watchman, from
Newport;
July Fourth, do; A K Woodward, Jordan. Providence; Maria Adelaide, and Mary Lviuburner, from
Bangor, Alta-Vela, Fall River ; Challenge, New
Bedlord; Belle
Cushing, Brunswick.
Cld 3d, sch L B Ivlorfe,
St

Higgins.

Hall,

Domingo,
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 1st. schs 8 J Sawyer, Nickerson, and Margie, Gulliver. New York.
brijj; Ciara M Goodrich, Pray. Portland;
schs Millie Irina, Barhonr, Castine; M W
Atwood,
Newoouib, and Manitou. Smith, Portland.
Sld 2d, sch Col MMIken, .Jameson, Gardiner.
Sld 3d, brig Anita Owen, Robinson, Portland.
FALL RIVER—Ar 2d, sch Win
Todd, Wood,* for
Calais.
Ar 2d, sch
Dolphib,
Jordan,
Calais; Sedona, Holbrook. Bangor.
Sld lit. schs J Whitehouse, Farnham. Philadelphia A MoNlcolas, Flynn, Macbias.
PAWTUCKET Ar 3d, sch Geo Gilman, Randall,

& Return

$6.01)
6.00

tickets, Montreal to Quebec, or vice versa,
$1.00. Tickets good to go Sept. 10th and llth
and
return on or before Sept. 27tb.
ONLY,
J. STEPHENSON, Q. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, float.
J. HIfKSON, Gen. Manager.
aug28td

Lons and Gain.
CMAPTBR I.

"I was taken sick a year ago
With billions fever.”
“My doctor pronounced me cured, but I got sick
again, with terrible pains In my back And sides
and I get so bad I
Could not move!
I shrunk!
From 228 lbs. to 1201 I had been doctoring for
my liver, but It did me no good. I did not expect to
live more than three months. 1 began to use Hop
Bitters. Directly ray appetite returned, my pains
left me, my entire system seemed renewed as if by
magic, and after nsing several bottles I am not
only as sound as a sovereign but weigh more than I
did before. To Hop Bitters I owe my life.”
R. FITZPATRICK.
Dublin, June 0, *81.

Arrangement

of Trains.

On and after

Monday, June IN,
INN3, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. bb.,
and
■■
1.03 p. m., arriving at Woroester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Woroester, at 8.00 a. in. and 1T.16 a.
mM arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. u. and 6.40 p.
m.

Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua. Lowell, Windham, and Bf
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p, m*
For Manchester, Ooucord and points North, at
For

1.03 p.

m.

For Rochester, Npringvale, Alfred, Wat*
erboro and Macs Rivrr.7.30 a. m., 1.05
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 0.45 a. m.. 11.16
a. m., and 3.85 p. m.: arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Osrham.
Naccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at7.30 a. m., 1.05, tf.ilO and (mixed)
*0.30 p. ra.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland oonneete at
Aye'' June, with Hoosac Tnnnel Route for
t keWest, and at Union Depsi, Worcester, for
New York vta Norwich Cine, and all rail,
xltNnringfleld, also with N. V. A N. E. K.
H .(‘‘Steamer Maryland Route*’) for Pfailadel*

Wasbington,
oath and with Rmibq A Albany R R for
Khta,
Portlai d
train
the West. Parlor Cars
Baltimore

and

the

leaving
1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.(0
on

at

a. m.

dote connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunh
Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trank R. R.
rough tickets to all points South and West, at
pot offices and at Hollins A Adams* No. 22 Ex

KTh
change Street.

«,* Does not stop at Woodford*s.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

ju6

Bridgton & Saco River Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

Passenger

trains will

TRAINS
Nos. of Trains.

From Bbicotos
Bridgton, Uav.
Sandy Crssk,
Ingall’s Road,
P.rl.y’s Mills,
Wiliam's,

run

a.

follows:

FROM BRIDGTON.
13
mls.

a.

m.

6.05
2
6
7
S
14
16

6.12
f6.30
16.34

6

a. m.

r. m

10.20
10.27

6.00
6.07
t6.2R

10.46
t10 49
tO.SS
U0.63
Rankin's Mills.
t6.68 til.>3
7.06
11.20
Bridgton .Junot. Ar.
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

t0.29
t6.33
t6.63
7.00

Nos. of Trains.
2
4
g
For Bbidqton
mls.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
9.66
2.16
8.00
Bridgton June'. Lease
t2.22
Rankin's Mills,
2 tl0.06
t8.07
H tl0.36
Witham's
t2.42
18.27
Paries’s Mills,
9 U0.40
t2.46
t8.31
10
10.45
12.60
18.36
Ingall's Road
14
3-08
10.68
8.63
Sandy Creek,
16
11.06
3.16
9.00
Bridgton, Arrise,
when
or
notice
to
conductors.
t Stops
signalled
dtf
Jy24

Boston & Maine
SUMMER

^

Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT*

PORTLAND for BOSTON
at 6.15, 8,46 a. m., 12.66 and 6.30
at 10.46,
p. m., Arriving at Boston
a. m., 1.16 4.45, and 10.00 p. m.
BOSTON FOB PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
RONTON
at 12 55, 6.00, 8.16 and 11.00 p. m.
FOR OLD ORCHIKI) BEACH, at 8.00,
9.00a.m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLD
ORCHARD BEAC H FOR BOMTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.50 and 6.54 p. m.
FOR
M'ABBOBO
PORT! AND
BEACH, AND PINE POINT, at 6.15,8,45,
10.26 a. m., 12.35, 2.16, 5.15, 6.00,Jand 8.16 p.m.
FOR OLD ORC HARD REACH at 6.16,
8.46, 10.26 a. m., 12.36, 12.56, 2.16, 6.15. 6.00,
6.30 and 8.16 p. m. Returning leave OLD ORCHARD at 7.59, 9.34,11.40 a.m., 12.29, 2.45,
PORT4-33. 6.00. 7.26,7.48 and lt>.30p. m.
LAND FOB MACO. at 6.15, 8.45,10.25 a. m.,
and
8.15*
m.
FOR
p
12.35, 12.65. 6.16, 6.00,6.30
Bl D D EFORD at 6.16, 8.45,10.2o a.m., 12.35,
12.66, 6.16, 6.00 and 8 15* p. m. FOR KKNNEBI7NH at 6.15,8 45 a. m„ 12.56, 6.15 and
8.16* p. m. FOR WELLMt at 6.16, 8.46 a. m.,
and 6.16 p.m. FOR NORTH B E R VVIC'K.
GREAT FALL*. AND DOVER, at 6.16,

8.45a.m.,12 655.15and 6.30pm.FOB NALWON
FALLM,at 6.15, 8.45 a. m.f 12.55, and 6.16
FOR
EXETER,HAVERHILL,
Lm.
kWRENCE, AND LOWELL at 6.16,
FOR NEW
8.45 a. m., 12.56. and 6.30 p, m.
8.45 a.m.
FOR
H ARKETt at 6.16, and
ROC'HENTER. FARMINGTON. N. U
ALTON BAY, WOLFBOROlICsH AND
CENTRE HARBOR at 8.46 a. m., and 12.56
p. m. FOR lEANCHEBTERt AND CONC ORDt N. H., (via New Markot Jet.) at 6.15
HORNa. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
ING TRAIN LEAVEN KENNEBVNK
FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
•Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard

Beach.
t Passengers may also reach these points by taking
the 2.15 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. m.
12.66 p. m, train from Portland connects with Mound Line Mlearner* for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p.m.. train with all Kail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Car* on all through trains.
Seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
NCNDAY TRAINS.

PORTLAND FOR HOMTON and WAY
NTATIONM at 1.00 and 5.30 p, m. BOSTON
FOR PORTLAND at 8,30 a. m. and 6.00
PORTLAND
FOR OLD
ORp. m.
CHARD BEACH at 10.00 a. in. and 1.00,
3.30 and 5.30 p. m. OLD OK* H ARD FOR
PORTLAND 12.22, 2.46, 7.30 aud 9.49.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
.6.30 p. m. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.15 and 9.36 p. m.
Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Kockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Kastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trqnk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland A Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Kxeter ten minutes for refreshFirst olass

Dining

Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Statiou, Kxeter, Laurence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Sonth may be had of H. L. WillimuH,Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at VJnfiou
Ticket OlHce, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. 8upt.
meats.

ers.

NEW

sobs Rosa Mueller, It H Colson, and oth-

BEDFORD—Sld 1st, scb A K Woodward,

Jordan, Bangor.
VINEYARD-HA VEN—Ar 1st, sebs Setagawa, fin
Perth Amboy for Saco; EG Knight, Elizabetbport
for Hurricane island.

EDGAKTOWN —SId 2d, schs S E Nightingale, for
j New York; Wm Bice, for New York; Llzz!<« L Mills
I for Bangor; Freddie Eaton, for Salem; Lewis Clark,

5.10 p. m. train is the Ht. John
atexpress, with Reclining Chair Car
tached, amt stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick,
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Waterrille and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 6.80 following
Fust

morning.

tThe 11.16 p.

train is the night express with
sleeping ear attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skdwhegau on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

me;”

a

as

well and strong

as

when

Prom Klulifax, 8.10 a. on., 6.16 p. ra.; Hi. John,
7.0»> and K.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Boulieo, 7.00
a. m., 8.30 p. m.;
Ht. Nicpbrn, 7.30 a. m.,
9.00 p. eu., Tancchere, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. «.,
1.60 p. m,; *f uckspori. 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
6.06 p. m.: Bangor. 7.20 a.m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p. m.; Dealer, 7.00 a.m,8.10p. m. Belfast, 6.46 a. m., 3.16 p. m., Hkowhegan,
8.30 a. m. 3.06 p. m.; Waterrille, 9.20 a. m
2.16, 3.33 and 10.08 p. m.: Angnsta. 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.,
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m.. 8.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. m. 4,46 A 5.10
P m. 12.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,8.16 a.m.,
1.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m Lewision, 7.20 a. m
11.16 a. m., 4.36p. m. 11.20
pin.; Phillips.7,05 a. m. Farmington. 8.30
a. in., Illaranacook, 10.11 a. m. 3.26 p. m.;
10.18
a.
m.
3.37
p.
m.,
being due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and
Bath 8.36 a. m.
trains from
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The
Bangor, and all Intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.35 and 12.46 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Waterrille. Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. The Night Pullman Express iraln at 1.60 a. m.
Excursion Rates to Jlaranncoob and return to parties of Are or more.
Limited Tickets Brut and second class for
H’.John and Halifax on s ale at reduced
rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12, 1883
f
jul

Wiathrop,

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld
Janton for Portland
and
7
l“ij!l!SiLewl«ton 4.45 and 9.46 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage eonneetiona with Byron, Mexico, Dixdeld.
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN, Snpt,
Portland, June. 16, 1883
oct!4dtf

My

husband

was an

ORCHARD

REACH

CAMpTsLLIS.

to this

serious

"Kidney, liver

Fare to Orchard Beach and return

and

urinary complaint,
"Pronounced by Boston’s bost pbysloians—

OO Cents.

"Incurable!”
Seven bottles of your bitters cured him and I
know of the
"Lives of eight persons”
In my neighborhood that have been saved by
your bitters,
And many more are using them with great
benefit.
"They almost
Do miricles?”
Mm. E. D. Slack.

Fare to Camp EUt* and return lnoludlug a rid
along the Beach, In the obiervation car* of tb
Orchard Beach R. R.

OO Cents.
Pfunenrar train* leave Portland at 10.00 a. m..
1.00, 8.80, and 6.80 p. m. Ketnrning leave Orchard
Beach for Portland at 12.22, 2.46, 7.80, and 9,49
m.

S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.
jlylftdtf

*1 AS. T.

FURBER, Gen. Snpt.

—

Eastern Railroad.

advertised,
get well, which
Hop Bitters l

know how to
words

Take

then
is

will

you
answered
se

2

At

a.

at.

Biddeford,

Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting
on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport.
Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
Lynn,
At 12.55 p. m. (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
Berwick.
Kenuebunk,
| No.
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.55 p. m..
for

all

stations

connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all
Southern and Western points.
At 6.HO p. ns. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriring in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 5.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.

▲t 7.30, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.65
a. ra. and 12.65 d. in.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
ra Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p
ra.
Daily}
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. m.

Through

Through Tickets to all Points South and
We«t.
41
Pullman Car Tickets (nr Bents and
fltrrth« sold at Depot Ticket Office only.
June 17, 1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
Master ef Trans.
oLUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gsn’l Pass'r Agent
junl6dtf

Philadelphia HEADING r7r.
Bound Brook Route.

BOUND

BROOK

^Portland

or

PM.

P.M.

( APT. A, 9. OLIVER:

2.00
3.16

2.80
6.00

6.00

6.30

follows, except on Excursion days,
when notice will be given In the dally papers.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Portland.
Peaks.
White Head.
Gushing's
as

m.

p. m.

p.

m.

M.

p.

9.00
10.16

Trips

Last
m.

p.

Peak’s Island

trorn

9.00

ROUTE

W.y, 84

30.

4.00.

J. E. WOOTTEN,

C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pane. St 'lick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

JjlfdH

II

ISLAND ITKA.BIBI.

Boston

NOTICE.

AKD

—

—

Union

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BO T i»X

Every Wednesday and Satand

THE

deSUf_70

NEW TIME TABLE

UNION STEAMBOAT €•.

Franklin Wharf
to Peaks Island.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.36 a. m.,
and 5.60 p. m.
From Cworham, mixed. 9.40 a. m., 6.00 p.m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.36 p.m
From Chicago and Montreal, 5.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
OFFICES

INDIA NT.

T.Cnnndn, Detroit. 4'him.o, iTlilwnukee
(iuriunnti, Nt. Ii.nu, O lunha, Sn|innw
Mt. Paul, Nall l.ake Pity,
Dearer, Man Franriaco,
aud all points In the
Northwrat, Weal and N.nlhwnl.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, 0. P. A.
W. J. SPI0ER, Superintendent.
oetTdtf

T.

C.

EVANS’
and Printers'

Advertising Agency

Warehouse,
IOO

B NTON
WANHINKTON Ml.,
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kind* of
Printer*’ Material*. Advertisement* in*erted in all
paper in the United State* or Uanadae at publisher*'
oweet prices Send for estimate*.

Jones Landing
to Portland.

M.
7.00
9.00

10.30
P. M.

Company.

Trefethan’i L’lg
Portland.

to

A. M.
6.15
7.36

A.

Portland Bangor Ml. Desert

"

EM IT A,

T. JOHN T. STERLING.

CAP

A. M.
fl.00

7.20
9.26
11.06

9.2C

11.16

12.00
P. M.
P. M.
2.00
1.16
12.20
3.16
2.20
2.3*
Char
lev
will
leave Kail?
Deerlng,
4.30
3.36
3 46
road Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
6.16
6.15
6.06
••’“SMaRSSE? and Friday Evenings, at 11.16
7.30
6.86
9.46
o’clock or on arrival ol Steamboat Express Trains
9.46
9.16
from Boston, for Hoc in and, Castine, Deer
ale.
10.16
Sedgwick. (Stage from wixwlek to Blue Hill on arrive of Steamer), South West and Bar
Harbors.
Milbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
SEND A ».
Connect at KOCKLAND w ith steamer for BLUE
HILL, SUKKEY and ELLSWORTH, Friday's trip.
a. a,
a. a.
a. a.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBO10.30
10.60
11.06
BO’, L'MOINE. HANCOCK, i-ULLIVAN and
P- a.
p. a.
r. a.
ELLSWORTH each trip, also with B. A B. Steam
2.00
2.20
2.16
ere at Rockland,
going East, for Bangor and River
3.00
6.30
6.16
Landings each trip.
I
RKTI BtlSn, will leave
Machiasport
every
Monday and Thursday,at 4.80 a. m., touching at inSteamer will run to accommodate the RollerSkattermediate landings.and
connecting at Portland with lng Kink, leaving the city at 7 80 returning at 2.16
Pullman and
and
train
for
Boston.
10.16. Tickets, with admission te Gardes, 26
morning
Connect with Boston and
Bangor Steamers at cents. Will run as above until further notlee.
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Treae. and Manases.
fr°m ®lulgor ud Unt
<t
I-andingi for Portland )
The new Steamer CITY
•TIME TABLE.
RICHMOND,
Of
* aP« W ns. fc. Drssiaoa,
Raving same wharf
every Monday, Wednesday, & •alnrday Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Exp. ess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onli
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m next daV
Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
will leave
foot
Bine Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth, Monday’s and Wed

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.

/nw—

tiro

_

early

1724;_

STM GEN. BARTLETT
Long Wharf,
Exchange Street, at

nesday’s trips.
At Bar

Harbor with steamer for G 'ulilsboro
Lamoine, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
and Friday, touching at South
Monday
West Harbor and Rockland,
arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, Genera) Agent.
Portland, June 18, 1883.
Jnl8dt

Wednesday

ARRANGEMENTS.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
_p
.

II*

AND

®6f

»

f

■

■

T ■ ta

40

Exchange

St.

HE SET. President, and
Manager

mi*VI_

MTM
,

Steamers I

The elegant
steamer

new steamer TREMONT and favorite
JpHN BKOOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHaRF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and IN DIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o'clock
p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passeu*er* by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable
night's rest and avoid the exI»ense and inoonrenlenoa of arriving in Boston late

night.

B3T~Ticket8 and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
272 Middle Street.
Tickets to New /ork, via the varlois
Rail and Sound lAnes for sale.

/DUNG'S,

taken

as

Peaks’. Long, and Little ChebetfM
Islands.

for

Peaks’, la>ng, Little and Great 6h*>
beague Islands

for

RETCASI56,
Leave Little Chebeague at.11.00 A as.

Isuw Island at
.ll.lt aw.
Peaks’Island at.
11.86 a. b
Portland at
.11.45 a. a

Arriving at

AJTKBJT008B,
Leave Great Chebetgue at.4.30 p. m.
Little Chebeague at. 4.46 p. a •
Long Island at.6.00 p. m.
Jones’Landing at. 6 30 p. «.
Regular Fare (round trip).2f eB
Fare to Peaks’ Island (round trip).16 sts

Chebeague

Band will furnish mnslo eves*
board this steamer, fbr a sail down ths
dance on Long Island—leaving Long
at 7.16. Fare for sail and dance 35 cts.

ana
bay
Wharf

on
a

Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for special
apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and

excursions will

Exchange sts.,

Capt. Chase

or

•Except when

chartered for

aboerd the boat.

special excursions.

fc)724__4tf
Harpswell

Steamboat Co.

and after August 30,1882, the Sterner €*rdon will leave Harpswell daily far Pertland
as follows, rix:
Leave Harpswell 6.30 a. m., 2.00 p. m.: arrivtag
at Portland at 8.30 a m., 4.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portland,
10.00 a. m 6.00 p. m.; arriving st Harpswell at
12.00 m., 7.00 p m.

ON

STEAMERS.

FARE $1.00.

at

m.

of

8FN0AT TRIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 6.00 p.m.; returning
leave Harpswell 2.0<> p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
aug30dtfCapt. GEO. F. WEST.

dtf

)

2.16 p.

Great

MON
DAY. MAY I4tb Fleam
5r* af lki* Liu will

St,3j?te,,#t *”eat’

Company’s Office,

a. m.

evening
AFTER

Leave Railroad Wharf.
«rery Monday, Wedneeday
101
Eastport and St.
JLP’ “i’
John, with connections
for Calais. Robbinston St.
Andrews, Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock Grand
>it{b}’
Yarmouth
Windsor. HaUfai Monoton,
Newoastie, Amherst
Pietou, “hedlae, Bathurst, Dalheuaie, Char
iottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand
Falls, and othet
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada
Inter
colonial, Windsor. and Annapolis, Western Counties Had Roads, aud
Stage Ront.es.
rF Freight
received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same
may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, Witt Excursion
Routes, Ticket*
State Rooms and furthei
information annlv
a
11
sa

11>

10.00

usual.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
desiring to nd for friends in the Old Owuntry will save money by bnving their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General' Ocean Steamship
0« e, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake Re
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at Beesent reduced rules by theCunard and other fast ut
elass mall steamers coming direct across ti e oceanon the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers frem lee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Losleoderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; Leadon, Bristol, Cardld and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg. Antwerp, Havre, Manhetm, Amsterdam, Be
terdam, Paris, Bremeu and Har ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana. Cbristi. tsand, Bergen
Trondhjem, Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children an
der 12 hall fare. Sterling and Scandinavian unJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan 24dtf82 Exchange 8%.

ALL

dtf

A.
S.
WOLFE’S

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

Island.,

New

Aaatnills.

Zealaad

and

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th. ai>d 20th of each
month, earrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect fer San Fran-

cisco.
Steamers sail from San Francitco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealaad
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern

W.

Agents,

C. Id. BARTLETT & CO.,
115 Mtate Mtreet, Cor. Broad Mt., Boston.
or to W. I). LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St., Portland.
_fcbSdtf

Schiedam Aromatic
schnapps.
As s general

vegetable decomposition

4LDJ

Maine

Steamship Company
Line to New York.

WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at H p. in., ami
38, Faet Rivor, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, al 4. p. m.
During the .iirnmer month* theee .teamer. will
towch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York.
Passage in State Room. $6;
lhose steamers are titled up wUta fine acoomodations for passengers,
making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for
parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Haven.
Goods Shipped by this line destined beyond Portland
°r
£>•» ,v ork. will tw at onoe forwarded to their
destination on arrival.
Tickets ami State Rooms can be obtained at S3
Exchange Street.
_■* “Utwel Agent:
*
Portland, MayUO, 1883
dtf
leave Pier

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Offlce.
sale of passsago tickets
by the White Star,
Cunard. Anchor, State, American, Red Star,
North German Lloyd,
Hamburg, American, Rotter-

FOR

dam, Amsterdam aud Italian Iiuob, all tlrst class
fast passage
steamers, to aud from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid ticket* from Portland at lowest rates.
Stoerage prepaid ticket* from iuland places in Europe' to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale bv th
J
nArmi
For cnhln nlnna kImiiIiih ..in__
■

B

D. 8. aad Royal Mail Steamera
Liverpool Via Qneeustown.
Rato* reduced for Fall and Winter. Theee steamers take the ev

to

^ge^ice^SttW^
St99rage
Oennanlc.Sept.

8
22

“low m**'

^

as

by

or other eauses(

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.

A public

saltr of over 80 rears dun

'u every

our

"

country of U<

its unsolicited e.

the medical faculty and

a

sale um,^

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of
claimed for it.

For sale by all

salubrity

Druggist

and Grocers.

II

18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK.
___

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

•f all kinds, in the

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

R. STANLEY & SON,
*1(H1KW SiO.

I ORE

LAND,

dip

Importers,

STREET, PORT-

MAINE.

AUo, ()fn»ral,M»uatfer« forTCewlEngland,
FOR THE

| AdriaUc.Sept.113
| Republic.Sept." 7

Britannic .Sept
For sailing list*, oabin
plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARSLKK, 22 ExAange St.

del«

and necessary

—FOB 8ALE BY

WHITE STAR LINE.

^mlgiare uiollo^4:1

beverage

corrective of water rendered impure

Schnapps,

12.46,

11

STEAMER

On and after Monday, Jane 'iiitb,
Train* will run a* follow*:

a. m.

1, 1888.

SEPT.

Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
Freight for the Weet by the Penn. B. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
PaHinge Trs Dollar*
Bound Trip 919
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
B. B- «AM»*S«N, Agent,
l ong Wharf Konion.

And lochias Steamboat

Co.

10.40 p. m. trip will bo dlB^ontlnued cm ac4
after Sept. 1, 1883. On 3auday> will net
three trips only.
CHAS. A. SPARROW,
aufSOdtr

From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tnegday

Steamboat

STEAMER “EM IT A.”

section of

DEPARTURES:

6.16

6.40

9TEAJ1EB9.

Scmi-WecMy

For Auburn and Lewiston,7.10 a. m„ 1.15
and 6.20 p. in.
For €«orham,3.30 (mixed,)and 6.20 p.m.
For fjorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chi
eaao 1.8<>p. m.
For Oorhnm, Montreal and Chicago 9.00

PAL
2.40

R. J. Wll-LARD, Manager*

and 10.16

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
and after Saturday the second day of June,
ON next, the steamers
ELEANORA and FRANciiangiTof TIME.
CONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
J$S3,

A.M.

9.60
11.30

Steamers will ran to accomodate the Partita
Entertainment. 25cents for the round trip
free admission to the pavilion.

6.00

_gr

steam-

MINNEHAHA.

STEAMER~GAZELLE.

p.

6.20

CAPT. WM. S. CK AIK.
Leaves
Leaves
Portland.
Evsrgreen and Tref. Diamond.
A.M.
9.40
11.20

2 16
7.30

-■—,

5.10

A.M.
9 00

•sandwich

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

aI«oU* Port land, Me.,junction Middle ana Free

P.M.

2.40

10.30

TJ

AUENVT,
Wasliinuon Street, Boston.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

to refund the mo- *r if the treatment does not effect
J. C. WllT & Co.,
Proprietors, issue guarthrough 11. II. IIAY & CO., Druggists, only

P.M.

2.30
5.00

6.68

^

Track, Stone Bal las

bur ticket* (at any railroad
boat office iu New England) via

P.M.
12.40

2.00
3.15

6.00

Philadelphia.

NINTH AND ORKEN HTREET8,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

*are

P.M.

Leaves

J. B. ( OVLE. Jr., General Agent.

Stations in Philadelphia

Be

11.80

STEAMER

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST. PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

Express Trains,

9.40

11.10

6.40

Freight

-BETWEEN-

Double

9.30

11.00
11.46

6.10

Full man Sleeping Cars
Boston aL 7.00 p. m., and Port*

New York, Trenton &

9.00

430

On Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. m.

TICKET

acure.
antees

p. M.

2.30
3 46

Pullmnn Parlor Cars

three

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

P. M.

On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.ra.. 12.30 and 7.00 p.
in. and Portland 8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6.80 p. m*

74 EXCHANGE STREET

Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused
by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakefulness, Mental Depression, Softening of the Drain resulting fn Insanity and leading
to misery,
decay and death, Premature Old Age,
Impotency, \yeakness in either sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self abuse or
over-indulgence. Each
box contains one mouth's treatment.
$1. a box, or
6 boxes for $.">.• 10; sent by mail
prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarantee 0 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received f >r 6 boxes
accompanied with $5.
W°
Purchaser our written guarantee
at

6.20
7.36
9.46
11.16

Leaves
(Jushtnss
AJkl.

10.80
12.16

2.40
3.BO
6.16

T. C.

Trains Leave Boston

Montreal.

Dr. E. C. Wjht’h Nervi: and Brain Treatment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,

6.10
7.25
9.30
11.00

12.

Daily (Night Pullman)
Saco,
Konnebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery.

Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Eliiabeth, Scarhoro, Saco,
Biddeford. Konnebunk, Wells, North and South

p3M WF&w4w30

Fine Portraits a^peclalt,,

P.

A. M.

3.00
3.16

for

-AND-

Photographer,

10.30

SPRING

to

want
in

9.00

Trains leave Portland

Get Sick.—Expose yourself day and
much without exercise; work too hard
without rest; doctor all the time; take all the vile
and

7.00

M.

Leave*
White Head
A.M.

Leaves

Peaks'.
A.M.
9.20

Diamond.

INTERNATiONAli STEAMSHIP CO.

©at too

nostrums

A.

Tref.

Eastport, He., Calais, He., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S„ Ac.

How to

night;

Leave

I One

day.”
invalid for twenty years with

so

A-Jt.
6.46

Leave*
Portland.
A.M.

Leave*

and

—--—

LEAVE FOB POBTLANO AND BOSTON

New York and Philadelphia,) Excumion,

child.
"And I have been

a

me

Leave*

Evergreen

GAZELLE

CAPT. A. 8. OLITEK.

¥LNNEHAHA.

Leave*

Portland.

m.

beyond Bangor en Sunday mornings.

_

STEAMER

2.20
4.60
6.46

CAPT. VI. J. CRAIG.

t The

FARE

—to;—

6.40

&m.

311

Macbias.
Sld 2d. sch

York.
In port,

gnsta, llallowell, Gardiner anti Brunswick 6.46 a. in., 1.2<‘ p. m.t t6.10, 6.80 ami
til.15 p. m.; Bath 6.45 a. m. 1.20 p. m., 6.80
and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
ockland, and Most A Lincoln R. It.,
6.46 a. m., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.80 p. m.; Anbnrn and Lewiatsn. 8. 16
a. m. 1.16 p. w.,
6,06 p. m. Lewiston rin
Brunswick 6.46
a. m.,
tii.16 p. m.;
nonmouth.
Farmington,
Wintkrou,
and IVVarauacnok, 8.16 a. m. 1.16 p. in. Oakland and I\nrtb Anson. 1.16p. in.

1

mnfmm

6.80

P. hi.

loll 6

Belfaxi

1.20 p. m., 111,16 p. m.:
Waterrille, 6.46 a. m. 1.16 p. m„ 1.20
hi.
t6.l0
m.
Anp.
p.
til.16 p. m

S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

bottle

cured

and

M.

2.16
3.80
6.00

STEAMER

P4SSENGEKTKAINNWILL LEAVE

"Malden, Mass., Feb. 1,1880. Gentlemen—
suffered with attacks of sick headache.”

The second made

ftkowhegan

9.30

P.

TABLE.

7.20
9,40
11.06

11.00

8.26
6.10

TIJUJE

_

—

P. M.
2.10

7.30

On and after Monday, Jane 18. 1883,

PHOVjDENCK-

Globe, Treworgy. New York
NEWPORT-Ar 3d, schs Clio Chillcott, Rondont
for Salem; SJ Lindsav, Weehawkeu for Franklin
Silas Mellon, New York for Boston.
Sld 1st, sell Webster Bernard, Marshall, for Now

Hoi timid for Dexlcr.
Hang or
SI John,
Halifax
and
Province.*!. Andrew,, SI. ntrphrn.
Fredericton Arooxtook
I'ounty and all
stations on H. A Hi.rninquia H. H.. 1.15
1.20
p. m.,
p. in., 16.10 p. m. til.15

day

1

Nearly

*. hi.

1.46
3.00
4.80
6.10

will leave

Vanceboro,

p. in.; for
L16 p. a.,

6.15

Leave*
Cushing *
A. hi.

run

NEW ENGLAND

Neuralgia, female troublo, for years in tbe most
terrible and excruciating manner.
No medicine or doctor could give mo relief or
cure until 1 used Hop Bitters.
"The first

will

A. hi.

6.30

SUNDAY

Jr.

Leaves
White Head.

7.85
9.26
10.66

MONDAY, June

«bt

CHAPTER H.

Rockland.

GEORGETOWN, SO—Ar 29th, sch L C Kaminski,

PORTLAND A ROCHESTER R. R

Extra

into and car. sed awvy the stanchions of Br
*teamer ( oriua.
Scb Kare Walker, from Bangor for New York,
was at City Island 3d inst, leaking badly.

OOiVI KNTIf

llth, 1883.

TO MONTREAL & Return

swung

FINHEKMIE1V.
Ar at Boothbay 2d. schs Gertie May, and Abbie VI
Deermtf, Portland for Bay Fundy; Cyreua Ann, do.

Portland and Worcester Line.

Monday, July 23d, 1883.

hereby annonnoed by the

after

follows

as

TAKES EFFECT

AROOSTOOK COUNTY

and

l.vavr

3-GRAND EXGURSIONS-3

l.oi

A. M.

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
IStli, Passenger Trains

KAILBOABI.

Burlington,

Leave*
Peaks’.
A. .11.

5.45
7.00
9.00
10.80

Ac.
J. H A fill,TON. Mnpcriatcndent.
CHAM. ■«. I'OTK, «. T. A.
Portland, J sue 22d, 1883.
Jun23dtf

On

sep3dlm

—TO—

in.

tions.)

Absolutely Pure.

DAY. Gen. Ticket Agent.

Portland, Sept. 1, 1883.

Arrived.

Harding,
*

3.00

8.11

Steamer Allentown, ‘Swazey, Philadelphia—coal
to Randall & Me * Ulster.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Kastport avd St John, NB.
Sch Nathl rtolmes, Dodge, Bangor for Boston.
Pot in to stop leak under bows.
Sch Tiara. Cbatto, Tremout forGloucester.
Sch Minstrel, Colby, Rockladu— lime to C A B
Morse A Co.
Schs John Somes, Joyce, Bay Fandy, with 220
bbls mackerel; Sea Foam, Cooper, do 60; J G Perkins. do. 100.
OUTSIDE—A barquentine, supposed the Au Sable
from Baltimore,

Aug 20 and

3.60

A

—

PROM

$14.00

more, each

TUESDAY, Sept. 4.

FROM OCR

tickreturn at

Mt. Desert and

..

Carascas.New

The

Boston

ViSlTIT. DESERT IN SEPT.

Cup .JOHN FINBEK,
Leave*
Portland.

bury.

12,33 p.

t&JWg-ggj

MARRIAGES.

erson

New Tom, Sept. 4.—Money easy at 2% on call
closed 2%: prime mercantile paper 6 % a6%. Ex
change quieted 481% for long and 486% for short.
Government steady. State bonds more active. Rail
road b- nds are firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange azgreat
ed 339.000 shares.
D The following are to-day’s closing quotations on
Government Securities:
United.States bonds, 3s
,103%
do
do
do
4%s, reg. 112%
do
do
do
4%s,coup.112%
do
do
do
4s, reg .119%
do
do
do
4e, coup.....119%
Pacific 6s, *96.129

Trains leave Portland as follovrsi
8.23 A. M.—For Fabyan’s. LIttlston, Lancaster,
and ali points on B. C. M. R. R., St, Jobnsbnrv,
Burlington, Ogdsnsburg and all points on O. St L,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
Railroad and branches.
points on Southeastern
This train, equipped with elegant Barlor cars and
new passenger coaches and baggage c-rs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swanton and Burlington via. St. Johns-

Portland.

The Plcuulnl Vleath ia the Tear.

...

..

On nnd niter Monday June 25th,
1883, until further notice Passenger

Pensacola.
Ar at Progresso Asg 10, brig Wauban, Wallace,
New York.
A rat Ponce Aug 16, aeb Isunolne, Leach, from

EXCCRRIONI.

STEAMER EXPRESS.

OGDENS BURG, N.
AND MONTREAL.

At Capo Coast, WOA, July 17, barque Nineveh,
Brown, from Kltnlua.
Ar at Aaplnwall Aug 27, barque Evanell, Tibbetts
Boston.
Sid 17th, seb Carrie Bennell, Treworgy, for San
Andreas.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Aug 4, barque Ooneva, Haskell.

!

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

—TO—

N Boynton,

TABLE

TIME

BURLINGTON, IT.,

Portland.

BOSTON STOCKS.
A. T.&S. F.
83%
Boston AMaine....lttl
Flint Sc Pere Marqnette common. 26
Flint Sc Pere Marquette preferred. 99
L. R. & Ft Smith.. 20
38
Marquette, Hughton Sc Ont. common
Mexican Central 7s.
69%

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

Nason, from Singapore for Boston.
Sid fm Plllan Aug 7, barque Pudel Parlow. for

Nisck

Tlarkrt.
The
quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbary & Moulton, cornet
of Middle and Exchange streets.

Portland & Ogdousburg K. R.

FI.

July 19th. barque

INLAND NTHAMERN.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

1

from

Portland

kaii.ro a ns.

Oeorge.

FOKEION POU

same.

cargo p. t.
Bark Samuel B.
lumber $13.60.

St

Sid fm Zaxa Aug 20, barque Auguatlno Kubbe,
Ford, New York,
Ar at Oalbarleu Aug 22, bilg Sparkling Water,
Clifford, New York.
Old at Cardenas Aug 27, seb Kate Carlton, Pierce,
Rookport.
Sid fm Sydney, CB, Sept 3, brig Tnneriffe, Tracey,
barley 0,000 bush.
(from
Flour
1000
Bilge) for Cow Bay.
Shipmentsbbls, wheat 18,000 bu,
Arat Halifax 2d Inst, US steamer Manhattan.
oorn 0,000 bush,eats Oo,000 bush,rye 00.000 bnsh,
Moore, from Ogdcusburg via St Lawrence fur New
barley 0000 bush.
York; U 8 atm Woodbury, Abbey, Baslport.
Detroit Sept. 4.-Wheat is weak! No 1 White
Ar at St Jobn, NB, 3d Inst, sobs Carrie B, Whop*
fall, cash aud September at l 00% ;October 1 08 %;
ley. and Marysville, Murder, Rockland.
November at 1 09% No 2 Red Winter at 1 08.
Cld Sd. sobs Victoria, FleuelUng, Portland; FlorWheat—Reoeipts 62,000 bu.shlpmenU 27,000 bu. | euce P Hall, Wilson.
Philadelphia; Elvira, Drisko,
New Orleans, Sept. 4.—Cotton quiet; Middling
New York; J B Knowles, Lamson, Chester, Pa;
uplands 9%o.
Frauk W, Watson, Kookland.
Mobile, Sept. 4.—Cotton Is quiet; Middling
6 uplands 9%c.
SPOKES.
July 13, lat ION. Ion 25 W, barqne Shetland,
Savannah, Sept. 4.—Cotton is steady; Middling
Haskell, from New York for Valparaiso.
uplands 9%o.
July 27, lat 29 N, ion 39 W, ship Alert, Park,
Memphis, Sept. 4.—Ootton.sterdy; Middling up- from
New York for Melbourne.
lands 9%c.

Lnnet, Kennebec to New York, lumber $2

Mercetido,

refining ntfi%@

6.

loaded and towed.
Bark

active

Blitter firm for obolce: State 16®
23% o Western at 9 a 23c; Penn. < 'reamers at 23o.
Cheese firm; State 8%®11; Western flat
Freights to l lverpool firmer. Wheat gleam 3d,
0*tCAOO.8ept 4.—Flour easier hut not Is lower.
Regular Wboat Is lower at 96%0 for Septemtter:
98Atto for October; 11 >0% November; l u2 for Deoember; No 2 Chicago Spring at 90% o;No 3 do 90c;
No 2 Red Winter at 1 05%. Corn Is excited and
A 9 70« 9

Schr Wui. Mason. Portland to Martinique, small
shooks and beads 23c.
Schr Wm. Tice, Consins Hirer to Fall Hirer, stone
p. t.
Schr

more

1 -10c: refined
quiet, C 6%(h0%; Bx C 7®7%;
White do 7%®7'»o. Yellow 0c0%; off A 7%®8,
standard A at Hn8%e; powdered at 8%®9o; granulated at 8% c, Ooutectiouors A 8%o; out loaf and
crushed 9c; Cubes at 8%c. Molassee is steady. Priroleiiui united 1 00%. Tnl loir is weak. Bales
80.000 lbs at r%©7 3-1 He. I'orU lower; sales 160
bbls spot mess 13 60®13 76. I m il 10®15 points
lower and more actlyo, dosing weak; sales 700 to*
prime steam on spot at8 65&8 06; city steam at
8 42%@8 46; refined for continent quoted 8 90; S
6

p—A

and Delmont Looks, for Bangor; Wm Boaxley, do;
Abner Tayler, for Salem.
HYANNlS-Ar 3d. soh Odell, Winslow, NYork
for Portland.
Sid 2d, sell Llsile C Rleh, Rich, Bangor.
BOS ION—Ar 3d, sobs Ellen Crusoe, Uornian, Cape
Palmas; Cora Etta, Pales, Newburg; Silas MoLoou,
Si ear New Yorx; Kloka. Alley and Oriental, Wilson, Machtas; Earl Darby Belfast; Atalauta Shaw
and Alnoiuak. Bradbury, Kookland.
Sid 3d, brig Shasta, and Herman.
Ar 4th, sebs Jaa A Brown, .Jones, Hoboken: Silver Spray, Mahoney. Hoboken;
rrank A Nelson.
Thompson, Red Bcaoh; Uamma, Brown, New Bedford.
LYNN—Ar So, sob O W Dexter, Calais.
SALEM—Sid 3d, sobs Abble Ingalls. Jogglns, NS,
for New York; Star, Calais for do.
KENNEBEC—Ar 2d, ach Mary M Morse, Jones,
Portland.
Sid. soh Bqssle H Rose, southward
Ar 3d. soh Frank o Dame, Rogers. Portland; Messenger. Falser, Portland.
BOOTH BAY -Sid 2d, sehs Emperor, Brewar, (fm
Portland) for Bangor: Brilliant, atUlBors, do for

Summit
FROM

•agio

CEL EH KATE D

Mineral

Spring Water,

HARRISON, MAINE.

I
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A Sail o» the Dallas Today,

CITY ANO VIC NITY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Greenwood Garden.

ADVERTISEMENTS-

Special tale-Owen, Moore & Co
Silks Mi lett & Little.
New (ail hats—Merry.
Nat’l temperance campmceslng
G. A. R
Notice
Wa* ted—G W. Frost $ Co.
D ^solution—W. H. comers & Co.
Rooms to let.

ton.
are

Strayed.
One of the Greatest l uxuries,
pure and fragrant Toilet Powder.
To
our lady readers we recommend J. &
E. Atkinson’s Rose, White Rose, and Violet Powder.
At 10 a. m to-day, F. O. Bailey & Co., will
»el! at store, 18 Exchange St., a large invoice
of new ana second hand furnirore, consisting
of chamber sets, chairs, lounges, tables, Brus-

sels, tapeKtry, and ingrain carpetf, crockery,
glass and silver plated ware, alee, 2 Kilby
See auction columns.

Invalids this is your opportunity.
Visit
Drs. Damon & Wesley at the Falmouth, and
you will never regret it, for they stand the
peers of their profession in the treatment of all
chronic cases, aud their medical examinations
are indeed wonderful.
If you are troubled with rheumatism, neuor catarrh, get a Pine
Hygenic
Mattress, manufactured and sold by J. H
Gaubert, 199 Middle street, Portland, Me.

ralgia, asthma

__aug21

dtl
_

Advice

Mothers—Mrs. Winslow’b
Soothing Syrup should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural,
quiet
sleep by relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as "bright as a button
It is

to

pleasant to taste.

very

It soothes the

ohild, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teetbiug or other causes. Twenty-five
cents

a

bottle.

d©oi_WSM&wly
Enterprising

local agents wanted in this
town for an article that is sure to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Hnmiston Food Preservative Go., 72 Kilby.8treet»
Boston.
jy30-daw2m
Superior Court.
8EPTEMBFR CRIMINAL TERM—BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Tuesday”.—The September criminal term was
opened this morning with prayer by the Rev. Mr.
Burrage. A new grand jury for the year was empannelled as follows:
Foreman. John L. Swift. Brunswick; Rigworth A. Burn«l, Baldwin; Isaac G. Babb, Westbrook; Bernard C. Donahue, Portland William Duran Ca>>co Aim* nd L. Kreeman,Windham. Edward
Hasty. Gorham. Albert F. Hannafoad, Cape Elizabeth Sim<m Libby, Scarborough Lorenzo D. D well. Standish D. O. Moulton Falmouth, B. H. Nason, Raymond Seward M. Prince, No. Yarmouth.
Ge u-eeH Rounds, Portland; Grosvenor W.
Raymond, Harpswell. Ellis R. Stone, Otistield, David
B. S«>ule, Freeport.
Excused—William H. Baxter, Deering.
The traverse jury will *not come in until next
week.

Thomas A. Delay, on two old search and seizure
complaints, was sentenced to pay fines amounting
to $200 and costs, which he paid.

JUDGE GOULD.

Tcesday.-James Moran, Willie O’Brion,Patrick
King, Herbert Rowell,Frank Robinson. Mary Campbell, Edwin Leavitt. Intoxication. Fined S3 and
costs each.

Herbert Rowell, Patrick King. Resisting officer.
Fined $20 and costs each.
Henry Burnett. Larceny. Reform School.
Michael McMann. Common drunkard.
Sixty days.
Maggie Coffin. Intoxication. Thirty days in City
House of Correction.

Margaret Houge.

Assault.

Fined

$3 and costs.

Brief Jottings.
The heirs of the late D. W. Nash have been

paid $2,000 by Supreme Lodge, Knights

of

Honor.
The Brooklyn arrived out at Liverpool Sun-

day.
Prof. Foster of

Colby University

was

in the

city yesterday.
The Haydn Association will begin rehearsals
of Cherubini’s mass Monday evening,
Sept.

17th.
Mrs. Gilson gave an enjoyable entertainment
to a party uumberin
about one hundred people, at the rooms of the Diamond Island Association Monday evening.
The Tennessee sailed yesterday
morniog at
8 o’clock.

Comrades of Bosworth Poet and members
of the Sbepley Camp Sons of Ve'erana who
intend to take part in the sham fight, are requested to be present in the Grand Army Hall
this evening at 7.30.
We learn that the late Winthrop S. Jordan
had insurance
Life Insurance

his

on

Company

Little,

life with the Mutual
of New York, W. D
Mr. Jordan was also

agent for $5000.
a member of the Veteran Association of I. O.
of O F.
Mr. William 8. Edwards and wife, of Portland are visiting Dr. H. F. Tefft, of Bangor.
The band concert by Chandlei and sail
down the bay on the Gazelle takes place today. The boat leaves at 2.15, returning at 5.15.
Cold yesterday, with clouds and sunshine.
40° at

sunrise, 59°

at

noon, 54° at

■unset; wind southwest.
Charles R. Cleaves, of

the Pension Department, Washington, D. C., is stopping at the
Falmouth.

The Portland Roller Skating Rink in Storer

building

will open for the season about the
middle of October under the same management as last year.
The floor will be smoothed
off and other improvements will be made.
Schooner Geod Templar, Capt. Carleton,
which was in the great blow on the Banks, arrived home yesterday.
She experienced no
damage. She brings 657 qnintals fish.
Messrs. Twitchell, Chaplin & Co., Monday
received by the Boston steamer, $20,000 worth
of

freight.

tobacco,

Included in this was 500 caseB of
of, if not the largest purchase o^

one

tobacco ever made by one firm in this city.
Mr. Albion P. Knell, a young man converted
on the coast of Africa, will be present and relate his experience at the Gospel Mission this
evening at 7 3-4 o’clock. All are invited.
At the regular meeting of Ivanboe Lodge,
No. 25, K. of P., held last evening, F. W.
French was elected Keeper of Records and
Seals for the unexpired term, to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of S. E. Winslow.
As will be seen by our advertising columns
the ForeBt City Steamboat Company have
changed their time table somewhat, the
Gazelle leaving off her 10 a. m., 12 m. and
3.30 p. m., daily trips, and her 6 p. m. Sunday
trip; and the Minnehaha her 12 o’clock Sunday

trip.
New Englan □ Fair.
The New

England

Fair will open at ManBelow will be found
the entries from this State:

chester, N. H

to-day.

:SEYS.
rapna. 1 bull, 3 cows, 3
P. Mattocks, Portland,
-ow, 3 heifers Geo. Blanch
.nd Center, 3 bulls, 5 cows, 7

calves, 2

bull calves; George
os Mon, Cumberland <Center, 3
bulls, 2
»es, 6 cows, 7 heifers, 4 heifer calves.
K9UUUUS,

Jk

Charles Johnson, Gorham. 2 bolls. 4
hellers, 1 heifer calf, 1 ball calf.

cows,

8

FAT CATTLE.

Charles Johnson, Gorham,

2

animals.

SHEEP.

Cotswold, C. P. Mattocks, Portland, 6 rams, 12
lambs, i> ewes.
Soutndowns, C. P. Mattocks, Portland, 1 buck.
Aliother Downs. C. A.
Brackett, Gorham, 2
bucks, 1 buck lamb, 2 ewes, l ewe lamb.
fiWIXE.

C. P. Mattocks, Portland, (5 boars, (Berkshire) 9
h
sows, 3 litters sucking ig«.
FOWLS

AND CHICKS.

George W. Goddard, Greenville, 1 pair light
Brahmas; C. P. Mattocks, Portland, trio Pekin
daet*s, trio br nee turkeys, pair light Brahmas
ehieks, fan tail pigeons.
HOUSES.

Geldings

Mares—C. P. Mattocks, Portland,
mare 5 years old.

Mr. John Mountfort has sold ail his teams
and trucking business and retired from active
business. Monday evening the firm of C. M.
Rice & Co., for whom Mr. Mountfort has done
the teaming for many years, and all their eti
ployees, went down to his residence at the
Cape, and took him to the Spurwink Hou^e,
where a tiue supper was partaken of. Afterwards Mr. Mountfort was presented with a
fine solid gold chain and charm, by his friends.
was a

rick, of Freeport, was elected Moderator, Rev.
H. S Burrage, of this city, Clerk, and M. F.
Bartlett, of Aubnrn, Treasurer. Rev. L. A.
Freeuau, of Brunswick, was made Clerk pro
tern. Prayer was offered by Rev. E. Worth, of
Kennebuuk. After the appointment of the
ujual committees, the association listened to
the reading of tbe letters from the chnrches,
Rev. T. F. White, of Bath, assisting the clerk.
At the conclusion of the reading of the letters,
Rav. J. Ricker, D. D., addressed tbe association in reference to the work of the Maine
BaptlBt Missionary Convention. He was followed by H. M. Hart, Esq., of Portland. A
collection

was

taken in aid of the work of the

convention, and after prayer by Rev. A. P.
Mason, D. D., of Boston, the assocatian adjourned.
In the afternoon, at 2 o’clock, the delegatee
of tbe associations reassembled. The first part
of the afternoon was devoted to a prayer service conducted by Rev. N. G. French, of

Harpswell. Subsequently
tion

the

following

ques-

presented for consideration;—"What
can be done to make tbe prayer
meeting more
frnitfnl in spiritual results?" The discussion
was

was

participated in by

a

large number of the

delegates.
At 3 o’clock (he annual sermon was preached
by Rev. F. W. Bakeman, of Auburn. Rev.
N. G. French read the Scriptures. Prayer was
offered by Rev. A. Harris, of Weston, Mass.
The text of the sermon was Ephesians 4, 28—
"Let him that stole steal no more.” The sermon was a vigorous
presentation of the principle underlying this injunction to the early
Christians. It was nrged that in these words

the great truth is revealed that Christianity is
religion of a right life, with a holy character
for its end, and that the final test of Christianity is a practical one, furnishing an answer to
the important question, "Am I a Christian.”

a

Right believing is important; bat more important is right living, or, better still, right believing and right living.
The Treasurer, Mr. F. Bartlett, presented
his annual report, and a collection was taken
for the Maine Baptist Charitable Bociety..
Rev. A. K. P. Small, D. D., presented a resolution commending the work of tbe American

Baptist Home Mission Society

in the Western
States and among the freedmen of the South.
Rev. A. P. Mason, D. D., of Boston, and
Rev. G. M. P. King, of Wayland Seminary,
Washington, D. C., addressed the ossociation
and nrged the claims of the society’s growing
work. After prayer by Rev. T. F. White, of

China,

a deeply interesting
address upon tbe aspects of missionary work in that vast empire,
where, under the auspices of the Baptist Missionary Union, she has labored so faithfully
and successfully. Miss Fielde epoke of the
work which comee to the missionary amoDg
the people with whom she has spent the past
seventeen years.
The first dnty is to learn the
language, which takes from three to five yeare
of effort. It is most important that the missionary should do this work thoroughly, since
his usefulness will depend npon his correct nse
of the language. Miss Fielde gave some amusing illustrations of the mistakes made by those
who undertook to teach and preach before they
had acquired the language. We should be patieut therefore it the missionaries consume
much time in preparing for their work. A no riser important work is to learn the customs of
the country. We need to know these so that
we may not offend the tastes or prejudices of
the people. Their social habits are so different
from oars that at least fire years is needed to
become fitted to do good work among tbe Cbiese, and unless a worker expects te remain
abroad a longer period than tbis he bad better
not go. Tbe first immediate work after acquiring the language is that of evangelization;
then the converts are to be taught a sound
theology. Training schools are established for
tbis purpose. Bnt tbe converts mast be taagbt
to read, ae not more than one in a thousand
can do so.
Hence tbe makiDg of books takes a
large part of tbe missionary’s time. All kinds
of knowledge will be nsefnl to tbe missionary.
He will find all kinds of trades to be of
especial advantage to him. Tbe building of tneir
houses, the preparation of food aod the general
care of health will call for a many-sided knowledge. The missionaries live longer now than
formerly becanse they know better how to care
for their health. There are missionaries in
sixteen of tbe eighteen provinces of tbe empire, and about 600 workers, male and female.
We may say that their work is appreciated by
the converts, bnt not so among the unbelieving pagans. These would gladly expel the
missionaries. The plane of Christian character among the cooverta is not high, for time is
required to produce this; yet there are some
noble Christians among them. Tbe poor among
them give far more liberally for gospel work
than we do here. In their poverty the grace of
liberality is wonderfully developed. Moreover
they endure persecution with a constancy
worthy of tbe old martyrs. Tbe Chinese are
excellent material out of which to make
Christians. The spiritual destitution la very
great. There is hardly one missionary to each
million of people. Could the gospel prevail
there 200,000.000 women wonld be set free
from the torture of foot binding, and a third of
the whole human family wonld be raised from
paganism to Christianity, Now is tbe time
tor every lover of Christ to pnt forth all bis
energies to win these millions to the Savior.
It is impossible in the brief space allotted us
to give more than a meagre sketch of the in-

gave

teresting address. It gave to the bearers the
experience of a practical worker in that far off
land, and we are sure that all went away with
a mure intelligent view of the work and their
own obligation in reference to it than
they
previoosly had.
At the woman’s meeting this afternoon other

missionary ladies are to|speak, whom it will be
rare privilege to bear.
The order of service

a

for to-Jay is

as

follows:

Prayer meeting

9 a. m.
Regular business of the association from 9.30
a. in. to 11.
At 11 a. m. sermon by Rev. C. W. Rowe, of
Mystic, Conn.
Ladies’ missionary meeting in the afternoon,
to be addressed by Mrs. Jameson, a Barman
missionary, and others.
Time of last meeting to be announced at the
morning session.
at

Excursion to the Aroostook.
The first of the three grand excursions to
the Aroostook over the Maine Central starts
from Portland today.
The next starts the
24th, and the last, October lBtb. Tickets are
good for two weeks and the rates are very lew.
This is one of the most enjoyable trips in the
country, and doubtless a large number will
avail themselves of tbe opportunity to see tbit

interesting part of

onr

State.

very

pleasant occasion.

MUSIC

AND

DRAMA.

LIGHTS O’ LONDON
The “Lights o’ London’’ is a strong melodrama. with emotional situations, and an effective plot. Bat, while the acting is quite

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at tbe Registry ef
Deeds:

Gorham—Samuel D. Warren to Zacharlah
Tripp, laud. Cousideration $100.

Samuel D. Warren to Geo. B. Tripp, land.
Consideration $15.
Brunswick—Samuel W. Woodward to Roberi H. Bowkt-r, laud. Consideration $225.
Port ai d—Ashbel Chaplin to Caroline A.
Wetherbee, laud. Consideration $1.

Heavy Frosts.
The heavy frosts of Monday night #id great
damage in tbe ont-lying towns. In Cape Elizabeth, great quantitiei of squashes were killed
and in Cumberland, Gray and other towns the

damage will amount to several thousand dollars. Heavy overcoats and Fannels were comfortable. It is reported tbe frosts killed halt
of the corn crop of the State.
Sneak Thieving.
Several houses at Cape Elizabeth have suffered from sneak thieving. At Mrs. Webster’s

somebody entered a room in the second story
while the family were at dinner and stole a
gold watch and chain belonging to Mrs. Woodruff—Mrs. Webster’s daughter,—valued at
$125.
“Give

New Music.
days of golden glory,

me

and my duugeou open wide,
Ai»d the falxeat ma d of story,
With a black-maucd steed to

These

ride.”

tbe first lines of a good song by
Rubenstein, called, in German "Sehnsuoht,”
are

full of dramatic force,
the great success of the play is probably owing
to the remarkable fine scenery and effective
Nor are these scenes claparrangements.
trappy and gilded representations of imaginary
fairy realms, but life pictures of Kuglisli country scenes and of the metropolis of the world.
We have some of the most finished efforts of

good

and

occasionally

The beautifully designed Armytage Hall, with its clever grouping and arrangement, is almost a masterpiece. The interior of the "Arms" is a true
reproduction of the old English tavern. The
the scene painter’s brush before

us.

"Slips” in Regent Park, with the high bridge
and beautiful perspective, with water that almost flows, with Bplendid moonlight effects,
and with the skilfully managed leap iuto the
river and rescue, are wonderfully feeling, and
and delight by their apparent reality.
But the most tangible scene is London, Borough on Saturday night. The scene, itself excellently managed and ot the most deceptive
realism, is helped by the grouping of the roast
potato vender, the salesmen of sheep's trotters,
the lively crowd, the gin shoo into which one
can look, and the tout ensemble ot a Saturday
nigh t in a popular and poor nook of Loudon’s
The |acting is very good
lower quarters.
throughout. It may again be repeated that
the whole
company rendered their pans
smoothly, and the play went over the board in
excellent shape.
It is rare that managers so amply fulfill
their promises. But in this case, the acting,
the staging, and the [entire production of the
play were up to the expectations of the audience, and remarkable, when all the limitations
afe considered.
Grimmer's orchestra plays
finely and the audienoe are delighted with
their entertainment.
^Everybody should go
to Portland at least one night this week.
Last night the curtain was raised three
times on the scene where Harold Armytage
foils the polioe in Jarvis’ lodgings.
We cannot refrain from mentioning how well Mrs.
Van Doren takes her part as Mrs. Jarvis, or
the strong acting of Mr. Mitohell as Seth
Preene in the scene with his daughter, or the
remarkable performance of Tim, a waif, by
little Gilroy, among such an excellent cast.

surprise

THI PAVILION.

The Forest
City Amusement Company
should be proud of their success notwithstanding the cold weather. The Pavilion is quite
the audience large. The
operas are not only well sung and acted but
they are very handsomely costumed. The
boats ot the company leave Custom House
wharf, and the price of admission to the Pavilion, and sail, is very small.

comfortable and

NOTSS.

The announcement is made that Mr. Marshall Mallory, one of the proprietors, accompanied by Mr. Daniel Frohman, the manager
of the Madison Square Theatre, in New York,
will be in Boston during the present week for
the purpose of definitely selecting a site on
which to erect a counterpart of the celebrated
New York house.
Miss Clara Morris has received offers from
numerous managers for next season, but has
finally decided to go on an extended starring
tour tinder the management of Mr. Frank L.
Goodwin, playing in the principal cities of
the States. She has signed a contract with
Mr. Goodwin, who will at once set to work to
engage a company to snpoort her.
“Warranted,” the new farcical comedy by
the anthor of "The Gnv’uor,” was read to the
Boston Mnseom company on Thursday last.
Its production will immediately follow “Impulse.” Mr. Fields holds entire control of
“Warranted” for the United States and Canada, and applications for "rights” aro already
pouring in.
Of Henry Irving Mr Booth says: “He has a
strong instinct for the picturesque, and it
shows itself in all be does, bnt he is a thorough
his scholarly
artist, and hiB earnestness,
taste, his intellectuality, are as plainly seen
in bis acting as his sense of the|pictnresque is
shown In his stage settings.
He is au actor of
good-natured ability and mnch polish; his
mannerisms are marked, and at first dirtraot
your attention, particularly in the peculiarities
of voice, bat one soon becomes accustomed to
them and forgets them in the enjoyment of bis
admirable acting. He is at his beet, it Is said,
in aach plays as ‘Louis XI.,’ 'Tee Bells,’ ‘The
Courier of Lyons’ and ‘Charles I.,’ iu which
his aptitude tor the expression of the weird or
the picturesque are particularly noticeable. He
t» certainly a great artist, aud.r although bia
following Is so numerous and devoted that almost anything he might choose to do wonld be
rapturously applauded, be well deserves the
good opinion of the English people, and his
present position as the foremost actor of bis

country.”
Narrow Escape.
Monday evening a gen ileman who ie a traveling salesman for a wholesale grocery boase
on Commercial street and wbo is afflicted with
liver compaint, went into a well-known apothecary store in this city to have a prescription

compounded.

The prescription was for a simple medicine, and this the gentleman referred
to supposed was what he got.
He put the
medicine in his pocket and went home. At a
late hour in the night one of the members of
the firm was awakened by a violent ringing of
his door bell and on going down to thedoor found
the clerk of the drug store,wbo wanted to know
where the salesman lived for whom he bad put
He said
up a prescription in the evening.
that a mistake had been made and the man
given poison instead of the medicine he wanted. They drove as quickly as possible to the
house of the salesman, and found him in a

stupor.

Fortunately

he had taken but one
small dose of the medicine which had caused
him to fall into a stupor. Another dose would
have been fatal. He was all right yesterday

having fully
poison.

recovered from the effects of the

_

Greenwood Garden.
There will be a series of great attractions at
Greenwood Garden commencing to-day. This
afternoon and evening Prof. Purday (who gave
so much pleasure by bis exhibition at the old
skating rink in Lancaster Hall) and Prof.
Keyes of Worcester will give exhibitions of
will be a
fancy skating. Thursday
potato race at the rink, and dancing after the
skating, the boat leaving at 11 p. m. for the
city. Friday there will be prize skating and
in the afternoon a gold pia will be awarded to
the best lady skater; in the evening a pair of
there

Obstructions on the Sidewalks

WEW

Portland. Sept. 3,1883.
To the Editor of the Press:
Beiug a s-ranger iu this city, I do not know
what laws there may be with regard to obstructions carelessly left on the sidewalks here. Are
there auy each laws for the protection of the
public? If tnere are not, it is quite reasonable
to hope suoh a beautiful city will not be
long
without them. The cause of my cuestiou has
arieeu from a personal inconvenience to myself, which forcibly and painfully brought the
neglect of tiie proper authorities, who should
see to theBe things, to
my notioe, and which
might have resulted in a broken 'lmb. As it
was I am greatly shaken and u y left
thigh considerably bruised. For a few seconds I could
not

a

exist iu the case of the Shaw

assign*'

Chief of the Revenue Marine Division of the
Treasury Department, was a passenger on the
Manhattan.
Q. L. Bailey
has been known for years as one of the most
reliable dealers in arms, and everything in the
sporting goods line, in the State. He is sole
agent for the new Parker trap gun, Wasson’s
pocket rifles and the Holibird hunting suits.
He is also agent for the Dnpont powder, and
keeps in stock anything and everything desired

that even hinges on the sporting busiWe would recommend a careful investigation of his stock.

will be seen by reference to our

advertising

an

more

Its

A

Premiums

Total Marine

Dividend to Policy
Holders on
Prcsuiuiiis Tcriuinatinc in 1882,

to PER CENT.

Losses

J. H. Oh* pm as,

IMJCE
4

Better than a

cent. In-

no Insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
from which yon may withdraw your deIt is easier

posit at any time, or neglect to make It.
to make money than to save it.

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.
shown by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.
THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over *S'300
OOO matured endowments.
Besides giving in
surance these policies have returned the
premiums with 4 to 5s/sper cent, com pound interest.
THE ASSETS Or THE
NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive aud solid seonrttes of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
oent.

reserve

Is

$3,022,012,

SINCE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by Its policy-holders than any company
In the country. It ueeds only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their Insurance in the Northwestern.

will Warrant
application.

*

Artist’s

to make

n.

room

for Fall

goods.

eomrado of Bosworth Post, and every
member of Sheoley Camp, 8. of V., who Intends t » take part in the sham light. Is requested to
be present at <1. A. K
Hall this WEDNESDAY
Evening, Sept. Bth, at 7.80 o’clock.
Per Order of Committee.
sepB-d 11

EVERY

T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
eodtf
Jne23

J. T.
400
ang25

STUBBS,
Congress

St.

Summer Visitors

Portland,

round trip, good until Monday, Sept. 10,

an«l Residents will Had
best assortments of

dtd

BEN’S

THE

ROBERT F. SOMERS *
Portland, Sept. Srd, 18S3.
sepBdllw*

Ruchings,

Collars,

Strayed.

Cuffs,

three

my enclosure,
heifers, ene blaok
and whitcand two red and while. The owner can
CAME
at
farm
hare

Handkerchiefs,
Fichus,

in
by calling
my
Scarboro, situa“Buggy" uieellng house. F. A. LIBBY.
sepBdlw
same

near

Laces,
Silks,
Shawls,

Rooms to

Let.
unfurnished, at 173 State St. In
one of the best and most pleasantly situated
houses In Portland, midway between two first-class
boarding houses. Enquire on the premises,
or

at very low

6__d3t»
Wanted

SELF

WASHER,

Will wash yonr clothes without

boiling.
Can lie used either in hot or cold
wiitor*
$1000 REWARD for any garment or fabric injured by the use
of
“BEN’S
SELF-WASHING

SOAP.

HOWES, HIM & HARRIS,

auglO

AGENT*

317 A 310 Commercial
aug6
POKTTANO, JHAINK.

NATIONAL

Printing Co.,

FOR bALE.
street,

51 fptable Building, BOSTON d&wlm34
MASS.

SAVED

BE

Terms to suit

for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This can
be proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it. You can prove it for yourself for 60 cents.
You will find that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.

WO SOURED in ILK.
NO SPOILED H1EAT.
NO STALE BOOS.
It will keep them fresh and sweet for many days
and does not impart the slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound of
meat( fish, butter or cheese or to a qu rtof milk.
This is no humbug; it is endorsed
by uc men as
Prof. Sam’l W. Johnson of Yale College. Sold by
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express (as we prefer) on receipt of price.
Kama your express office. Viandine brand for meat;
Ocean Wave for fish and sea food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 60c per lb. each. Pearl tor cream;
Queen for eggs, aud Aqua Vitas for fluid extracts
$1 per lb. each.

^RT GOODS
IN

GREAT

VARIETY.

AND

Algernon Stubbs’
Temple Street,
assortment

of

Street.

THE
apply

to

the subscriber

GEO. W. WOODMAN, Assignee.
Portland, Aug. 21,1883.
aug22eodtf

200 Cottage Lots For Sale.
At “Rock Bound Park,” Peak’s Island
Price of lots according to location and
embellishment. Excellent lots on high
land at one cent per foot. Come and see
them. Come to Trefelhen’s Landin
te
Kock Bound Lodge, or address Mrs. May
Kock
Bound
Park.
Peak's
Chapman,
Island, Me.
augl3eodlm*
For Sale.
honee No. G Park Place pleasantly located in centre of the block, nine rooms. A
good opportunity for any one seeking for a snug
and comfortable home
BEN SHAW,
48Vfc Ei *nge St.
aug20deod2w*

BRICK

FOR SALE.
Estate, picturesque and very desipSUBURBAN
able; first cla property
Deering Street,
Brick
a

s

on

Deering,

house, painted, sltted Mansard roof
including bath room, piped for gas ana
water, Furnace with hot water heaters for chambers, hard, soft, hot and cold water, large eistern,
9

rooms

cemented cellar, ventilators to all the rooms, hall
and lower rooms finished in variety of hard woods
nod ike Drainage perfect; in the lawns 4% of
an acre, full hedges of arbor vitae, lovely shade
trees amounting to a grove. Very rarely that such
a property comes into market, and only in this as
the owner makes a change of climate. Terms of
payment very favorable to purchaser.
Enquire of
•JOHN 0. PROCTER, Exchange street.
sepld9t*

For Sale.

for all branches, at

large

Exchange

FOR SALE.

No.
BRICK
thorough repair.
house

—

Sketching Outfits

A

No. D3

well known Oxnard Block of four Stores,
(two of which are now rented,) sitnated at
Freeport Comer, a good loea ity for trade. Said
Stores are well calculated for aim ret any kind of
business or m&nufac luring.
For full particulars

The Humiston Food Preserving Co.,
7‘J KILBY STREET, BOSTON, NASS,
For sale by S. S, Sleeper * Co., Cobb, Bates &
Versa. Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten A Co..
Geo. C.Goodwin &Co„ Ware* Hasting* Bros.,Carter Harris & Hawley and Weeks & Potter, Boston.
Mass.
Jy30-d&w2m
General and Helling A genu Wanted.

purchaser. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,

For Sale*
Home and land No. 9 Cosgrem Place. 9
room*, price $3,000.
au29eodtf

EXPENSES of

the Family
by the use of Rex Magxus, The Humiston Food
Preservative. It preserves Meat, Fish, Milk, Cream,
Eggs and all kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweet

about

State.

sep3eodlm

$200T YEAR

120, containing

square, on the corner of Middle and Chatham streets. A 2V2 story brick building with
stores and tenement over stores. This lot is 95 feet
by 82, next on Middle street, threo wooden stores
and stable in rear, this lbt is 5(5 feet
by 120. A 2 V%
story birck house on Chatham street. No. 0, lot 85
by 40. This property is suie to increase in value
as it Is in the center of the city and can be used for
houses or stores; This property will be sold at a
great bargain, as the owner is about to leave tbo

aoglS1

Engravings, Photos,

Art

Portland, Me.

aug3Cdlw*

187 Cumberland street, 1b

Apply

to

J. B. DONNELL,
37 Commercial street.

For Sale.
Yarmouth Village, the reeldeuceof the late CyF. Sargent, b- lug a two story aud a half Cob
tage, with large ell, out bouse, carriage house and
in
stable, the beet repair, with steam beating apparatus, hot and cold water aud all modern conveniences
Within five minutes walk of the depot,
churches, wist office and high school. With 2Vb
acres highly cultivated land, gardcu, fruit irece,
AO., Sc. Apply in person or by letter, to
CYRUS R. SARGENT,
aug29dlm*
Yarmouth, If*.

IN

rus

For Sale.
Thirty three feet l«t>g,
Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,
No. 6, Custom House Wharf.

YACHT.
eleven feet breadth.
SCHOONER

aug22dtf

DIAMOND ISLAND.

Til/INF
I Ww I ll E.

Makes beautiful

Lambrequins,

Sofa

P D fl P U CT Pillow and Ottoman
unuunc I Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruction Books and all material for
this new fancy work at the Warerooms of tho

“DOMESTIC” 8EWING MACHINE CO.
Cor.

CONGRL38 & EXCHANGE

It at&nda at tha hoad.
Tha Light Running

STS.

bougbt and sold by
Building lots
W. H/WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
aug21

Street,

ge

First Class Suburban Residence For Sale.
TAINS a dozen rooms; Fiv* rooms on ir*t
>
floor all finished in black walnut and oak, ale*
cellar and 0- rnace, large brick cistern that will
hold 76 hog heads filtered water. The lot contains
one acre, U|
in which is a
good stable, also appln
pear and pli in trees and small fruit*. The house fi
In nice repair and will be sold on very faverakl*
terms. The horse cars pass the door ever, half
hour.
WM. H. JKRRIS.

CION

August 17,1883.

“nflMCCTIP”

UUlYlto I It
the '“DOMESTIC”
LADIES,
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

augl7d8w*

Brick House for Sale.
located three stee-

centrally
pleasantlv
the
led brick dwelling house
THE
of Pearl and Cumberland streets.
and

on

able to the

augll

purchaser. Apply

westerly

cer-

Terms favorWM. H. JKRRIS.
dtf

ner

to

Brick House for Sale.
No. 120 Pleasant Street, second west of
High street, Contains nine rooms, bath r*om
Ac.
Price fl4 00<*. Apply to WM. H. JKRRIS.
August 4,1883.
auldtf

HOUSE

eodl*

GREAT IAM DOWN!!
CHAS.:

O’BRION,

wnolesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Price”®*11' Coal*: anspeclalty, at
322

For Sale.
Hyperion
Register, rate 1V4.
BRIG
good order. For particulars inquire of

Dress Goods Jcc.
prlees, at

Commercial Street,

511 .Congress Street.

Orders received

aug7

JOHN

No.

B44.
dtf

Removal.
R. LINCOLN has removed his hackstand

from

.odtt

by Telephone,
K

J. o. Soule* stable to No. 2 Cushman St.

Telephone 946.

A|large;and£elegant|

assortment

PIANO COVERS,
at

astonlshtnetv

low

the

prices

hi

lowest: Market

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.

J. M. DYER & CO’S
I

SOME

306 tons

Hosiery,
Fans,
Parasols,
Travelling Bags,

Arm of W. H. SOMERS & CO. Is this
day
dissolved by mutual consent. The business et
the late firm will be settled and continued by ROBERT E. SOMERS undsr the same firm name of
W. H SOMERS & CO.
WILLIAM H. SOMERS

West End House Lots.
of the bett house lot* In the city on Co*.
greas. Grove, Cumberland and Ellsworth St*.,
for sale. Enquire of S. V. IIAGGETT, 10 Hill St.
eod2w*
ang31

on

26 J|®pJi st,

of the

Fancy Goods,
Gloves,

Dissolution.

few first class bo* sawyers’
G. W. FBOST & CO.,
Saco, Me.

one

FOR SATE.

(Old Stand Smbba Brat.)

Wl.E

AT OLD ORCHARD.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Four Coat mu’ Two Vest Makers.
I Ol’VG,
L. 4
( reliant Tailor.
Woodford*’, Me.
aug22dlm

11,000

use

dtf

particuare call on or address
CHAS. W. THOMPSON, 385 Congress St., Roem 2.
dtf
aug28’

•

Goods, Novelties too numerous to mention.
Framing in all the leading styles.
Gold, Bronze, Plush, &c.
Great
inducements
offered.

I have just received a
large number of Instantancous Photographs of
Yachting and Marine
Views, wliicli are the

finest ever shown in
Portland. Call and see
them. I am still sell-

McLELLAN, GORHAM

Special Agent.
|

Materials,
Pictures and Frames,at
greatly reduced rates,

45 Cents.
elT'»____

LEWIS

.

dtf

_

on

—

3NT E TOT

Address N. J. Press office, stating
price and location.

a

Th* above Endowment Policies
for sale by

SOMETHING

or

desirable real estate
Middle street, for
sale at
VERY
great bargain. The lot being DO
feet
Middle

CO., LIVE AGENTS WANTED. Artists’ Materials,
173 dk 175 Devoanhire 9t., Ronton.
57 Rcncfe *t., New York.

OUT,

convenient tenement of six

seven rooms m a central location.

GIRLS WASTED,
Portland Star Match Co., West
Commercial Street.
mylS-dtf

REVERE RUBBER

ing

lepS-dXw

tier

whioh gives

Satisfaction.

dat-i*oatf

onee,

per cent. Government Bond

premium pays about 3 Vi

a

terest.

belts made In the old way will, after bein
a time, especially when run at a
greag
speed or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than boltiDg made in the ordinar'
way. We believe t w|tl wear more than double the
length of time. For neavy main belts yon will find
it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Knulexa Beltn, as we stitch the splice in suoh
way that it cannot nepMiate.

a

em-

Has resumed business with improved facilities, and is prepared to do COLOR
PRINTING of all kinds. This Company
will continue to print SUPERIOR COLOR
LABELS, for packers of Cereals, Plants,
Vegetables, neats, fisb. Soups, and the
various articles of commerce, including
trade and advertising cards.

Color

ENT

*

as

ANY

tub National Color Printing Co.

In the LIVING

interest,

Wanted.
ladles or young men who are out of employment In city or country (distance no obleot)
can have steady work at tueir own homes all the
year round; work sent by mall; anyone can dolt;
g'Kfd salary; no canvassing, no stamps for reply. Address BURT A EMMONS, manufacturers,
Box
2,178, Boston.
au2t*dlw*

ployment,

Pacliers 2

CAN

many
used for

new.

Wanted.
tf'lANVASSERS to sell Eagle Wringers on inatuMV*f ments. Good salsry or commi-ion paid. AIM
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MART IS, Manager,
3D Temple StrMt.
aug30dtf

STOCK LABELS ALWAVS ON HAND.

MUNCER,

COR RES PON

as

Ilattor,
237 Middle Street*
SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

WANTED

Days

Belting.

on

J., Post Office Box, 636
dlw»

and Ladies In the city and country
towns. A light, agreeable aud prob able
GENTLEMEN
and for

Binder.

CANNED GOODS

Secretary.

J. W.

Which at

aboit

a

rooms

Wanted.

WM. A. QUINCY, Rmu 11, Printer*
11
Exchange
Bxchange Street

PKTLAND: 9EXCHANGE 8T.

way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
as friction ed together, that the belt cannot eeparate

Tiro

a

Book

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

*

at
30 men.

M. C. HI. Association.

J. D. JONES, Precident,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vine Preildont
W. H, H. MOORE, 2d Vic.
President,
A. A. RAVEN, Sd Vioft President

Fnetorieo at Ikelaen, ITlawi.
mar2(3eod3m
ju 6tsep

sop

Pa'ri in Thirty
After Proof,

Mutual
0O1PW.
GIANT BELTING. LIFE

A large assortment of every-

FURNISHED

1,616,844 86

Premiums., $6,929,638 43

patented a new article In Rubber
is sold under the name of

Samples and quotations furnished

a

REIT WANTED.

68

Six Per Cent, Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and Arter Feb. «, 1883.

oThis Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out.
aide cover, t is elite hod in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
.fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mAte
.rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they oannot wear off on the outside.
I he outside cover is
then put on seamles*, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary

Wanted.

Kent

and wife,
lower rent of
BV el*gentleman
in the upper part of the city.

ang28

Belling which

BeuT~We

Inquire

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

BEL' TNG.

Try Oar Giant

An
American
preferred. Wages
at 61 State state.
au30d2ws

work.

About the middle of September,

STATED meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held in the library room, Mechanic building, Thursday evening
Sept. 6, at 7.30 o’clock. R. B. SWIFT, Recording
Secretary.
sep4dtd

-IN THE-

NEW
FALL
HATS
JUST
OPENED

Girl W anled.
COMPETENT Cook and giri for general house-

MEETINGS.

SI 3,171^675.0 2

RUBBER

We have just

BOARD.
Table board furolsbed at 143 Pearl,
corner of Cumberland St.
d3w
aug31

«°g30_

Post Office
all the large
are located, in dry
and other Classes of goods.
Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all In perfest repair. Heated by
afnrnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON Jtt4
Brackett St. where the keys mayibe found.
oct2
dtf

MARINE

1882.$4,412,693

FERRIS,

to allwho use

Patents promptly and
ju!2dtf

A

Marine Risks from 1st
1882, to 31st December,

January

1882, issued 258
Maine, about one fourth

Important

LADIES

Sood

on

every section of tbe State to communicate with us
assured tbnt the largest faculties will be extended
them to aid in securing and building up a pern, a
juent business.
iuay8eodtf

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ted

AGAINST

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882

who-o popular features and phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from

years the students under my care have used
Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam, and have
I tliiuk, found it second to no other
remedy
for throat and lung troubles.’

into

1st.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issne
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

jaXComniunicationa treated confldeutlally when
desired. Gentlemen who would like to advance
their intei ests acid ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a gr«*at, progressive Lite company

From Rev. H. P Torsey, D. D LL. D.} President Maine Wesleyan Seminary end Female
College, Kent's Bill, Me.
“Dr. F. W. Kinsman: Dear Sir,—For five

Wanted.
and Gentlemen. We furnish light, aim
pie work, sent by mall any diatam-e, and pay a
when
price
hnished; It can be done at home
ur.ug leisure hours, or as steady work; the work la
easy and rub'fl simple; this is no misrepresentation;
32 to So made dally, no canvassing and no stamp
reply; we have a great d mand for our work,
and furnish steady employment. For
particulars,
"Wreesd BUTLAND A CO.,
Manufacturers, Bo*
2067, Boston, Mass.
scpAdlm*

A

TO LET
Store Km. 117 &U9 Middle St

RISKS ONLY.

bo

Corner, Oct. 2-4.
Cumberland Farmers* Club—Sept. 20, 27.
Pittaton and Chelsea Farmers' Union—Oct. 9.

WANT*.

TO LET.

OF NEW YORK

^Manager for Me. & N H.

Lower

ttcgnlar sale ol Furniture anil Genera Marshal*,
Laturday, oomiuenclng at 10 o'clock a.
Consignments solicited
oetSdtf

dire erery

Address

ATLANTIC

policies in
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly th'rty companies.
It is popu ar with the People, the
largest financial iosiitu ion of any
kind iu this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

Buxton, Hollis, Waterboro and Dayton—Buxton

Mnleeroen. IN Kick nagr WL
c. W. S1J.SW
Sliukt,

»• o,

the

RESULTS

FOR

P. O. BAILEY & CO.,
and Commission Merchant

Auctioneers

liberal.

where
BELOW
Wholesale •lobbing Houses

in

J. P.

Briggs,

goods, Fancy

The Union Mutual Life Insurance

TOWN AND LOCAL iiAUB.

tho

W-All business relating to
executed.

—

successful.

F. o. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dtd
*cp3

No. 93 Exchange 8t, Portland, le.

INSURE

or

d3m

—

faithfully

oThe UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now la its THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at no time bag it been more

Company,

West Oxf 'rd Society—Fryeburg, Oct. 9,10, 11.
West Penobsc t ;-ociety—Exeter, Sept. 25,20.

from

Law.

at

American & Foreign Paicnut,

yard.

ASSETS,

Sagadahoc County—Topsham, Oct 9, 10, 11.
Central Society—Skowhegan, Oct. 2, 3,

Tickets

per

Chamber Sets, Marble Top and
Wood Tables, Etageros, Easy Chairs, Lounges, Mirrors, Dining Tables and Chairs, Brussels ami Tapestry Carpets, Hair, Wool and Excelsior Mattresses.
Soring Beds, 2 good Cooking Kangee, Crockery and
Glassware, 4c., 4c.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

~

Somerset

ness.

Portland District Campmeeting.
The Portland District Methodist Campmeeting, which commenced at Martha’s Grove,
Fryeburg, September 3d, will close Sunday
evening, the 9th. It is under the direction of
Rev. C. J. Clark. A large number of prominent preachers are in attendance and large and
interesting meeting are belngtfaeld. Low fares
are offered by the Portland and Railroad, as

it In

HOME

°x*or<* County—Norway and South Paris, Oct. 2,

Clark,

price $1-50

HI A-r-

WORK

O-sipee Valley Society-Cornish, Sept. 25,20.
Piscataquis C- unty— Foxcroft, Oct, 3,4. 5.

for anxiety. The Manhattan convoyed from
the Gut of Canso by the Woodbury, arrived at

f.'imr

Congress

last\ear was a LARGELY INCREASE*) BUSINFSS, INCREASED ASSKIS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASKD
EXPENDITURE.

Notice.

Hon. E. W.

yard;

Mutual Insurance Co.

Society—Hope Corner, Oct. 9, 10,

MERRY,

ury Department for the safety of the revenue
steamer Manhattan which left Quebec August
25th for Eastport, Me.
There is no occasion

W. Bradbury

rOKTLAND, MAINE,

OB

at

m.

BRADBURY & BRADBURY,

—

m„

.VIE.

A.

Herbert O.

Wednesday, Sept. C, at 10
salesroom 18 Exchange 8t..

on

8TKEF.T,

Bion Bradbury.

SILKS!!!

HOME
COMPANY.
prosperous

Franklin County—Farmington, Oct. 9.10,11.
Kennebec County Readtield, Oct. 2, 3, 4.
Lincoln County—Damariscotta Driving Park, Oct.

Another Campmeeting.
The National Christian Temperance Campmeeting Association and Maine State Temperance Alliance, Will hold a series of meeting at
the Campground, Old Orchard, commencing
September 6tb, at 2 p. m., and continuing till
Sunday evening, September Oth. The following speakers will be present to address the
meetings: Gov. Robie, ex-Gov. DIngley, exGov. Perham, Hon. Neal Dow, Rev. Dr.
Miner, Rev. Dr. Dorchester, Benj. R. Jewell,
Rev. H. C. Munson, Rev. D. W. LeLacheur,
J. K. Osgood, H. A. Shorey and others.
On Saturday, 8tb, there will bo a York
county temperance mass meeting, at which
addresses will be made by Gov. Robie, Dr.

The Manhattan Bate.

place

—

^ast

sop5

ex-

Painters,

EKEE

11

Connsellors

ENDOWMENT POLICY

Androscoggin county Agricultural Society, Lewiston, Sept 18. 19, 20, 21.
Aroostook Ounty—Houlton. Set t. 2H, 29.
Cumberland County—Presumpscot Park and City
Hall, Portland, Sept. 11, 12,13, 14East Piscataqui-Society-At Milo, Sept. 20, 27.
Somerset Society—At liartland, Sept. 11,

$3«50 and Exchange*

despatch from Washington published yesterday says much anxiety is felt at the Treas-

per

316

and

—

Exhibitions in Maine—1883.

Saturday the grand sham battle by Bosworth
Post will come off in the afternoon and the
beautiful tableaux of war in the rink in the
evening.

A

of Every Description,
ecuted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

J. NAYLOR.
C. S. AUSTIN.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
in a first-class manner, »r*d at short notice. RepairuiySOeodtf
ing old frescoing a specialty.

SAVE YuUR MONEY

Maine State Agricultural Society, in connection
■with the Fair of the State Poniological Si>ciety and

a.

SIGN PAINTING

PORTLAND,

8KPT* 5th. 25 Pieces French Colored Groa Grain

$100

Pfe-

go in with the other
creditorsand the entire matter will be amicably settled.

g.

Lettering

BT O

MILLETT&r LITTLE,

finally

ABE

and

an4dtf

Fresco

special attention to thia lot of Silks, as we ahull sell them at thia
price for only a few dnya.
We have received Aulumu and Winter Dress G( oda, which we ahall display at this time.

case

thing

SILKS!!

.f.f,er„t^E1,NESUAT5
wide, at

82 iu.
Sljka
We cull

gor on bis return from his visit to several
Maine tanneries, said that he, of course, found
business at all places he visited very quiet.
Wyman’s business in Maine was in connection
with claims of the laboring men. He says the
laboring men will be paid every dollar that is
due them. He is of the opinion that New York

4.

Kenne-

AUSTIN A IAYLOK,

MIL. LETT tSo L.ITTL.E

would sesm to settle the whole
question of the Shaw assignments as good
against attachments made in Maine or elsewhere.
F. A. Wyman on his passage through Ban-

3

of Preble and

M. T. MULHALiL..
J*»5
IWTEMPLE.TBErr. oodly

jtr

SILKS!

States,

^North Knox

corner

WE o'clock
Oak and 1’alnted

Carpets,

Ac.,

AUCTION.

JIY
a

3d Exchange Street,

decision is in the following language!
VVe are of the opinion that except as
against
proceedings instituted undor the bankrupt act,
the assignment having been made without intent to hinder, delay or defraud
creditors, was
valid for at least the purpose of securing an
equal distribution of the estate among all
creditors in proportion to their several demands.

j

Depot.

jy27

the assignment in New Jersey against New
York creditor*. The latter carried the case to
the Supreme court of the United
whose

2, 3, 4.

to close out several odd lots

w6

was

creditors will

Has removed to the

eater

Furnitures
Stores,
shall sell

bec eireei, directly oppo*lte the Portland and Koeh-

Owen, Moore <fc Co.

made by oitizens
assignment
of New Jersey under a law of that state for the'
general beuelit of all hts creditors. After the
assignees had entered npon their duties a
creditor in New York undertook by legal proceedings to attach property in that city and
the local court having decided in his favor the
New Jersey assignees carried the case to the
New York court of appeals, which sustained

The

Hosiery.

sirable.

ment.
A transfer

it UR ROWES,

BUILDER,

of Fancy Hosiery before
opening our
fall goods, we shall sell,
WEDNESDAY,
8ept 5th. all our Children's Fancy CotIon Hosiery that we have been
selling
for 33 and 50 cts., at Hie popular
price
ot 25 cts. This includes about 8 doa.
Plain Black Goods which are very de-

United .States, just published in the Albauy
Law Journal of September 1st, is quoted, in
which facts reported are substantially the

FALL SILK HATS,

column*.

Wishing

Decision of Interest to Shaw Brothers'
Creditors.
In connection with the affairs of Shaw
Bros.,
recent decision of the Supreme Coart of the

Winslow’s best clamped skates will be given
to the best gentleman skater. Two hundred
pairs of skates have been received and will be
used on this occasion.

Eastport Sunday morning.

Special Sale Children’s

sneak to my kind rescuers, my breath be-

sambas

nVCTION silks.

■PtlNEII ( IBM.

WOT.

wall of the "Falmouth,” flat on the
sidewalk,
left there by some purwou or
persons connected
with a certain “Lighting Co,” I am informed.
When I was turning out of Middle street to go
down Union street, there was a gentleman
meeting me and to allow him room to pass I
stepped op one side, not perceiving the obstruction (which ought not to have been there), and
caught my left foot against the prostrate ladder wnich caused me to keep it company on
the sidewalk, much against my will. I am
pleabed to say I am not very rnuoh the worse
except a swollen, black braise on my leg, and
I trust 1 snail not have to sue either the City
Coaucil or the Lighting Co. In the present instance; hut if such obstructions are allowed to
be left on any street the consequences may be
more Berious to some one else.
Your ofiedient servant,
.lAHES StNKINSON.
A

iDTBgniZKHfl'

TELEPHONE 115.

ing completely knocked out of me. One gentleman whose name 1 am not acquainted with,
picked me up, and another gentleman who I
am told is Mr. Sawyer,
proprietor of hacks,
kindly assisted me to a bench to Bit a little
while to regain my breath and rub my bruises.
Now this little scene was earned
by a ladder
being placed six or eight inches from the end

Miner and others.

and

Presentation.

It

Cumberland Baptist Association.
The Cumberland Baptist Association met in
the Fr< e street Baptist church in this city at
10 o'clock a. m. yesterday. Rev. A. C. Her-

Bath, the afternoon session closed.
Ia the evening Miss Fielde, from

Municipal Court.
BEFORE

Mercury

Dailas. The cutter’s boats will ruu to
and from tbe wharf.
Thursday Barou Coleridge will go to Boston
where he will be the guest of the State of
Massachusetts.

cutter

a

rauges.

and in English (a rather clumsy translation)
"Yearnings.” It is one of eight good sheet
music pieces sent to us for notice by Oliver
The other seven are
Ditson & Co., Boston.
"The Land of the Shamrock" by Major. "At
“Ada Polka,” by
Last!" song by Hodges.
Van Biene. "Pleasure Lancers”, by Adam
Geibel.
“Jolly Picnic,” “Summer Enjoyments,” by Geibel, “Greeting March", "Buttercups and Daisies,” by Clark. “Slumber
Song,” violin and piano, by Heater.

■

Members of Cumberland bar, with ladies,
requested to be at Custom House wharf
today at.1.30 o’clock for a sail on the revenue

—

is

Yesterday morning tbe Lord Chiet Justice
Old Orchard, accompanied by his
party, Mayor Deering and gentlemen ot the
Cumber'and Bar. They visited the Old Orchard Honse, the beach, and took a ride on the
Beach Railroad. The party returned to this
The remainder of the day was
city at 1 p. m.
passed quietly at the hotel by the Chiet Justice
with his friend the Lord Bishop of Fredericwent to

new:id»>:ktinij,kmn TO-DAY.

NEW

OO^BIDO®

sepSdSt*

PIANO and ORGAN
Wnreroonis of

WILL I0U CALL

Ih

B.J. WILLARB.

TWIN

COTTAGE

FOR SALE.
the mo*t desirable location at FERRY BEACH
within two minutes walk of the Bay Vikw
1I°l-8k- Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful heseh and
scenery. For price and nartienlars, inquire of W. 8.
Saco Me.

IN

DENNETT,

Ju5

4U

For Sale.
Carleton and Braekett St*., forHOUSE
merly occupied by Joebua Mobbe. Inquire of
corner

Samuel Thurston
8 tree St. Blork, POBTLANU.

Jyl2dtf

(No. 8.)
a

JOHN P. HOBRS.
80 Market Street.

aP < <Rf

NO.

Farm For Sale

or

To Let.

of Ctiuibera* th*
a great bargain.
"Brooks Finn” will be sold
S.
L. CARLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. PortnaiMK
and, Me.

of the best farms in the County
ONElaud
sitnated in Cane Elizabeth, known
at

W

